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Safety Notices 

• This product is not suitable for children under 3 years of age because 
of small parts which can present a choking hazard. Some components 
have functional sharp edges – handle with care. 
 

• This product is intended for indoor use only. 
 

• Do not use standard power bases or power supplies in a Sport World 
layout as this will seriously damage the Sport World equipment. 
 

• The power supply transformer is not a toy. It is a “Transformer for 
Toys”. Before use, check that the transformer is the correct voltage for 
your mains electricity supply. This set is only to be used with the 
recommended transformer. The transformer should be examined 
regularly for damage to the casing, plug pins and cables. In the event 
of such damage, the set should not be used until the transformer is 
replaced with a new Hornby recommended unit. Never attempt to 
open the transformer yourself. 
 

• This set must not be connected to more than the recommended 
number of power supplies. The output terminals of the transformer 
must not be connected directly, or indirectly, to the output of any other 
circuit derived from a transformer or mains power supply. 
 

• If the electric motor in the car becomes jammed, remove the car from 
the track and let it cool down. Do not touch the motor casing. 
 

• Before cleaning any part, disconnect the transformer from the mains 
electricity supply. Do not use liquid for cleaning. 
 

• Please retain these details and address for future reference. 
 

Hornby Hobbies Limited, Westwood, Margate, Kent CT9 4JX, UK 
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Introduction 
This manual is a comprehensive guide to the Scalextric Sport World 
System. It covers both the Sport World software and the Command Unit 
hardware and is divided into 6 sections: 
 
• Section 1. Quick Start. Read this if you want to get up and running 

with Sport World as fast as possible. 
 

• Section 2. Command Unit Basics. Read this if you want to get an 
understanding of the capabilities of the Sport World Command Unit 
and learn how to use the basic functions. 
 

• Section 3. Sport World Basics. Read this to get an understanding of 
the capabilities of the Sport World software. It takes you on a tour 
through the main areas of the software and introduces you to the 
wealth of functions in Sport World. 
 

• Section 4. Command Unit Reference. This is a detailed reference for 
the operation of the Command Unit. It includes all aspects of its 
operation, including editing race settings and installing multi lane 
modules.  
 

• Section 5. Sport World Reference. This is a detailed and 
comprehensive reference for all areas of the Sport World software. It 
explains how every element of the software works with tips on how to 
get the most out of every area. 
 

• Section 6. Troubleshooting. Read this if you’re having trouble setting 
up or using your Sport World system. 
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1 Quick Start 

1.1 Sport World Components 

The Sport World system consists of 4 main components: 
 
• The Base Unit.

This unit is permanently connected to the start/finish straight. The start 
line contains an optical sensor which accurately records when a car 
crosses the line. The Base Unit has a large socket which receives the 
Command Unit. The Command Unit can be removed by pressing the 
release lever on the front of the Base Unit. 
 

• The Command Unit.

The Command Unit is the heart of the Sport World system. It contains 
all the electronics which provide power and control to the cars. It can 
be connected to a computer for use with the Sport World software, and 
is also capable of operating “standalone”. 
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• The Digital Controllers.

The Sport World digital controllers provide smooth, accurate control of 
cars. They are low voltage controllers specifically designed for use 
with Scalextric Sport World and Sport Digital products. 
 

• The Sport World Software.

The Sport World software provides an enormous range of tools and 
functionality to enhance your Scalextric racing experience. It can be 
installed on a PC running Windows 98, 2000 or XP operating systems. 
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1.2 Setting up your circuit 

To get racing with Sport World, set up your Scalextric circuit following the 
instructions contained in your set, replacing the standard Power Base with 
the Sport World Base Unit. 
 

IMPORTANT: You must not place any Power Base track or Pacer system 
in a circuit that contains the Sport World system. Even if the old base units 
have no power, they may still damage your Sport World system.  
 
Plug the Command unit gently, but firmly, into the base unit. 
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Plug the two controllers into the controller sockets either side of the 
Command Unit. 
 

Lane 2                                                  Lane 1  
 

Plug the power connector into the socket on the right hand side of the 
Command Unit. 
 

Finally, plug in and switch on the power at the wall socket. 
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1.3 Racing without the computer 

Sport World can be raced straight out of the box without connecting to a 
computer. 
 
When you first switch on, the Command Unit is in “Practice Mode”. In 
Practice mode Sport World behaves as if it were a standard Scalextric set 
so just place a car on the track, pick up your controller and get driving! 
 
By default, the Command Unit is set up ready to run a 10 lap Grand Prix. 
 

The race start sequence will begin when you press the Start button on the 
unit.  
 

The red LED will flash 4 times, with a short beep for each flash. A long 5th 
flash is held with a long beep. When the red LED goes out, the green LED 
comes on and the race starts. 
 
When each car has finished the race, the Command Unit will beep 5 times 
and a chequered flag will show on the display for a few seconds.  
 

The race results are then shown, first Position 1 and the slot that came first, 
followed by Position 2 and the slot that came second.  
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To clear the results and set the Unit ready to run another race, press the 
Set/Stop button. 
 

For more information on using the Command Unit, including details on all 
the race modes and race settings, please see Section 2 Command Unit 
Basics.
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1.4 System Requirements 

Recommended System Requirements 
 
To get the best performance from Sport World we recommend the following 
system specification: 
 
• Pentium 3 700 MHz or equivalent 
• 500MB of hard disk space 
• CDROM or DVD Drive 
• 128Mb RAM (Windows 98SE) 
• 256Mb RAM (Windows2000/ Windows XP) 
• 128bit 3D accelerated AGP graphics card with 16Mb VRAM. TNT or 

G-Force equivalent 
• USB Port 
• 56k Internet Connection or better required for online racing. 
 

Note: 
Sport World will run on computers where 3D graphics acceleration is via 
the motherboard. It should be noted however that, in common with many 
3D games, best performance will be achieved with a dedicated 3D graphics 
Card. 

Minimum System Requirements 
 
The following is the minimum specification required to run Sport World. If 
no 3D accelerated graphics card is available you will not be able to use the 
circuit designer, view races with real time 3D coverage or be able to 
compete in online races. You will be able to use all other areas of Sport 
World and view pit board coverage of races.  
 
• Pentium III 450 MHz or equivalent 
• 500MB of hard disk space 
• CDROM or DVD Drive 
• 64Mb RAM (Windows 98SE/ Windows ME) 
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• 128Mb RAM (Windows2000/ Windows XP) 
• 128bit 3D graphics card with 8Mb VRAM 
• USB Port 
• 56k Internet Connection or better required for online racing. 
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1.5 Installing Sport World 

Installing the Sport World software takes 3 steps: 
 

1. Install the Sport World Software. Note that you may be required to 
install QuickTime and Adobe Acrobat if you do not have them on 
your system already. 

2. Connect the Sport World Command Unit to USB port on your PC 
and switch on. The USB drivers will be installed automatically. 

3. Run Sport World for the first time. 
 

Note: 
Do NOT connect the Command Unit before you install Sport World… 
and 
Do NOT run the Sport World software until you have connected the 
Command Unit to your PC.  

You do not need to have the Command Unit connected to run Sport World, 
but you must have the Command Unit connected when you run Sport 
World for the first time 

To install the Sport World software on your PC, insert the disk into your 
computers CDROM drive. The installer should launch automatically and 
you can follow the on screen installation instructions. 
 
If the installer does not launch automatically: 
 
• Select Run from the Windows Start menu 

 

• Type D:\setup.exe and click OK (replace D with the drive letter of your 
CDROM drive) 
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• Follow the on screen installation instructions. 
 

Installation instructions 
 
• Select your language. Sport World can be installed in English, 

American English, French, German or Spanish. 
 

• Before leaving the welcome screen, make sure that you have closed 
all other open applications 
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• Tick the box to accept the license agreement before you can continue 
to install Sport World. 
 

• Sport World requires the following applications to be installed:  
Quick Time version 6.5.1 or higher 
Adobe Acrobat version 5.0 or higher 
Microsoft DirectX version 5 
 
If Quick Time and Acrobat are not present, they will be installed before 
proceeding with the Sport World installation.  
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If DirectX is not present you will need to exit the Sport World installer 
and download the appropriate version of DirectX for your computer 
from www.microsoft.com 
 

• By default Sport World will install into the following folder: 
 
C:\Program Files\Scalextric\Sport World\ 
 
If you wish to choose a different location, enter it here. 
 

• Sport World will now install the correct files, please be patient. 
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• Once the installation is complete, please view the “Read Me” file for 
any late breaking news and information about this version of Sport 
World. 
 

Note: 
Before running Sport World for the first time, you must connect the 
Command Unit to your PC and switch it on. Your PC will then install the 
required USB drivers that allow Sport World to communicate with the 
Command Unit. See Section 1.6 below. 
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1.6 Connecting your computer 

The Command Unit connects to a PC via a USB cable. With the Unit 
switched off, connect the USB cable to an available port on your computer 
and to the socket on the left hand side of the command unit. 
 

Turn the power back on and your computer should automatically recognise 
your new hardware and install the USB drivers for the Command Unit. 
 

When you launch Sport World, the connection indicators at the bottom right 
of the interface show what parts of the Sport World system are connected 
to your PC. 
 

Command Unit Disconnected 
 

Internet Connected 
 

Command Unit Connected 
 

Command Unit and Circuit (Base Unit) connected 
 

Internet, Command Unit and Circuit Connected 
 
If after connecting the Command Unit to your computer, the connection 
indicators do not light as expected, please refer to section 6 
Troubleshooting. 
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1.7 Racing 

If you have built one of the standard Scalextric Circuits you can get racing 
straight away. Launch Sport World and after the intro sequence click onto 
the “Briefing” button at the bottom of the screen: 
 

Select your circuit from the menu underneath the Briefing title bar.  
 

You can check you have the correct circuit built by studying the plan in the 
Briefing window.  
 

Now select the Race button from the bottom of the screen: 
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After the circuit has loaded, check that the Race Mode is set to Grand Prix 
from the menu to the left of the start light gantry. If you wish, you can set 
the duration of the race using the buttons on the right of the start lights. By 
default the race is 10 laps. 
 

Driver 1 and Driver 2 have already chosen their cars. If you wish to see a 
different car on screen, then select one from the menu under the drivers 
name on the grid.  
 

There are over 200 different Scalextric cars in the menu, divided into 
different categories. Scalextric cars use C numbers to catalogue the cars, 
so if you know the C number of your car it makes getting the right car 
easier. Once you set up your own car collection in the Pit Garage, it makes 
choosing your cars from the menu very easy. 
 
When you’re ready to race, place your cars on the track, pick up your 
controllers and click on the blue Start button at the top of the screen. 
 

When the red lights go out, the race is on! 
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During the race, the pit boards at the top left of the screen show who is in 
the lead and how many laps you have driven. The boards are colour coded 
according to the lane colour (red for lane 1, green for lane 2). The board 
that is furthest to the left is the driver that is in the lead. 
 

Position      Fuel Gauge         Lap Count          Driver Name 
 
At the bottom of the screen you can see statistics from the race in the “stats 
ticker”. 
 

The ticker shows race position, current speed, current lap time, best lap 
time in this race and split time to the next driver. Every 5 second the stats’ 
will switch to the next driver in the race. 
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At the finish you will see the chequered flag and a results screen will come 
up. The results will show each drivers best lap time in the race, their 
reaction time to the green light and their split time to the winner. 
 

To start another race, press the “Race Again” button at the top of the 
screen. 
 
To exit Sport World, either click the “Close” box in the top right corner, or 
select “Exit” from the File menu at the top left. 
 
For much more information on how to use Sport World, see Section 2 Sport 
World Basics or the complete reference in Section 5 Sport World 
Reference.
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1.8 Customer Support 

If you have difficulty with your Sport World Command Unit or the software, 
please refer to section 6, Troubleshooting. 
 
You will find the solution to many problems in the Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQ) section of the Sport World website at: 
 
www.scalextricsportworld.com 
 
If you cannot resolve the problem, then please email 
help@scalextricsportworld.com 
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2 Command Unit Basics 

2.1 Connections 

2.1.1 Base Unit 

The Base Unit is permanently connected to the Start/Finish straight. It has 
a large connector on top to accept the Command Unit and three sockets on 
the underside to connect up to three Sport World start/finish straights (for 
up to eight lane racing). 
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The car slots are numbered for racing, starting with Slot 1 closest to the 
Base Unit, with Slot 2 the next one out. If additional lanes are added, they 
continue to count up from Slot 3 and so on outwards up to Slot 8. 
 

The Command Unit is plugged into the top connector by pushing it gently, 
but firmly into the socket. Make sure that the Command Unit is correctly 
located on the hook on the front face of the base unit. 
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2.1.2 Command Unit 

The Command Unit has sockets for 15 volt power, USB for connection to 
your PC and 2 sockets for Scalextric Digital Controllers 
 

Lane 2            USB                                            Power           Lane 1 
 

The command unit supports up to eight lanes of racing by adding 
expansion modules. 
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2.2 Controls 

2.2.1 Digital Controllers 

Digital Controllers provide smooth, accurate control of the cars.  
 

Trigger                                         Controller Profile        Brake 
 
The controller trigger controls the power to the car. The large oval button is 
a brake which not only cuts power to the car but actively slows the car 
down. The Small button can be set up in the Sport World software to switch 
between 2 different controller profiles, giving different driving styles for 
different types of circuit. 
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2.2.2 Command Unit 

The Command Unit is controlled by 5 buttons. Above the buttons are a 16 
character display and 2 LEDs, one red, one green. 
 

Display      Edit       Left Scroll      Set/Stop   Right Scroll       Start     LEDs 
 

Start Button: Start a race. 
 

Edit Button: Enter Edit Mode to set up Race and Car 
options. 

Set/Stop Button: In Edit Mode this button sets any changes 
and returns you out to practice mode. In Race mode this 
button will stop a race before the end. 

Scroll Buttons: Used to scroll through the menus and 
change options in edit mode. 
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2.3 Practice Mode 

When you first switch the Command Unit on, it is in Practice Mode.

In Practice Mode you can plug in a controller, place a car on the track and 
get driving. Every time a car crosses the Start/Finish line, the lap time for 
that car is flashed onto the display. 
 

While you are in Practice Mode, the display shows the current Race Mode 
setting, ready for you to press Start and get racing. The factory default is a 
10 lap Grand Prix (GRP 10) 
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2.4 Racing 

After you have switched the Command Unit on, starting a race is as simple 
as pressing the Start button. 
 
The red LED will flash 4 times, with a short beep for each flash. A long 5th 
flash is held with a long beep. When the red LED goes out, the green LED 
comes on and the race starts. 
 

Tip: 
If “HC ERR X” is shown on the display when you press Start, then a Digital 
Controller is unplugged from the socket indicated by the X. 

In Grand Prix mode the top line of the display shows how many laps the 
race leader has to go. As each car crosses the line, its race position will be 
shown on the second line of the display along with the number of laps that 
driver has to go to the finish. 
 

Other race modes will display different information on the display during the 
race. See section 2.5 Race Modes below. 
 
When all the cars have finished the race, the Command Unit will beep 5 
times and a chequered flag will show on the display. The race results will 
then show the race position for each slot number. 
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To clear the results and go back into Practice Mode ready for the next race, 
press the Set/Stop button. 
 

Tip: 
If you want to stop a race before the finish, press the Set/Stop button at any 
time. The race will finish without any results and you will go back into 
Practice Mode. 
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2.5 Race Modes 

Sport World has 9 race modes to give you a variety of racing challenges. 
The Race Modes are selected in Edit mode (see section 2.6 Edit Mode 
below). 
 
• GRP : Grand Prix  
 

Cars start together and race over a fixed number of laps. The first 
across the line is the winner. 

 
• END : Endurance 
 

Cars start together and race over a fixed period of time. The winner is 
the driver who completes the most laps during the race. If the race is a 
tie, then whoever was in the lead on the last completed lap is the 
winner. 

 
• RLY : Rally 
 

Drivers take turns to race one at a time over a fixed number of laps. 
Keep a record of the time and the winner is the driver who completes 
the course in the fastest time. 

 

Tip: 
Rally circuits can be “single slot”. If you place an odd number of 
changeovers in the circuit a two lane circuit effectively becomes one 
slot and you get the challenge of driving “both” lanes in the same 
race. 

• RLS : Rally Stage 
 
Rally Stage races are designed for open ended circuits. That is a 
circuit which doesn’t close to form a loop. You can lay down all the 
track you have and don’t worry about making the ends meet. The 
Sport World Base unit must be placed at the END of the course to 
form the finish line, just place your car at the other end for the start. 
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Drivers take turns to race one at a time over the course. Keep a record 
of the time and the winner is the driver who completes the course in 
the fastest time. 
 

• PST : Pursuit 
 
Cars start together on the start line. The race has no fixed number of 
laps and no time limit. The race ends when one car crosses the line 
AFTER having lapped the other.   

 
• DRG : Drag 

 
Drag races are designed for a long straight of track that doesn’t close 
to form a circuit. The Sport World Base unit must be placed at the 
END of the course to form the finish line, just place your cars at the 
other end for the start. 
 
Drivers start together in a straight dash to the finish line. 
 

• ARD : Arcade 
 
Drivers all start together in a time attack challenge. Drivers have to 
complete a fixed number of laps in a set “checkpoint” time period. If 
you don’t complete the laps before the checkpoint time then you’re out 
of the race. If you succeed, you must complete the same number of 
laps again, but in a reduced checkpoint time. 
 
The race ends when the last driver fails to meet a checkpoint. If two 
drivers fail on the same checkpoint, whoever has completed the most 
laps is the winner. 

 

Tip: 
If you complete the lap target inside the checkpoint time, you start 
going for the next target immediately using the extra seconds to get 
ahead of the clock. 
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• QLY : Qualify 
 

Drivers take turns to race over a fixed number of laps. The display 
shows the current lap time on the second line and the fastest lap 
achieved on the top line. 
 
The winner is the driver who posts the fastest SINGLE lap time during 
their race. 

 

Tip: 
Use this mode for practising and see if you can beat your own fastest 
lap. 

• NAS : NASCAR 
 
Cars start together and race over a fixed number of laps. The first 
across the line is the winner. 
 

Tip: 
Build a big high speed oval circuit for NASCAR racing. 
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2.6 Edit Mode 

Edit Mode is used to set up the Command Unit for different kinds of racing. 
You can change the Race Mode to one of the 9 modes described in section 
2.5 above. You can change Race Options, such as the duration of a race or 
false start penalty (see section 2.7). Finally you can change Car/Slot 
Options such as which braking mode to use (see section 2.8). 
 
To enter Edit Mode, press the “Edit” button 
 

The display will show the current Race Mode (the factory default is Grand 
Prix: GRP).  
 

Note: 
When the Command Unit is in Edit Mode, there is no power to the track 
and cars will not run. 

To change the current race mode, press the Edit button again. The text 
GRP will begin to flash showing that you can now change it. 
 

Press the Right Scroll button to switch to the next Race Mode (Endurance: 
END).  
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To set Endurance as the new Race Mode, press the Set/Stop button. 
 

The word “END” should now stop flashing. 
 

Note: 
If you press the Set/Stop button twice you will go back into Practice Mode, 
ready to race. To get back into Edit Mode, press the Edit button. 

Press the Right Scroll button to view the Race Options for Endurance 
Mode. The first option you see is Race Direction. Press Right Scroll again 
until you see Duration. 

Press the Edit button, to edit the race duration. The number 5 will flash 
showing that you can edit it. Press the Left Scroll button twice to change 
the duration to 3 minutes and confirm the change by pressing the Set/Stop 
button once.  
 

The number will stop flashing and the letter “m” will begin to flash. The 
letter “m” stand for “minutes” and you can change this to “s” for “seconds” 
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or “h” for “hours”. We want to set the race to 3 minutes, so just press 
Set/Stop again. 
 
Press Set/Stop a final time to return to Practice Mode, ready to run a 3 
minute Endurance race. 
 

Remember: 
Use the Edit button to enter into Edit Mode, and to select an option to 
change. 

Use the Scroll buttons to move through and change available options. 

Use the Set/Stop button to confirm any changes and to return to Practice 
Mode. 
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2.7 Race Options 

There are a number of options that can be set up for a race. The exact 
number of options varies depending on the current Race Mode. 
 
• Race Direction 

 

Sets the direction of racing (as you look at the Command Unit display), 
either left to right, or right to left. 
 

• Finish 
 

Grand Prix and NASCAR races can finish either when all cars have 
completed all their laps (Last Lap), or when all cars next cross the line 
after the leading car has finished the race (Same Lap). 
 

• Number of Laps / Duration 
 

Lap based races can be set between 1 and 65,535 laps. 
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Duration based races can be set anywhere between 1 second and 
65,535 hours (equal to 7.5 years!) 
 

• Power Cut 
 

Power to the cars can be controlled during racing. With Power Cut set 
to OFF power is available all the time. Power Cut ON means power is 
cut to the track until the green light comes on and power to each slot is 
cut again as each car finishes the race. Set to End Only the power is 
on at the start, but cut as each car finishes the race. 
 

• False Start Detect / Penalty 
 

The Command Unit can detect false starts and apply a time penalty. 
You can set the penalty which simply cuts the power to the car for a 
fixed number of seconds. 
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• Crash and Burn 
 

If Crash and Burn is set to Yes, then if a car crashes at any time 
during the race the power to that slot will be cut and the driver is out of 
the race. 
 

• Minimum Lap 
 

Minimum lap time is used to prevent false laps being recorded. It is 
possible for a car to “jump” slots after a crash and record a lap in the 
wrong lane. Minimum Lap also prevents cheating when someone 
crashes at one part of the circuit and replaces their car just in front of 
the finish line to gain an advantage. Any lap time that is less than the 
minimum lap time will be discounted. 

 

Tip: 
Set the minimum lap time to just below what you think is the fastest 
possible lap time for your circuit. 
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• Start Slot 
 

In race modes that use a single car (Rally, Rally Stage and Qualify) 
this option indicates which slot will be used in the race. Power to the 
other slots will be cut. 
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2.8 Car/Slot Options 

When selecting Race Options, you also have the option to edit the set up 
for each available slot. To edit a slot, enter Edit Mode and use the Left 
Scroll button to see Slot 1 on the display. 
 

Press the Edit button to enter the slot options for Slot 1.

The following options are available to edit for each slot: 
 
• Slot Used 

 

This option enables you to turn off a slot if it is not being used in a 
race. (this option doesn’t appear in the single car races Rally, Rally 
Stage and Qualify) 
 

• Braking Mode 
 

There are 4 different braking modes available on each slot; 
 
Off – no braking effect is applied to the car. When you take your finger 
off the trigger the car will coast to a stop. The brake on the Digital 
Controller (the large oval button) has no effect. 
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Button – When the brake on the Digital Controller is pressed, a braking 
effect is applied to the car to stop it. If you take your finger off the 
trigger the car will simply coast to a stop. 
 
Dynamic – When you take your finger off the trigger on the Digital 
Controller a braking effect is applied. The brake button has no effect. 
 
Both – The braking effect will be applied both when you press the 
Brake button AND when you take your finger off the trigger. 
 

• Pacer 
 

The Pacer system will record your best lap from any race and let you 
replay it. For more information see section 2.9 below. 
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2.9 Recording and racing against Pacer data 

The Sport World Command Unit can automatically record your best lap 
from any race you run. You can then race against yourself to see if you can 
beat your best. 
 

Note: 
The Pacer data can only be recorded or played back on one slot at a time. 

2.9.1 Recording Pacer data 

To record Pacer, press the Edit button to enter Edit Mode and press the 
Left Scroll button until you see the slot number you wish to record. 
 

Press Edit again and scroll until you see Pacer 

Press Edit and use the Scroll buttons to change the option to Record.

Press Set/Stop 3 times to return to Practice Mode. Press Start when you’re 
ready and run your race. 
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During the race, the Command Unit will record your best lap.  
 
At the end of the race, press Set/Stop to go back to Practice Mode. 
 
2.9.2 Playing back Pacer Data 

To race against a Pacer car you must first record the data as described 
above. When data has been recorded, the Pacer must be set to Playback 
for that slot. 
 
Go into edit mode and return to the Pacer options for the slot you recorded. 
Change the Pacer option from Record to Playback.

Press Set/Stop 3 times to return to Practice Mode.  
 
Place the pacer car on the grid ready to race, and place a car in another 
slot for you to race against the Pacer. Press Start when you’re ready and 
when the green light comes on, the Pacer car will race against you using 
the best lap you ran in the previous race. 
 

Note: 
The Pacer data will be used on that slot until you turn it off. To turn it off 
use Edit Mode to go to the Pacer option and select Off. 
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2.10 Fault Finding 

2.10.1 Errors 

 
When an error occurs the red LED will continually flash and the Command 
Unit will beep until the error is corrected and the unit reset. Errors are reset 
by pressing the Set/Stop button.  
 
Errors are indicated on the display: 
 

• Slot Overload 
 

An overload on the slot can be caused by a piece of metal on the track 
causing a short circuit.. 
 
The error message gives the slot number with the problem. Try to find 
the cause of the overload and remove it. The error can be cleared by 
pressing the set/stop button after which there will be a short 
countdown before power is restored. 
 
If the overload occurs again after you have pressed set/stop, switch off 
the power and remove the problem before continuing. 
 

• Hand Controller Error 
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This usually occurs when the Start button s pressed if there is no 
Digital Controller plugged in to a slot that is used in the race. Check 
the controller is plugged in properly. If the slot is not going to be used 
during the race, turn off the slot in Edit Mode, Slot Options, Slot Used.
See Section 4.6.1 
 

2.10.2 Factory Defaults and Reset 

To return the Command Unit to its factory default settings, press and hold 
the two scroll buttons and the Start button together until the green LED 
starts to flash. The LED will flash 5 times to indicate the process is 
complete. 
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3 Sport World Basics 
The Sport World software has 8 key areas 
 

Circuit Design: Create your own Scalextric circuits from a 
complete library of track elements. Add borders, buildings 
and scenery to create the atmosphere of the race track. 

 

Pit Garage: Create your own car collection, learn how to 
modify and tune your car and view race telemetry to assess 
you and your cars performance 

 

Drivers: Create drivers and match them to their favourite 
cars. Set up your cars brakes and throttle and decide on 
your pit stop strategy.  

 

Briefing: Select the circuit to race and set up race 
parameters. Choose one of 8 race modes from Grand Prix to 
Rally or Arcade. 

 

Qualifying: Individual drivers race a fixed number of laps to 
see who can set the fastest time. Big, bold lap times make 
sure you get all the information you need as you race for 
pole position. 

 

Race: Select you drivers and cars on the grid, then race for 
the chequered flag. There’s full real time 3D coverage of the 
racing from trackside and on board cameras. Pit boards and 
statistics keep you up to date with race positions and lap 
times. At the chequered flag you get all the results and the 
opportunity to watch a replay of the race. 
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Championship: For racing clubs, or just friends getting 
together, Championship lets you run single event 
tournaments in either “round robin” or knockout format. You 
can put Tournaments together to create Leagues, which can 
be run over different circuits with different race modes. 

 

Race World: The ultimate challenge. Connect to the world 
and race against up to seven other opponents over the 
internet. You race on your circuit with your car. The 
opposition race on an identical circuit wherever they may be 
across the world. As you race, the PC coverage will show all 
8 cars racing, overtaking and crashing in real time. You can 
even set up invitational races of your own, either between 
your friends or open to anyone. 
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3.1 Circuit Design: Designing your own circuits 

Click on the Circuit Design button to enter the Sport World Circuit Design 
area. 
 
Circuit Design allows you to create Scalextric Circuits by placing track 
elements from a toolbox into a 3D world. You can then add scenery items 
such as track borders, buildings and trees and then manipulate the terrain 
to create hills and valleys.  
 
You can define the dimensions of your room space and get information 
such as the lane lengths of the circuit and a list of the track elements you 
require. 
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The Circuit Designer has 3 elements: 
 
• The display area that contains the 3D world 
• The Toolbox, which contains the track, scenery, and the manipulation 

tools. 
• The Information panels, which give details on lane lengths and circuit 

size. 
 

3.1.1 Selecting & Moving Around 

When you first start a circuit the world is empty, except for a Sport World 
unit. The blue box and the blue arrow show the start and end of a track 
section and show that section is selected. 
 

To select an object like a piece of track or a building you must use the 
Select/Move tool. Click on an object to select it, click on the background to 
deselect it. Selected objects will highlight in yellow. More than one piece of 
track can be selected at one time by holding down the shift key. 
 
If you click and drag on an object with the left mouse button it will move the 
object around the world. If you click and drag on the background it will 
move your viewpoint around the world. 
 

The Pan tool lets you click and drag your view point no matter where you 
click in the 3D world. 
 

The Tumble tool is used to rotate your viewpoint. That is, if your drag the 
mouse left to right, the view will rotate horizontally around the centre of the 
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screen. If you drag up, your view will rotate up to give you an aerial view. 
Drag down and your view will rotate towards the ground. 
 

The Zoom tool is used to zoom your view in and out. Click and drag up to 
zoom in. Drag down to zoom out. 
 

The Look At tool will zoom in on any selected object with one click. If there 
is nothing selected, the view will zoom to show the whole circuit. 

The Lift tool selects and lifts objects. Click and drag up on an object to lift it, 
drag down to lower it again. When track elements are lifted, surrounding 
track will also lift to form smooth hills around it. 
 

Tip: 
The Select/Move tool can be used as a quick way of controlling the view. If 
you click and drag on the background your view will pan. If you use the 
right mouse button to click and drag on the background, your view will 
tumble. If you hold the Ctrl key and click and drag with the left mouse 
button, you will zoom your view in and out 
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3.1.2 Building Your First Circuit 

New circuits always start with a Sport World Unit. 
 

To add track to the circuit, make sure the piece of track you want to join 
onto is selected and the blue arrow is visible.  
 

Now click on the straight button at the top right hand corner of the toolbox. 
A straight piece of track is then added onto the Sport World Unit: 
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Click the R2 curve button to place a 45 degree R2: 
 

Tip: 
If you make a mistake, you can delete the selected piece of track by 
pressing Delete or Backspace on your keyboard. You can also undo any 
move by selecting CTRL-Z (up to 20 undos) 

Click the R2 button 3 more times to create a 180 degree corner. 
 
Next we need to place a Sport World Current Break Sensor track. 
 

Click on the icon on the bottom left of the track toolbox. 
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Place one more R2 curve to continue the right hand bend. 
 

Now click on the R1 Curve icon to place a 45 degree R1 curve. We want 
this curve to be a left hand curve so we must flip it. To do this, use your 
right mouse button to click on the highlighted curve in the 3D world 
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Place another R1 curve, followed by an R2 which you should flip back to a 
right hand curve. 
 

Now place 4 more R2 curves 
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To close the gap we need to place a Half Straight (C8207), followed by a 
Short Straight (C8236): 
 
To find the half straight, click on the small arrow in the bottom corner of the 
straight button. This will bring up the straights menu. 
 

From the menu, click on the Half Straight (Scalextric Code C8207). 
 

Tip: 
You can pop out the menus by using your right mouse button and clicking 
anywhere on a track button. 
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Finally, pop out the straights menu again to select a Short Straight (C8236). 
 

Just like in real life, Scalextric circuits built in the Sport World Circuit 
Designer don’t always match up exactly. Sport World detects when a circuit 
is within a Short Straight distance from the start and automatically 
manipulates the circuit to close it into a loop. When this happens you will 
here a special beep. 
 
To save your completed circuit, select Save from the File menu at the top 
left of your screen. By default, the name is “NewCircuit”, but you can 
change it to anything you like. Finally click the Save button. This circuit will 
now be available for you to tour, test drive or race, throughout Sport World. 
 
To start a new circuit, select New from the File menu 
 

Tip:  
From the menu on the toolbox you can open the Classic track, Border, 
Scenery and Environment menus to add lots more detail to your circuit. 
See Section 5.3 Circuit Design for full details. 
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3.2 Pit Garage: Creating your car collection 

Click on the Pit Garage button to enter the Sport World Pit Garage. 
 
Pit Garage provides a comprehensive list of Scalextric cars which you can 
view either as movies or as full 3D models. You can add the cars you own 
from the Scalextric collection into your own custom collection, organised 
however you like. 
 
Technical Manuals give you all the information you need to maintain and 
tune your car, while Virtual Test Drive lets you try out performance 
enhancements before make the change for real. 
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3.2.1 Browsing the Scalextric Collection 

The Pit Garage car browser allows you to view the latest collections of 
Scalextric cars, and to create and manage collections of your own. Each 
collection is represented as a box into which you can add cars, or you can 
create sub collections by adding boxes within boxes. 
 
The browser is divided into 3 areas: 
 
• The Collection List that contains the Scalextric collections and any 

collections you create yourself (My Collection). 
• The Car Viewer that shows basic details of the car along with a 

turntable movie. 
• The Car List that shows all the cars in the currently selected collection. 
 
In the Collection List on the left, click on the word Scalextric Collection to 
open the box. Inside the Scalextric Collection you will see 7 more 
collections which divide the cars into different categories. Select Road & 
Rally. 
 
When you select Road & Rally, a list of cars in that collection will appear in 
the Car List on the right of the screen. The car list shows the Scalextric C 
number code, which is a unique identifier for every car produced by 
Scalextric, and a description of the car. The car icon shows you the colour 
of the car. 
 

Select the C2484 Mini Cooper from the car list. 
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Details of the Mini now appear in the centre of the screen. 
 

Press Play on the movie controller to see the car spin round. 
 
3.2.2 Adding a Car to Your Collection 

To add the mini to your own collection, first open the My Collection box by 
clicking on it. You will see two collections inside; Collection1 and 
Collection2. We’re going to add the Mini to Collection1. 
 
Select the Road & Rally Scalextric Collection again and click and hold the 
mouse on the C2484 Mini Cooper from the car list. After half a second, a 
blue car icon will appear. 
 

Drag this icon over to the left and onto Collection1.

Select Collection1 and you will see the Mini Cooper in the Car List for that 
collection. 
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If you want to add a car that isn’t in the Scalextric Collection, make sure 
you select one of your own collections and click the Add Car button: 
 

The Add Car wizard lets you fill in the details, import a picture and even 
choose a sound to use when racing. For more details see section 5.4.1 
 
3.2.3 Creating Your Own Collections 

To create your own collections, select My Collections and click the Add 
Collection button: 
 

Type a name for your new collection and press Enter.

If you want to edit the name of a collection, just click its name with the right 
mouse button and type in a new name. 
 
3.2.4 Taking a Virtual Test Drive 

Select the Mini from Collection1 and click on the Car Viewer Button 
 

The Car Viewer will load a full 3D model of the Mini for you to view. Use the 
view tools on the menu to pan, zoom and tumble around the car. (See 
Section 3.1.1  Selecting & Moving Around to find out about the view tools. 
 
Click on the 2D Movie Player tab to see a movie of the physical car. 
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Click on the Test Drive button to take the Mini for a test drive round the 
current circuit. 
 

If you have the Sport World Command Unit connected, just select a lane 
and drive the car using your controller. If not, then use the up and down 
arrow keys on your keyboard to accelerate and brake. 
 
To Return to the Car Viewer or the Car List click on the buttons: 
 

For more information on the Pit Garage, including the Technical Manuals 
and viewing Race Telemetry see Section 5.4 Pit Garage.
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3.3 Drivers: Adding a new driver 

Click on the Drivers button to enter the Sport World Drivers area. 
 
The Drivers area is where you enter the names of everyone who wants to 
race and match them to their favourite car. Each driver can set up their 
race strategy and view statistics on their past performances. 
 

The Drivers area is made up of 4 sections: 
 
• The Driver Information Panel, where you edit details about the 

currently selected driver. 
• The Driver List, where you add, delete and select drivers. 
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• The Statistics Tab, which shows fastest lap times for every car a driver 
has raced on any circuit 

• The Race Strategy Tab, where each driver can decide on their throttle 
and brake settings as well as formulating their pit stop strategy. 

 
3.3.1 Adding a New Driver 

To add a new driver, simply click the New Driver button. 
 

At the prompt, type in the first name and surname of the new driver and 
click the tick to accept. 
 
Once you have created the new driver, select his/her name from the list 
and their driver details will appear in the information panel. You can now 
select a favourite car from the menu. The favourite car chosen here will 
then be the car that is placed on the grid automatically when you choose 
that driver in a race. You can change the favourite car at any time, either in 
the Drivers area or on the race grid. 
 
You can select a nationality for the driver and that flag will appear on race 
results and let everyone know where you’re from when you are racing 
online. 
 
You can select a team for your driver from the drop down list. Team racing 
as well as individual racing is possible in the Championship mode. 
 
3.3.2 Adding a Driver Photograph 

New drivers will have a random driver photograph chosen for them. You 
can change that picture to any one of the other default drivers, or add in a 
photograph of your own. To open the photo wizard, click on the icon in the 
top left of the driver photograph: 
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Use the arrow buttons in the wizard to select from the library of driver 
photos.  
 

If you want to add in one of your own, click the camera button and browse 
for an image. (The image must be either jpg, tif, bmp or png format). Use 
the slider to zoom in and out of your image and click and drag inside the 
image to select the area of the picture you want. Click accept and the 
photograph will be added. 
 
For more information about Drivers, including the Statistics tab, and the 
Strategy area, please see Section 5.5 Drivers.
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3.4 Briefing: Setting up your Race 

Click the Briefing button to enter the Sport World Briefing area 
 
Briefing is where you choose your circuit and set up the global race 
parameters. You can view and print circuit plans, you can even take a 
drivers eye tour of the circuit. 
 
Sport World has 8 race modes to choose from along with 10 additional race 
parameters. These include pit stops, fuel loading and “Easy Drive” which 
makes cars easier to control for younger racers. 
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3.4.1 Choosing a Circuit 

Select a circuit from the pull down menu at the top left of the Briefing area. 
When you select a circuit you will see basic details such as lane lengths 
and, if available, the lap record. You will also see a plan of the circuit to 
help you build it.  
 
If you want to see a list of the track elements required to build your chosen 
circuit, select the Circuit Information button: 
 

To return to the circuit plan, click the Circuit Plan button: 
 

To see a 3D “drivers eye” tour of the circuit, select the Circuit Tour button: 
 

To exit the tour, just click on either the Information or Plan buttons. 
 
The circuit plan and track information listing can be printed out by selecting 
the Print Circuit button: 
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3.4.2 Race Modes 

There are 8 different race modes in Sport World: 
 
• Grand Prix. The most common form of racing, drivers compete over a 

number of laps. Laps are set either in Briefing or on the Race grid from 
just one lap up to 999. 

 
• Endurance. Drivers compete against each other to record the most 

laps in a fixed time period. The time is set either in Briefing or on the 
Race grid anything from 1 minute up to a full Le Mans style 24 hour 
race. 
 

• Rally. Drivers choose their preferred lane and race one at a time to 
race a number of laps in the fastest possible time. 
 

• Rally Stage. Unlike most other forms of racing, Rally Stage is run on 
an open circuit (i.e. one that doesn’t join up to make a loop) with the 
Sport World unit used as a finish line. Drivers race individually to set 
the fastest time over the course. 
 

• Pursuit. This is all about getting ahead and staying ahead. If you get 
lapped in Pursuit mode you’re out of the race. All the racers start 
together, but as soon as the leader crosses the line after lapping you, 
your power is cut and you’re out of the race. There’s no limit to the 
number of laps or the time of the race, just get on the grid and go! 
 

• Drag. Typically run on a very long straight open circuit with the Sport 
World unit used as a finish line. Drag racing is all about having the 
fastest car and the fastest reactions as you compete against each 
other to be first to the line. 
 

• Arcade. Fast and furious, Arcade mode gives racers a fixed number of 
laps to race in a fixed period of time. For example you could set 
Arcade to complete 2 laps in 10 seconds. When that 10 second 
“checkpoint” time is up you get a shorter period of time to complete the 
next 2 laps. If you fail to make the laps before the checkpoint, your 
power is cut and you’re out of the race. The racer who completes the 
most laps when everyone has been knocked out is the winner.  
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• NASCAR. Typically run on fast oval circuits, NASCAR drivers 
compete over a number of laps. Laps are set either in Briefing or on 
the Race grid from just one lap up to 999. 
 

3.4.3 Setting the Race Direction 

You can switch the direction that you race a circuit at any time using the 
Direction button in Briefing: 
 

The direction is always taken as you are looking at the display of the Sport 
World unit. Set as above the cars will pass left to right in front of the unit. 
Click the button and the cars will pass right to left: 
 

Race Direction is just one of the race parameters you can set in Briefing. 
For details on the other parameters, see Section 5.6 Briefing.

Tip:  
Note that the direction the cars drive will not change until you next start a 
race. 
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3.5 Race: Grand Prix Racing 

Make sure the Command Unit is connected and Click on the Race button to 
enter the Sport World Race area. The circuit you selected in Briefing will 
load and you will be taken to the Race grid. 
 

3.5.1 Changing Drivers and Cars on the Grid 

On the grid you can change the Race Mode, the number of laps, the drivers 
or the cars. 
 
A Driver Bar indicates the drivers and cars in each lane of the circuit. When 
you move your mouse over a driver or car name, the car is highlighted on 
the screen with the colour of the lane it is in. 
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To change the driver, click on the arrow next to the drivers name and 
choose your new driver from the drop down menu.  
 

When you first come to the grid each driver uses the car that has been 
selected as their default in the Drivers area. To change the car, click on the 
arrow next to the car name and a drop down menu will appear. 
 

Drag the mouse over Scalextric Collection and a pop out menu will appear, 
listing the categories of cars. 
 

Note:  
When you are racing right to left past the Command Unit, the cars will 
appear opposite to the way the lane numbers are listed shown on the 
driver/car menus. I.E. lane 2 is above the lane 1 listing and lane 1 is above 
the lane 2 listing! 
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Drag over Formula 1 from this list and a further pop out menu will appear 
giving a list of all available Formula 1 cars in the Scalextric Collection.  
 

The list can be scrolled by moving your mouse over the arrows that appear 
at the top and bottom of the menu. 
 
To select a car simply click on the car of your choice and it will appear on 
the grid. 
 

Tip:  
There are literally hundreds of cars in the Scalextric Collection, to make 
selection easier, place the cars you own into the My Collection folders in 
the Pit Garage 
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3.5.2 Starting a Race 

To start a race, click on the button at the top of the screen. 
 

The countdown begins with the red lights on the start gantry coming on and 
the Command Unit beeps. When the red lights go out and the green lights 
come on, it’s GO! 
 
During the race, the pit boards at the top left of the screen show who is in 
the lead and how many laps you have driven. The boards are colour coded 
according to the lane colour (red for lane 1, green for lane 2). The board 
that is furthest to the left is the driver that is in the lead. 
 

Position      Fuel Gauge         Lap Count          Driver Name 
 
At the bottom of the screen you can see statistics from the race in the “stats 
ticker”. 
 

The ticker shows race position, current speed, current lap time, best lap 
time in this race and split times to the next driver in front and behind. Every 
5 second the stats’ will switch to the next driver in the race. 
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3.5.3 Camera Coverage 

All the action from the race is covered by cameras following cars, inside the 
cars and from special cameras placed at the trackside. By default the 
cameras are selected by Sport World, but you can become the director of 
the race coverage by switching to manual camera mode. Click the icon at 
the top of the screen. 
 

Automatic Camera Coverage 
 

Manual Camera Coverage 
 
To change the camera when in manual camera coverage, press a number 
key corresponding to the camera you wish to use: 
 
1 : Follow car camera 
2 : In car camera 
3 : Bumper camera 
4 - 9. : Trackside cameras. 
 
To switch the car you wish to follow, hold down the control (Ctrl) key and 
press the number of the slot to view (1 for lane 1, 2 for lane 2 etc.). 
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3.5.4 Race Results 

As each car crosses the line a chequered flag will wave. When all the cars 
have finished the results screen will come up.  
 

The results will show each drivers best lap time in the race, their reaction 
time to the green light and their split time to the winner. 
 
To watch the race again, press the Replay button at the bottom of the 
screen. 
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To race again, press the Next Race button to be returned to the starting 
grid. 
 

3.5.5 Pausing and Abandoning a Race 

A race can be paused at any time by clicking the Pause button at the top of 
the screen. 
 

When a race is paused you have 3 choices: 
 

• Continue will return you to the race 
• Finish will take you to the results screen and the race positions will be 

as they were when the race was paused. 
• Abandon will return to the grid ready to restart the race. 
 
See Section 5.8 for more information on the Race area. 
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3.6 Race World: Online Racing 

Sport World Online Racing lets you pit your skills against up to seven other 
Scalextric racers from anywhere in the world. In an online race, you drive 
on your circuit in your location; the other competitors drive on an identical 
circuit wherever they are in the world. Sport World links all the drivers 
together and provides real time 3D coverage of the race on your PC. You 
can see all the cars racing, crashing and overtaking as you race for the 
finish. 
 
There are four steps to get you racing online: 
 
• Registration 
• View the available races 
• Join a race 
• Get racing! 
 
When you enter the Race World area, you will be asked to log in as a 
registered driver in order to connect to the Race World server. If you have 
already registered, select the driver from the menu and click OK.  
 

If Sport World cannot connect to the server (for example, if you have no 
active internet connection, or your selected driver has an invalid password), 
then a message will be displayed. 
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3.6.1 Registration  

If you have not already registered, you will be given the opportunity to 
register a driver as you enter the Race World area. 
 

When you click OK a web browser window will open at the Scalextric Sport 
World website where you will be able to register. Click on the word 
“register” on the left hand menu, and then follow the on screen steps to 
register. An email will be sent to you confirming your driver name and your 
password. 
 
Your can use any driver name you wish, but it must not have been used by 
anyone else at scalextricsportworld.com. Once you have registered you 
must add the registered driver name to the list in the Drivers area.  
 

Adding a Registered Driver to the Drivers Area 
 
Go to Drivers and click the Add Driver button.  
 

This brings up a dialogue box where you can enter the registered driver 
name.  
 

Note:  
Only registered drivers can enter the Race World area. The registered 
driver name and password must be entered in the Drivers Area. 
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In the Password field, enter the password as sent to you in your registration 
email. 
 

3.6.2 Viewing Available Online Races 

When you first click on the Online Racing tab you will see the Online Race 
Manager window.  
 

On the left of the window is the Race List which shows all the Online Races 
that are available to join now.  
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Click on the name of a race and the Driver List on the right of the window 
will show all drivers currently entered in this race.  
 

Above the driver list are details about the selected race: the race name, the 
circuit, race mode and race class. 
 

Below the driver list is information about the race settings. 
 

• Host Speed. The speed of the internet connection provided by the 
race host.  

• Entries Close. When entries close for a race. (The race will start 1 
minute after the entries close).  

• Duration. The race duration in laps for a Grand Prix or NASCAR race; 
in hours and minutes for an Endurance race. 
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The icons show the following race settings: 
 

Minimum Pit Stops. The number of pit stops in the race. 
 

Fuel Loading. Fuel weight slows the car down. 
 

Race Direction. Sets the direction of racing. 
 

Minimum Lap. Lap times faster than the minimum lap will 
cause that lap to be ignored. 

 

False Start Penalty. For cars that false start, the power to 
their lane is cut for a number of seconds. 

 

Crash and Burn. Power cut to cars that crash. 
 

Take a note of the race settings and make sure you understand the rules 
as laid out by the race host before you join the race. 
 

Filtering the Online Races List 
 
At the top of the online racing window are 3 “filter” menus, which allow you 
to narrow down your search for a race.  
 

The first filter lets you choose a circuit to race on. Select the circuit you 
have built from this list and the race list will only show the online races 
available on that circuit. The example below filters to show the races 
running only on Circuit 4. 
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The second menu filters the Race Mode. Online racing only supports 
Grand Prix, Endurance and NASCAR race modes. The example below 
filters to view just the Grand Prix races. 
 

The third filter is for Race Class. The race class is most often used to grade 
races into different skill levels to provide the best competition for rookies, 
experts or masters. From time to time there may be other race classes 
introduced, for example there may be classes intended only for Formula 1 
cars.  
 
Use Race Class as a final filter to find the perfect race for you. 
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The list of available races is downloaded when you first enter Online 
Racing. If new races have become available the Refresh List button will 
become active. Click on the button to update the race list. 
 

3.6.3 Joining an Online Race 

When you have decided on a race, selected it by clicking on the name in 
the race list and checked the briefing information, you can go on to join the 
race. 
 
The Driver List shows those drivers who have already joined the race. 
 

Each driver will show which lane they have chosen to race in and what car 
they are driving. 
 

Note:  
The more you filter your choices, the fewer races will be available for you 
to join in. At first just try filtering for the circuit that you have built and then 
gradually narrow down your search if you have to. 
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If there is a slot free you can enter a race by clicking on the blue bar in the 
driver list. A dialogue box is displayed for you to choose the driver to enter.  
 

Select your driver from the drop down menu. The current car for that driver 
will be entered into the race, but if you wish to change it just select a new 
one from the car pull down menu. 
 
When you enter a race in online racing you will be automatically placed in 
lane 1. If you wish to race in a different lane just click on the lane number 
you want.  
 
When you’re happy with your driver, car and lane selection, click on the 
check mark to request entry to the race.  
 

Race Countdown 
 
In an online race it is important to know exactly when the race will start. 
The Online Race Manager shows a countdown for when entries to the race 
will close. The race will start one minute after the entries close. 
 
When the countdown for entries reaches zero, the race host computer will 
attempt to make connections to all the competitors. As each connection is 
made a green light will appear next to the driver’s name. If a connection 
cannot be made, the light will remain red. 

Note:  
It is possible that while you were filling in the driver information, someone 
else may have taken the last available slot for racing. In this case your 
request for entry will be rejected and you must find another race. 
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After the connection time is up, unconnected drivers will be eliminated from 
the race and all successfully connected drivers will go to the grid. 
 

3.6.4 Racing 

All the connected drivers are lined up on the grid, ready to race and the 
countdown to the green light begins. 
 

Note:  
Your ability to connect is dependant on how you connect to the internet. 
Some set up may be required if Network Address Translation is used in 
your modem/router. See section 5.10.6 for more information.  
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With 30 seconds to go before the race all the red lights on the gantry will 
come on.  
 

One light will then go out every five seconds to count down to the start.  
 

The start sequence will begin 5 seconds after the last red light goes out 
 

For the start sequence all the red lights will come on, the Command Unit 
will beep and on the green light its GO! 
 
As the cars race you will see all the action on screen with overtaking and 
crashes. Race positions are displayed on the pit boards and in the stats 
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ticker. When all the cars have finished and taken the chequered flag the 
results are displayed. 
 
Race Results 
 
In online racing the accuracy of the results is independent of any latency 
(delays) in internet communications. The Sport World Command Unit 
maintains millisecond accurate race timing and it is this timing that is used 
to verify the race results. 
 

At the end of the race there is a slight delay as the timings of each driver 
are checked against all the others. When the results screen is posted, you 
will see millisecond accurate information on race positions, split times and 
the fastest laps.  
 
To return to the Online Race Manager, click on the Next Race button at the 
top of the screen. 
 
For more information on online racing, see Section 5.10 Race World.

Note:  
Real time 3D coverage during the race is susceptible to latency of the 
internet communications. Every possible attempt is made to make sure 
that the coverage on screen accurately reflects the positions in the race, 
but races often come down to the finest margins. For this reason the final 
results from the Command Unit may not reflect exactly what you saw on 
screen. 
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4 Command Unit Reference 

4.1 Overview 

The Sport World Command Unit is designed to operate in three different 
ways: 
 
• Standalone. The Command Unit runs races and records pacer data 

under your direct control. 
 
• PC Connected. The Command Unit is connected to your PC via a 

USB cable.  
 
• PC Remote Racing. When it isn’t possible to have your PC and your 

circuit in the same room, you can remove the Command Unit from its 
Base Unit in order upload a race set up from your PC. 

 

4.1.1 Racing Standalone 

When you first switch your Command Unit on it will be ready to race.  
 
In standalone mode you can: 
 
• Practice. Just pick up the controller and race. Lap times will be shown 

on the display every time you cross the line. 
• Race. Press the start button to race the current race mode. 
• Edit. Change the race mode, race options and driver/slot options. 
• Record Pacer data. Automatically record your best lap to race against 

yourself. 
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4.1.2 PC Connected 

When connected to the PC with the Sport World software running, the 
Command Unit is under the control of Sport World. The display will show 
“PC-Online” and the Command Unit keys will not respond. 
 

The Command Unit is now under the control of the Sport World software. 
All race and driver options are set up on your PC and all race control is 
handled from Sport World. See Section 5, Sport World Reference, for more 
details. 

4.1.3 PC Remote Racing 

When it just isn’t possible to place your circuit next to your PC, the 
Command Unit is able to operate in remote mode.  
 
• Races can be set up in Sport World Briefing. 
 
• The Command Unit is connected to the PC via the USB cable.  
 

Tip:  
To return the Command Unit to standalone mode, either exit Sport World 
on your PC or simply unplug the USB cable from the unit. 
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• When the Start button is selected in the Race area you will be 
prompted to send the race set up into the Command Unit. 

 

• When the set up is sent, disconnect the Command Unit from the USB 
and take it to the circuit.  
 

Note:  
When connected to the PC, the Command Unit will still need the 
power supply plugged in. 

It doesn’t matter if you plug the USB in before plugging in the power 
or vice versa. Your PC should recognise the Command Unit when 
both the power and the USB are connected. 
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• Once you have disconnected the Command Unit, Sport World will wait 
while you run your race. If you don’t want to display the results in Sport 
World, click the Abandon button to return to the race grid. 
 

• With the race set up loaded, plug the Command Unit into the Base 
Unit.  

 

• Press the Start button to run the race. 
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• At the end of a race the Command Unit is removed from the base unit 
by pressing the release lever. 

 

• Plug the USB cable back in to reconnect to the PC. 
 

• When Sport World connects to the Command Unit you will be asked if 
you want to retrieve the race results. 
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• Once the results are retrieved you will see the results on screen. The 
Command Unit doesn’t retain lap times and split times so those areas 
of the results screen will remain blank. 
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4.2 Practice 

When you switch on your Command Unit it will be in Practice Mode. The 
current Race Mode will be shown on the display, ready for you to press the 
Start button and begin a race. The example below is ready to run a 10 lap 
Grand Prix. 
 

In Practice mode you can place a car on the track and get driving using 
your Digital Controller. Every time your car crosses the line you will see 
your lap time on the display, accurate to one thousandth of a second. 
 

Tip:  
If you are in a race, you can return to Practice mode simply by pressing the 
Set/Stop button once. 
If the Command Unit is in Edit mode, you can return to Practice mode by 
pressing the Set/Stop button repeatedly (up to 3 times to return from the 
deepest options). 
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4.3 Racing and Race Modes 

4.3.1 Starting a Race 

To start a race the Command Unit must be in Practice mode. The display 
shows the current Race Mode and in the case of a Grand Prix how many 
laps to run. 
 

To start a race, simply press the Start button. 
 

The red LED will flash 4 times, with a short beep for each flash. A long 5th 
flash is held with a long beep. When the red LED goes out, the green LED 
comes on and the race starts. 
 

During a race the display will show different information depending upon 
the current Race Mode. (See below for more information about the 
differences between the Race Modes). 
 
4.3.2 Race Finish 

At the end of a race a chequered flag will be shown and the Command Unit 
will beep 5 times. 
 

Tip:  
To prevent false starts, set a False Start penalty. Any driver that jumps the 
start will have the power cut to their lane for a short time. See Section 4.4 
for information on setting False Start penalties. 
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Race results will be presented on the display, starting with first place and 
showing the drivers in the order they finished the race. In this example the 
driver in Slot 2 finished first.  
 

Some race modes have a different results display. For more information 
see under the different race modes later in this section. 
 
To clear the results and return to Practice mode ready to start another race, 
press the Set/Stop button. 
 

4.3.3 Stopping a Race 

To stop a race before the end, simply press the Set/Stop button at any time 
and you will be returned to Practice Mode. 

Tip:  
If you have raced using the Sport World software, the driver names will 
have been uploaded and they will be shown in the results instead of the 
slot numbers. 
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4.3.4 GRP : Grand Prix 

Cars start together and race over a fixed number of laps. The first across 
the line is the winner. 
 
During the race the top line of the display shows ‘GRP <laps left>’ where 
<laps left> is the number of laps left in the race for the car that’s in the lead. 
 
When a car crosses the start/finish line, the bottom line of the display 
flashes the cars race position and the number of laps left.  
 

The example above shows a Grand Prix where the leader has 8 laps to go. 
The driver that has just crossed the line is in second place and has 9 laps 
to go.  
 

Race Options for Grand Prix 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Finish Mode Finish Last Lap 
Number of Laps 10 

Power Cut Off 
False Start Detect No 

False Start Penalty
Crash & Burn No 

Minimum Lap Detect No 
Minimum Lap Time
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4.3.5 END : Endurance 

Cars start together and race over a fixed period of time. The winner is the 
driver who completes the most laps during the race. . If the race is a tie, 
then whoever was in the lead on the last completed lap is the winner. 
 
During the race the top line displays the time left in the race. 
 
When a car crosses the start/finish line, the bottom line of the display 
flashes the cars race position and the number of laps the car has 
completed. 
 

The example above shows an Endurance race with 1 minute 27 seconds to 
go. The car that just crossed the line is in the lead and has completed 59 
laps. 
 

Race Options for Endurance 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Finish Mode Finish Last Lap 
Duration 5 minutes 

Power Cut Off 
False Start Detect No 

False Start Penalty
Crash & Burn No 

Minimum Lap Detect No 
Minimum Lap Time
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4.3.6 RLY : Rally 

Drivers take turns to race one at a time over a fixed number of laps. Keep a 
record of the time and the winner is the driver who completes the course in 
the fastest time. 
 
During the race the top line of the display shows ‘RLY <laps left>’ where 
<laps left> is the number of laps left in the rally. The bottom line of the 
display shows the elapsed time. If the time is greater than 10 minutes, the 
clock will show to the nearest second. 
 

At the finish the display shows the result as the slot number / driver name 
and the total time taken to complete the rally.  
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Race Options for Rally 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Finish Mode Finish Last Lap 
Number of Laps 10 

Power Cut Off 
False Start Detect No 

False Start Penalty
Crash & Burn No 

Start Slot 1

Tip:  
Rally circuits can be “single slot”. If you place an odd number of 
changeovers in the circuit a two lane circuit effectively becomes one slot 
and you get the challenge of driving “both” lanes in the same race. 
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4.3.7 RLS : Rally Stage 

Rally Stage races are designed for open ended circuits. That is a circuit 
which doesn’t close to form a loop. You can lay down all the track you have 
and don’t worry about making the ends meet. The Sport World Base unit 
must be placed at the END of the course to form the finish line, just place 
your car at the other end for the start. 
 

Drivers take turns to race one at a time over the course. Keep a record of 
the time and the winner is the driver who completes the course in the 
fastest time. 
 
During the race the top line of the LCD displays ‘RLS’. The bottom line of 
the display shows the elapsed time. 
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At the finish the display shows the result as the slot number / driver name 
and the total time taken to complete the stage. 
 

Race Options for Rally Stage 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Power Cut Off 
False Start Detect No 

False Start Penalty
Crash & Burn No 

Start Slot 1

4.3.8 PST : Pursuit 

In a Pursuit the cars all start together on the start line and try to knock each 
other out of the race. The race has no fixed number of laps and no time 
limit. You can knock a car out of the race by lapping it. If a car crosses the 
line and it is more than a lap behind the leader then it is out of the race.   
 
The race ends when there is only one car left. 
 
During the race the top line of display shows the leading car’s driver’s 
name or slot number (if there is no driver name). When a car crosses the 
line the bottom line of the display shows the time gap between this car and 
the leader. 
 

In pursuit mode the power-cut mode is set to “end-only” so that cars stop 
automatically when they are knocked out of the race. 
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The Finish display shows the standard list of positions and slot 
numbers/driver names. 
 

Race Options for Pursuit 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

False Start Detect No 
False Start Penalty

Crash & Burn No 
Minimum Lap Detect No 

Minimum Lap Time
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4.3.9 DRG : Drag 

Drag races are designed for a long straight of track that doesn’t close to 
form a circuit. The Sport World Base unit must be placed at the END of the 
course to form the finish line, just place your cars at the other end for the 
start. 
 

Drivers start together in a straight dash to the finish line. 
 
During the race the top line of display shows the elapsed time in the race. 
The bottom line of the display is clear. 
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At the finish the top line shows the race position and slot number / driver 
name. The bottom line shows the race time for that slot/driver. 
 

Race Options for Drag 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Power Cut Off 
False Start Detect No 

False Start Penalty

4.3.10 ARD : Arcade 

Drivers all start together in a time attack challenge. Drivers have to 
complete a fixed number of laps in a set “checkpoint” time period.  
 
If you don’t complete the laps before the checkpoint time then your power 
is cut and you are out of the race. If you succeed, you must complete the 
same number of laps again, but in a reduced checkpoint time. Each time a 
checkpoint is reached the time for the next one is reduced by 5%. 
 

Tip: 
If you complete the lap target inside the checkpoint time, you start going 
for the next target immediately using the extra seconds to get ahead of the 
clock. 

The race ends when the last driver fails to meet a checkpoint. If two drivers 
fail on the same checkpoint, whoever has completed the most laps is the 
winner.  
 
During the race the top line of the display shows the time left to complete 
the current checkpoint. 
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When a car passes the start/finish line the bottom line of the display flashes 
its race position and the number of laps it has to complete before the next 
checkpoint. 
 

If a car completes more than the required number of laps in a given 
checkpoint those laps are carried over and count towards the number of 
laps required in the next checkpoint. 
At the finish the top line of the display shows the race position and slot 
number / driver name. The bottom line shows the total number of laps 
completed. 

Tip: 
When you are setting up an Arcade race, try setting the lap target to just 1 
lap and set the checkpoint time to around your average lap time. Its fast 
and furious stuff as every lap has to be faster than your previous one! 

Race Options for Arcade 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Laps 10 
Duration 5 minutes 

False Start Detect No 
False Start Penalty

Crash & Burn No 
Minimum Lap Detect No 

Minimum Lap Time
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4.3.11 QLY : Qualify 

Drivers take turns to race over a fixed number of laps to see who can post 
the fastest single lap during their race.  
 
During the race the display shows fastest lap achieved on the top line and 
the current lap time on the bottom line. 
 

At the finish, the display shows the slot number / driver name on the top 
line and the fastest lap achieved on the bottom line. 
 

Tip: 
Use this mode for practising and see if you can beat your own fastest lap. 

Race Options for Qualify 

Race Option Default 
Direction Right to Left 

Laps 10 
Power Cut Off 

Crash & Burn No 
Start Slot 1
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4.3.12 NAS : NASCAR 

Cars start together and race over a fixed number of laps. The first across 
the line is the winner. 
 
During the race the top line of the display shows ‘NAS <laps left>’ where 
<laps left> is the number of laps left in the race for the car that’s in the lead. 
 
When a car crosses the start/finish line, the bottom line of the display 
flashes the cars race position and the number of laps left.  
 

The example above shows a NASCAR race where the leader has 3 laps to 
go. The driver that has just crossed the line is in third place and has 5 laps 
to go.  
 

Tip: 
Build a big high speed oval circuit with banked curves (C8296 & C8297) 
for NASCAR racing. 
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Race Options for NASCAR 

Race Option Default 
Direction Left to Right 

Finish Mode Finish Last Lap 
Laps 10 

Power Cut Off 
False Start Detect No 

False Start Penalty
Crash & Burn No 

Minimum Lap Detect No 
Minimum Lap Time
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4.4 Edit Mode 

Edit Mode is used to set up the Command Unit for different Race Modes, 
changing Race Options and to set individual Car/Slot Options.  
 
• You can only enter Edit Mode from Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button. 

• Move through options using the Scroll buttons 

• To edit an option, press the Edit button 

• Use the Scroll Buttons to change an option 

• To confirm a change, press the Set/Stop Button 

• Leave Edit Mode by pressing the Set/Stop Button. 

Note: 
Power to the track is always off when you are in Edit Mode. To switch the 
power back on, press the Set/Stop key up to 3 times to return to Practice 
Mode.  
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4.4.1 Editing the Race Mode 

• From  Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• The first option will always be the Race Mode 

• View Race Options using the Scroll buttons. 

• Different Race Options are available depending on the currently 
selected Race Mode. 

 

• Scroll back to Race Mode 

• Press the Edit key to change the Race Mode. 

• The Option will flash to show you are editing it. 

• Use the Scroll buttons to change the Option.  

• Switch to Endurance (END)
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• Press the Set/Stop button to confirm your choice. 

• The Option will stop flashing 

• Move to different options using the Scroll buttons. 

• Or press Set/Stop again to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race again. 
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4.4.2 Editing a Race Option 

• From Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Press the Right Scroll Button once   

• The Display will show the Direction Option 

• Press the Edit key to change the Race Direction. 

• The Option will flash to show you are editing it. 

• Use the Scroll buttons to change the Option.  

• Change the direction to Right to Left 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm your choice 

• The Direction is now set as Right to Left 

• Press Set/Stop again to return to Practice Mode 

• Ready to Race 
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4.4.3 Editing Car/Slot Options 

Various options for each individual car or slot can be set in Edit Mode: 
 
• Slot Used 
• Braking 
• Pacer Record/Playback 
 
For full descriptions of the Slot Options see Section 4.6 
 
To edit options for a slot: 

• From  Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Press the Left Scroll button 

• Scroll to the Slot number you wish to edit 

• Press the Edit Button to see the Slot Options 

• The first option is Slot Used 

• Press the Right Scroll button once 

• This brings up the Braking option 

• Press the Edit Button to edit the option 

• The option will flash 
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• Press the Right Scroll button once 

• The option changes to Button 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm your choice 

• Button braking is set for Slot 2 

• Press Set/Stop to return to the Race Options 

• You can Scroll to another Slot or Race Option 

• Or press Set/Stop again to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race again. 

Tip: 
Be careful changing the Slot Used option. Turning this to No will mean 
that no car will run on that slot until you turn it on again. 
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4.5 Race Options 

This section describes all the race options available in the Sport World 
Command Unit. More options in the Sport World software, but they are only 
available when racing with the PC connected. 
 
Not all Race Options apply to all the race modes. The table below shows 
which options apply to which mode. 
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4.5.1 Direction 

The Direction option is available in all Race Modes. You can choose to 
race either: 
 
• R to L : Race Right to Left as you face the Command Unit Display. 
 

• L to R : Race Left to Right as you face the Command Unit Display. 
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Note: 
We don’t say “clockwise” and “anti-clockwise” for the race direction 
because in Rally Stage and Drag race modes you don’t have to use a 
closed circuit for racing. 

4.5.2 Finish 

The Finish option is only available in Grand Prix and NASCAR modes 
 
• Last Lap :  The race finishes when all the cars have completed all 

their laps. 
 
• Same Lap : The race finishes when all cars next cross the line after 

the leader has completed all his/her laps. This option is the same as a 
finish in most real life motor sport, including Formula One. 

 
4.5.3 Laps 

The Laps option is available in Grand Prix, Rally, Arcade, Qualify and 
NASCAR race modes. 
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You can set a race to be anywhere between 1 lap and 65,535 laps. 
 

Note: 
In Arcade mode, the number of laps is the target laps to drive in one 
checkpoint time period. You set the time period in the Duration option. 

4.5.4 Duration 

The Duration option is available in Endurance and Arcade modes only. 
 
You can set the duration anywhere between one second and 65,535 hours. 
 
Setting the duration option is in two stages; First you set the number and 
then the units (either seconds, minutes or hours). 
 

• From Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Press the Right Scroll Button twice. 

• The Display will show the Duration Option. 

• Press the Edit button.  
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• The number will flash. 

• Use the Scroll buttons to change the number. 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm the number. 

• The units will now flash. 

• Use the Scroll buttons to change the units 

• Choose s for seconds, m for minutes or h for hours 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm the units. 

• This race is now set for 1 hour 

• Press Set/Stop again to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race again. 
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4.5.5 Power Cut 

Power Cut is available in all race modes except Pursuit and Arcade. 
 
Power Cut can be set to: 
 
• Off : The power to the track is never cut, so that you can drive the cars 

at all times. 
• On : The power is cut to the track during the start countdown and is 

cut to each slot as each car finishes the race. At the finish the power 
remains off while the results are being displayed. Press Set/Stop to 
return to Practice mode and restore the power to the circuit. 

• End Only : Power is only cut on individual slots when each car 
finishes the race. At the finish the power remains off while the results 
are being displayed. 

 

Note: 
The Power Cut option only applies when racing. You can always drive 
when the Command Unit is in Practice Mode and power is always off 
when you are in Edit Mode. 
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4.5.6 False Start 

False Start applies to all race modes except Qualify.  
 
If false start detection is turned on the Command Unit checks to see if any 
controller triggers are pressed during the start countdown. If a false start is 
detected, the Command Unit will stop the offending car from moving. The 
Command Unit will flash the red LED, beep twice and flash the slot number 
of the offender on the display. In this example Slot 2 has made false start. 
 

When False Start is set to Yes the Penalty race option becomes available. 
If a penalty time is set, power to the offenders slot will be cut after the start 
for the duration of the Penalty time. 
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Tip: 
By default the penalty time is set to zero, so if you switch the False Start 
detection on, you can then decide whether you want to use a penalty time 
or just restart the race. 

Note: 
Even if the Power Cut option is switched on, the Command Unit can 
detect if you just lightly press the trigger on your digital controller before 
the start! 

4.5.7 Crash and Burn 

Crash and Burn is available in all race modes except Drag. 
 
When Crash and Burn is turned on, any car that crashes during the race is 
out of the race. Once a car has come off the track the power to its slot is 
cut and it cannot rejoin the race. 
 
Crash and Burn is just like real motor racing; drive recklessly and you could 
pay the ultimate price! 
 

Tip: 
Crash and Burn racing is good if you don’t have anyone to marshal the 
circuit for you to replace cars that come off. 
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4.5.8 Minimum Lap 

Minimum Lap times can be applied to Grand Prix, Endurance, Pursuit, 
Arcade and NASCAR race modes. 
 
The Minimum Lap time is designed to pick up any false lap counts that may 
occur. It is surprising how often a car can “de-slot” from one lane and land 
in someone else’s slot. If this happens near the start/finish line a false lap 
reading can occur. 
 
When a minimum lap time is set, any lap time under that minimum will not 
be counted. The Command Unit will flash the red LED, beep three times 
and flash the slot number of the offender on the display. In this example 
Slot 1 has broken the minimum lap time. 
 

To set the Minimum Lap time: 
 

• From Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Use the Scroll Buttons to get to Minimum Lap.
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• The Display will show the Minimum Lap Option. 

• Press Edit and then Right Scroll.

• The Display will flash Y

• Press Set/Stop to confirm the option 

• The display will change to show the minimum lap time. 

• Press Edit and use the Scroll buttons to change the time 

• The time will flash as you edit it. 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm the option 

• Minimum lap time set to 2 seconds. 

• Press Set/Stop again to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race again. 

Tip: 
The Minimum Lap time can also stop people cheating. For example, if 
someone crashes near the start of a lap, they might try to put their car 
back just before the start/finish line to register an extra lap. 
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4.5.9 Start Slot 

In Rally, Rally Stage and Qualify modes only one slot is used for racing. 
You must choose which slot to race before you start. By default the start 
slot is slot 1 (nearest the Command Unit). 
 

Note: 
The Start Slot will be the only slot with power. There is no power to all the 
other slots in Rally, Rally Stage and Qualify. 

Rally races are great to run on single slot circuits such as the one below. 
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If you are running on a single slot circuit then special rules apply: 
 
• You must start in the specified start slot. If you cross the line at the 

start in another lane, then a SLOT NUM error will occur. The 
Command Unit will beep constantly and you must abandon the race by 
pressing the Set/Stop button. 

• A lap will only be counted when you cross the start/finish line in the 
Start Slot. I.E. if you started the race in slot 1, then you will only count 
a lap when you cross the line again in slot 1. In effect you are doing 
two “laps” of the circuit to count just one lap on the Command Unit. 

• Single slot racing can be tricky and really adds to the fun. Even the 
circuit above becomes more of a challenge as you need to adjust your 
speed in the hairpin depending on which lane you are in! 
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4.6 Car/Slot Options 

The Car/Slot options are settings that apply to an individual slot. See 
section 4.4.3 for details on editing these options. 
 
4.6.1 Slot Used 

If a slot is not going to be used in a race, then you can turn it off. It is 
important to turn off unused slots for two reasons: 
 
• If there is no controller plugged into the Command Unit for a slot that is 

set as being used, then a handset error will occur and you will not be 
able to race. 

• If you are running a Grand Prix or NASCAR race and the finish mode 
is set to Finish Last Lap, then the race will never finish as it is waiting 
for a car in the unused slot to complete the race. 
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4.6.2 Braking 

There are 4 different braking modes available; 
 
• Off – no braking effect is applied to the car. When you take your finger 

off the trigger the car will coast to a stop. The Brake button on the 
Digital Controller (the large oval button) has no effect. (This is the 
default setting). 

 

• Button – When the brake on the Digital Controller is pressed, an 
electronic power brake is applied to the car to stop it very quickly. If 
you take your finger off the trigger the car will simply coast to a stop. 
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• Dynamic – When you take your finger off the trigger on the Digital 
Controller the power brake is applied. The Brake button has no effect. 

 

• Both – The power brake effect will be applied either when you press 
the Brake button OR when you take your finger off the trigger. 

 

Each car/slot can have its own braking mode, so Slot 1 could have button 
braking and Slot 2 could have braking turned off.

Tip: 
Button braking is similar to “left foot” braking in real motor sport. As you 
approach a corner you can quickly press the Brake button to bring your 
speed down to get round the bend, but you can keep your finger on the 
throttle to get the power back on as soon as you can to accelerate away. 

See Section 4.4.3 for a step by step guide to setting the braking mode. 
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4.6.3 Pacer Record/Playback 

The Pacer option can be set to record your best lap from any race you run. 
After recording a lap, the Pacer option is switched to Playback, and the car 
in the recorded slot will repeat that best lap in any subsequent race.  
 
Pacer is a great way of racing against yourself to see if you can beat your 
best. The Pacer option can be set to: 
 
• Off : No data is recorded or played back. 
• Record : The best lap is recorded in the selected slot. While the option 

is set to record the Command Unit will continually record the best lap 
in the current race. It will not retain the best lap from any previous 
race. 

• Playback : The recorded lap will be played back for EVERY lap in the 
next race. 

 
Only one slot in a race can be set to record Pacer data at one time. You 
can, however set one other slot to playback. This means that you can 
record one slot to race against and then record your attempts to beat that 
pacer in subsequent races. 
 
To set a slot to record Pacer: 

• From  Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Press the Left Scroll button 

• Scroll to the Slot number you wish to edit 
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• Press the Edit Button to see the Slot Options 

• The first option is Slot Used 

• Press the Left Scroll button once 

• This brings up the Pacer option 

• Press the Edit Button to edit the option 

• The option will flash 

• Press the Right Scroll button once 

• The option changes to Record 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm your choice 

• Pacer Record is set for Slot 2 

• Press Set/Stop twice to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race again. 
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Tip: 
If your best lap is at the absolute edge of your cars performance then the 
car may have trouble staying on the track in playback. Try backing off 
slightly when recording your Pacer, you will still find it a tough challenge 
as you have to beat your best lap in every lap of the playback race to be a 
winner. 

To playback recorded pacer data: 
 

• From  Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Press the Left Scroll button 

• Scroll to the Slot number you wish to edit 

• Press the Edit Button to see the Slot Options 

• Press the Left Scroll button once 

• This brings up the Pacer option 

• Press the Edit Button to edit the option 

• The option will flash 
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• Press the Right Scroll button once 

• The option changes to Playback 

• Press Set/Stop to confirm your choice 

• Pacer Playback is set for Slot 2 

• Press Set/Stop twice to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race against your recorded Pacer. 

Tip: 
Different cars have different performance, so to get the best results make 
sure that you use the same car for playback as you used for the recording.
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4.7 PC Remote Options 

Three of the car/slot options are only available after the Command Unit has 
been programmed via the Sport World software and downloaded.  
 
The options will then remain in the unit until such time as they are 
overwritten by another download from the Sport World software.  
 
4.7.1 Driver Name 

 

If the Command Unit has been raced via the Sport World software, then the 
driver names will have been downloaded into the Unit. The name will 
appear in the Slot Options. 
 
You cannot change the names that have been downloaded. You can 
however swap the names around. For example; 
 
On a two lane circuit, “Rocky” is driving in lane 1 and “Adrian” is driving in 
lane 2. Selecting Slot 1 in the Race Options you can edit the Driver name 
and change “Rocky” to “Adrian”. The Command Unit automatically swaps 
over the two drivers, so now Adrian is in Slot 1 and Rocky is driving in slot 
2. 
 
If you select the option <none> then the default name for the slot will be 
used (Slot 1, Slot 2 etc.) 
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4.7.2 Controller Profiles 

 

Two Controller Profiles can be selected in the Sport World software and 
downloaded into the Command Unit for use in the race. During the race 
you can switch between profiles by pressing the small button on your digital 
controller. 
 

Controller profiles let you change the way your car responds to your throttle 
control. In a standard controller, the more you press the throttle, the more 
power is sent to your car. With controller profiles you can change that so 
that, for example, your car accelerates more quickly which would be good 
on a fast straight circuit. If you’re on a circuit with lots of corners, or have a 
car that is tricky to drive, you may want to have more control at low speeds. 
 

Tip: 
For a detailed explanation of controller profiles, see Section 5.4.7 in the 
Pit Garage.

To select the profiles to download see Section 5.5.4 in the Drivers area. 

Once profiles have been downloaded into the Command Unit, they will be 
available until the Unit is reprogrammed from Sport World. 
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You can turn the Controller Profiles off for any slot by selecting Control Prof 
in the slot options and setting the option to N.

4.7.3 Pit Stops 

 
When running the Command Unit in PC Remote mode, pit stops can be 
programmed into the Command Unit from the Sport World software. They 
are only available for Grand Prix, Rally and NASCAR racing. 
 
Pit stops are set for a fixed lap of the race either by the pit stop setting in 
the Briefing section of the Sport World software, or by each driver’s pit stop 
strategy set in the Drivers area.  
 
If you have set a strategy, make a note of the lap numbers on which you 
need to stop. If you set a number of pit stops in Briefing then the pit stops 
will occur on the same lap number for all drivers. For example, if you set 1 
stop on a 30 lap race, then the pit stop will be on lap 15. If you set for 2 
stops, then they will be on lap 10 and lap 20 for a 30 lap race. 
 
You must keep an eye on the Command Unit display to make sure you 
stop on the correct lap. Pit stops are made by stopping your car on the 
track within 60 cm (2 feet) AFTER crossing the start/finish line on the lap 
the pit stop is due. 
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The pit stop begins when your car comes to a rest AND you have pressed 
the Brake button on your controller. Unlike a PC connected pit stop, in PC 
Remote mode you must keep the brake button pressed for the full duration 
of the pit stop. 
 

Power will be cut to the car until refuelling is complete. Power will be 
restored as soon as the stop is over. 
 

Note: 
Your car will only be refuelled while you have the brake button pressed 
down. Keep the brake button pressed until you know your car is full. The 
minimum pit stop is 8 seconds and a full tank of fuel will take 14 seconds 
to fill. If you have half a tank of fuel to go in, the pit stop will be about 11 
seconds. Remember your race strategy and how much fuel you are 
putting in to make sure you don’t release the button too soon. If you 
release the brake button and try to leave the pit stop before all the fuel is 
in, you will have no power and you will have to begin the pit stop again. 

If you fail to stop when a pit stop is due, then your car will be low on fuel 
and will only run at half power until you make the pit stop. Remember, you 
must make the stop within 60 cm (2 feet) of crossing the Start/Finish line, 
so if you do miss the pit stop you will have to run for a full lap at half power 
before you can make the stop. 
 
You can choose to make an early pit stop at any time by pressing both 
buttons on the controller at once.  
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If you initiate your own early pit stop, you must make the early stop the next 
time you cross the start/finish line. 
 
Turning Off Pit Stops 
 
If you don’t want to use the downloaded pit stop settings, you can turn off 
the pit stops by editing the Pit Stop race option. Setting the option to Y
enables the pit stops, setting it to N will turn them off. 
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4.8 Multi Lane Racing 

Sport World supports up to 8 lanes in Standalone, PC Connected and PC 
Remote racing. In order to add extra lanes you must use a Sport World 
Expansion Module 
 

Once the modules have been installed, the Command Unit will 
automatically detect the extra lanes. 
 

Warning: 
Once you have added extra slots, be sure to plug in controllers for the 
extra lanes. If you don’t have controllers plugged in, then make sure you 
turn off Slot Used in the Slot Options or the Command Unit will generate a 
Controller Error (HC ERR) when you press Start.
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4.8.1 Installing Expansion Modules 

To install an Expansion Module follow these steps: 
 
• Make sure the Command Unit is switched off and the power cord is 

unplugged. 
 

• Remove the module bay cover on the Command Unit using a small 
screwdriver. 
 

• Remove one of the module blanking covers using a small Philips 
screwdriver. New modules should always be placed in the lowest 
empty slot in the module bay. 
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• Gently push the Expansion module into place, taking great care not to 
bend the connecting pins on the Command Unit motherboard. 
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• Using the 2 screws provided, fix the module securely into place. 
 

• Replace the module bay cover. 
 

• Next we must add the lane extension to the Base Unit 
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• Turn the base unit upside down and locate the expansion sockets 
 

• Take the cable on the end of the expansion track and plug it into the 
socket that corresponds with the expansion slot you chose. The 
Middle socket corresponds to the lowest expansion slot (lanes 3 & 4). 
As you look at the sockets from the underside of the Base Unit, the 
RIGHT hand socket corresponds to the next expansion slot (lanes 5& 
6). 
 

• Feed the cable so that it runs in the channels on the underside of the 
track 

 

• Turn the Base Unit and Expansion Track the right way up. Now you 
can build your multi lane circuit.  
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• When you have finished your circuit connect the controllers to the 
command unit and into the new sockets in the Expansion Module. 
 

• Finally connect the 2 power cables to the command unit, first the 
power to the Expansion Module and then to the main Command Unit. 
 

• Be sure to switch the power on in the correct order. You must switch 
on the power to the Expansion Module BEFORE you switch on the 
main Command unit. 
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IMPORTANT: 
Make sure that you turn the power on in the correct order. Failure to do so 
will generate a Power Error (PWR ERR will be shown on the display and 
the unit will beep continuously). Turn off the power, wait 10 seconds and 
then turn it back on in the correct order; Expansion Module power first and 
then the Command Unit. 
 
Once an Expansion Module is installed, the module must be powered for 
the Command Unit to function, even if the extra lane track is not connected 
to the Base Unit. 
 

4.8.2 Command Unit Set Up 

The Command Unit will automatically detect the expansion modules when 
they are installed. In Edit Mode the extra slots will appear in the Race 
Options menu. 
 
If you decide not to use some of the lanes on a multi lane circuit, it is 
important to turn off the Slot Used option for those lanes. 
 

• From  Practice Mode 

• Enter Edit Mode by pressing the Edit button 

• Press the Left Scroll button 

• Scroll to the Slot number you wish to edit 

• Press the Edit Button to see the Slot Options 

• The first option is Slot Used 
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• Press the Edit Button to edit the option 

• The option will flash 

• Press the Right Scroll button once 

• The option changes to N

• Press Set/Stop to confirm your choice 

• Slot 4 is now turned off 

• Press Set/Stop twice to return to Practice Mode.  

• You are now ready to race again. 
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5 Sport World Reference 

5.1 Installation 

5.1.1 System Requirements 

Recommended System Requirements 
 
To get the best performance from Sport World we recommend the following 
system specification: 
 
• Pentium 3 700 MHz or equivalent 
• 700MB of hard disk space 
• CDROM or DVD Drive 
• 128Mb RAM (Windows 98SE) 
• 256Mb RAM (Windows2000/ Windows XP) 
• 128bit 3D accelerated AGP graphics card with 16Mb VRAM TNT or G-

Force equivalent 
• USB Port 
• 56k Internet Connection or better required for online racing. 
 

Note: 
Sport World will run on computers where 3D graphics acceleration is via 
the motherboard. It should be noted however that, in common with many 
3D games, best performance will be achieved with a dedicated 3D graphics 
Card. 

Minimum System Requirements 
 
The following is the minimum specification required to run Sport World. If 
no 3D accelerated graphics card is available you will not be able to use the 
circuit designer, view races with real time 3D coverage or be able to 
compete in online races. You will be able to use all other areas of Sport 
World and view pit board coverage of races.  
 
• Pentium III 450 MHz or equivalent 
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• 500MB of hard disk space 
• CDROM or DVD Drive 
• 64Mb RAM (Windows 98SE/ Windows ME) 
• 128Mb RAM (Windows2000/ Windows XP) 
• 128bit 3D graphics card with 8Mb VRAM 
• USB Port 
• 56k Internet Connection or better required for online racing. 
 
5.1.2 Install 

Installing the Sport World software takes 3 steps: 
 

1. Install the Sport World Software. Note that you may be required to 
install QuickTime and Adobe Acrobat if you do not have them on 
your system already. 

2. Connect the Sport World Command Unit to USB port on your PC 
and switch on. The USB drivers will be installed automatically. 

3. Run Sport World for the first time. 
 

Note: 
Do NOT connect the Command Unit before you install Sport World… 
and 
Do NOT run the Sport World software until you have connected the 
Command Unit to your PC.  

You do not need to have the Command Unit connected to run Sport World, 
but you must have the Command Unit connected when you run Sport 
World for the first time 

To install the Sport World software on your PC, insert the disk into your 
computers CDROM drive. The installer should launch automatically and 
you can follow the on screen installation instructions. 
 
If the installer does not launch automatically: 
 
• Select Run from the Windows Start menu 
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• Type D:\setup.exe and click OK (replace D with the drive letter of your 
CDROM drive) 
 

• Follow the on screen installation instructions. 
 

Installation instructions 
 
• Select your language. Sport World can be installed in either English, 

American English, French, German or Spanish. 
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• Before leaving the welcome screen, make sure that you have closed 
all other open applications 
 

• Tick the box to accept the license agreement before you can continue 
to install Sport World. 
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• Sport World requires the following applications to be installed:  
Quick Time version 6.5.1 or higher 
Adobe Acrobat version 5.0 or higher 
Microsoft DirectX version 5 
 
If Quick Time and Acrobat are not present, they will be installed before 
proceeding with the Sport World installation.  
 

If DirectX is not present you will need to exit the Sport World installer 
and download the appropriate version of DirectX for your computer 
from www.microsoft.com 
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• By default Sport World will install into the following folder: 
 
C:\Program Files\Scalextric\Sport World\ 
 
If you wish to choose a different location, enter it here. 
 

• Sport World will now install the correct files, please be patient. 
 

• Once the installation is complete, please view the “Read Me” file for 
any late breaking news and information about this version of Sport 
World. 
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Note: 
Before running Sport World for the first time, you must connect the 
Command Unit to your PC and switch it on. Your PC will then install the 
required USB drivers that allow Sport World to communicate with the 
Command Unit. See Section 1.6 Connecting your Computer. 
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5.1.3 Uninstall 

To uninstall Sport World, select Uninstall from Programs/Scalextric/Sport 
World in your Start menu. 
 
You will be asked to confirm whether you wish to uninstall. 
 

Note: 
Uninstalling Sport World will delete all user files including any software 
updates and cars that you have downloaded. If you wish to keep any of 
these files, please back up the C:\Program Files\Scalextric\Sport World 
folder. 

You can also uninstall Sport World using Add/Remove Programs in your 
Control Panel 
 
5.1.4 Repair Installation 

If your copy of Sport World becomes corrupted for any reason you can 
attempt to repair the installation. A repair installation will replace all the key 
program files of Sport World without affecting any files you may have 
created yourself, such as drivers, cars, circuits and telemetry. 
 
To repair your installation:  
• Insert the Sport World CD 
• Select your language 
• Select the option to repair your installation 
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Note: 
It is possible that a repair installation will not fix your problems. If this is the 
case, then we would recommend that you reinstall Sport World from the 
CD. If you reinstall, then all user files will be deleted including any software 
updates and cars that you have downloaded. If you wish to keep any of 
these files, please back up the C:\Program Files\Scalextric\Sport World 
folder before commencing the reinstall. 

5.1.5 Backing Up User Files 

Sport World keeps user files in folders within the C:\Program 
Files\Scalextric\Sport World folder. You may wish to make backups of 
these files to guard against losing important information if your computer 
has a fault. 
 

Important: 
Sport World locates user files through four key database files:  
SportWorld.blb, SportWorld.dat, SportWorld.ind & SportWorld.vdb 
If any of these files become damaged or are replaced, then some user files 
will not be located and data will be lost. 

The following is a list of folders detailing where user files are located. For 
the safest back up, make a copy of the entire Sport World folder. The 
following list is a guide to show where to restore files in the event of a fault. 
 
Sport World:  

SportWorld.blb, SportWorld.dat, SportWorld.ind, 
SportWorld.vdb These are the key user database files. 

Sport World\Championships:
Tournament and League data 

Sport World\Circuits: 
Sport World circuits. Circuits will only be visible to Sport 
World if they are valid Sport World circuit files and they are 
stored in this folder 

Sport World\Data:
UserStock.lib. This file has details of users track stock 
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Sport World\Photos\Cars:
Imported cars photos. Note though that the links to these 
photos are dependent upon the key database files. Simply 
replacing these files will not link the photos to cars in the 
database, unless the database already has the link stored. 

Sport World\Photos\Drivers:
Imported driver photos. Note though that the links to these 
photos are dependent upon the key database files. Simply 
replacing these files will not link the photos to drivers in the 
database, unless the database already has the link stored. 

Sport World\Races\Qualifying:
Contains results data from qualifying sessions. 

Sport World\Races\SWDrivers:
Contains race telemetry and virtual drivers. 

Sport World\Updates:   
Contains update files downloaded from the Sport World 
website. Once installed the update files are moved into the 
Updates\Archive folder. If you are re-installing Sport World 
from CD, once you have completed the installation you can 
place any backed up update files into this folder and they will 
be reinstalled automatically. 

 

Note: 
This information is supplied for reference only. Restoring files after a fault 
should only be attempted by experienced users and is done so at your own 
risk.  
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5.2 General Functionality 

5.2.1 Overview 

Sport World is made up 8 areas, each devoted to a different aspect of 
Scalextric slot car racing. You can navigate between the different areas 
using the buttons on the control bar at the bottom of the Sport World 
interface. The areas appear as windows in the centre of the screen. 
 
There 8 areas are: Circuit Design, Pit Garage, Drivers, Briefing, Qualifying, 
Race, Championship and Race World.  
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At the very bottom of the interface a status bar provides information on the 
various buttons and icons in Sport World. When you move your mouse 
over a button or icon an explanation of its function is shown here. The 
status bar is also used to display error messages. 
 

Connection indicators at the bottom right of the interface show what parts 
of the Sport World system are connected to your PC. 
 

Command Unit Disconnected 
 

Internet Connected 
 

Command Unit Connected 
 

Command Unit and Circuit (Base Unit) connected 
 

Internet, Command Unit and Circuit Connected 
 

On the top bar of the interface are four menus, the Start button, the Help 
button and the Exit button.  
 
The start button will always be visible at the centre top of the interface. It 
will only become active when Sport World is ready to race. 
 

Start Button inactive 
 

Start button active and ready to race. 
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The Help button will launch this help manual.  
 

To launch the help you must have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed on your 
computer. Acrobat should be installed when you first install Sport World. If 
it isn’t then install it from your Sport World CD. 
 
To exit Sport world, click on the exit button at the top left of the interface. 
 

At the top of the interface 4 menus provide different functions according to 
which area of Sport World you are using.  
 
• File Menu. Used to exit Sport World and to download results from the 

Command Unit after racing in PC Remote mode. The File menu is also 
used to create, open and save circuit files in the Circuit Designer.  

• Edit Menu. Access the Sport World Preferences window. Also used 
for additional functions in Circuit Designer, see Section 5.3.1. 

• View Menu. The view menu is used in Circuit Designer, see Section 
5.3.1 

• Window Menu. Used as an alternative way to navigate between the 
different areas of Sport World. 
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5.2.2 Preferences 

There are a number of preferences that will let you set up Sport World to 
suit your needs. The Preferences window is found in the Edit menu on the 
title bar.  
 

This window contains a series of pull down menus to set various 
parameters in Sport World. 
 

Units 
 
The Units option lets you set the measurement units in Sport World: 
 
• Metric. Distances will be measured in centimetres, meters and 

kilometres. Speed will be measured in km/h. 
• Imperial. Distances will be measured in inches, feet and miles. Speed 

will be measured in mph. 
 

Date Format 
 
Set the format for displaying the date: 
 
• DD/MM/YY. Day/Month/Year 
• MM/DD/YY. Month/Day/Year 
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Finish Mode 
 
There are two different ways of finishing a race in Grand Prix and NASCAR 
modes: 
 
• Last Lap. The race finishes when all the cars have completed all their 

laps.  
• Same Lap. The race finishes when all cars next cross the line after the 

leader has completed all his/her laps. This option is the same as a 
finish in most real life motor sport, including Formula One. 

 

Coverage 
 
• Real Time 3D. The default coverage for Sport World is Real Time 3D.

You see the race from trackside and on board cameras, with all the 
action on the track and in the pits. 

• Pit Board. In Pit Board coverage the drivers Pit Boards are displayed 
as large as possible to give a clear view of current positions for racers. 
Pit Board coverage is a useful alternative if your graphics hardware 
cannot support Real Time 3D. 
 

Pit Board Display 
 
During a race lap, position and fuel information is displayed using coloured 
Pit Boards on screen. The pit boards can be displayed in two different 
ways: 
 
• Race Order. The Pit Boards are displayed in the order of the cars in 

the race. For Real Time 3D coverage the leader is displayed on the 
left with last place on the right. For Pit Board coverage the leader is 
displayed at the top with last place at the bottom. 

• Lane Order. The Pit Boards are displayed in lane order. Lane 1 (red) 
is displayed on the left in Real Time 3D coverage, with the other lanes 
in order: 2 green, 3 Blue, 4 Yellow, 5 Black, 6 White, 7 Purple, 8 
Orange. In Pit Board coverage lane 1 is at the top of the display. 
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Car Sounds 
 
During a race, car sounds are played as a car crosses the start/finish line. 
 
• On. Turn the car sounds on. 
• Off. Turn the car sounds off. 
 
Commentary 
 
Race commentary keeps drivers updated during the race, making 
announcements for false starts, pit stops and other events. You can choose 
to turn the commentary off and rely on the pit boards for information 
 
In English installations you can choose to use a British commentator or an 
American. 
 
• UK On. Turn the British commentator on 
• US On. Turn the American commentator on 
• Off. Turn off commentary 
 
In French, German and Spanish installations, the choice is simply between 
turning the commentary on or off. 
 
• On. Turn on commentary. 
• Off. Turn off commentary. 
 

Full Screen Mode 
 
This option will change the display of Sport World 
 
• On. Sport World will launch using the full screen area of your PC. Note 

that this will change the display resolution of your monitor while you 
are running Sport World and restore it to your default when you exit. 

• Off. Sport World will launch at a resolution of 800 x 600 pixels 
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Circuit Auto-Close 
 
This option determines whether the Circuit Designer automatically closes 
circuits where the end of a loop is within a short straight (C8236) of the 
start. 
 
• On. Sport World will close any circuit loop if the end is within a short 

straight (7.8cm or 3”) of the start. A loop can be the whole circuit or a 
loop of track within a crossroads or an elevated section. The auto 
close function also looks at the vertical separation of track. If the end 
of a loop is above or below the start auto close will move the end of 
the track if the end is within 7.8cm or 3” in the vertical direction. 

• Off. With Auto-Close off, circuit loops will be left open. You can then 
manually close a gap using the detach/link tool. To close a loop, select 
the LAST track element on the loop and click the detach/link button: 

 

Note: 
If you select any other track element than the last track in a loop and 
then select the detach/link tool, then the track will be detached at that 
point. You must select the last element in order to try and close a 
loop. 
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Build Direction 
 
This option sets the default build direction for the Circuit Designer.  
 
• Clockwise. The circuit will be built starting from the left hand side of 

the Sport World Command Unit (looking towards the display). The first 
curves placed will bend to the right ready to build a clockwise circuit. 

 

• Anti-Clockwise (Counter Clockwise). The circuit will be built starting 
from the right hand side of the Sport World Command Unit (looking 
towards the display). The first curves placed will bend to the left ready 
to build an anti-clockwise circuit. 
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Power Base 
 
By default the Circuit Designer will always place the Sport World Command 
Unit as the Power Base for the circuit. Scalextric circuits always need a 
Power Base to supply the cars. Sport World assumes that you are building 
a circuit to connect with your PC and so uses the Sport World Command 
Unit. If you would like to use the Circuit Designer to create circuits for use 
with older Scalextric circuits, you can choose one of the older power bases 
from those available in the Circuit Designer. 
 
• C8310 Sport World Command Unit 
• C8217 Power Base 
• C8014 Classic Power Base 
• C9066 Classic Power Plus System 
• C8003 Classic Pacer System 
 

Note: 
It is very important when you build a Scalextric circuit that you only put 
ONE power base into a circuit. For this reason the Sport World Circuit 
Designer doesn’t allow you to put more than one power base into a circuit. 

Lane Arrows 
 
You can turn on the display of lane marker arrows. The arrows show the 
colour of each lane in the 3D view to make circuit design easier. Lane 
colours can also help marshals to replace cars into the correct lane during 
a race. 
 

• On. Turn on lane arrows. 
• Off. Turn off lane arrows. 
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Race Car 
 
There are three levels of detail for the cars used in Sport World. The more 
powerful graphics card you have in your computer, the higher the level of 
detail you may wish to choose.  
 
• High Resolution. Fully detailed cars with interiors and wheel details. 
• Medium Resolution. The default for racing. High detailed cars, but 

saloon cars have blacked out windows and wheel detail is textured. 
• Low Resolution. Very basic car models that do not necessarily reflect 

the true shape of the car you are racing. The colour is correct and the 
car name and number is textured onto the side for ease of recognition. 

 
When racing, you will usually have more than one car on screen at the 
same time, up to a maximum of 8 in multi lane racing. In this situation you 
may want to choose a lower car resolution to get the best performance in 
the race coverage. 
 

Note: 
If a car doesn’t have a 3D model (as indicated by a dot in the Pit Garage 
car list), then a low resolution car will always be used in its place. 

Viewer Car 
 
For the Car Viewer in Pit Garage you can choose the level of detail of the 
car.  
 
• High Resolution. The default for the viewer. Fully detailed cars with 

interiors and wheel details. 
• Medium Resolution. High detailed cars, but saloon cars have blacked 

out windows and wheel detail is textured. 
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Test Drive Car 
 
For the Virtual Test Drive in Pit Garage you can choose the level of detail of 
the car.  
 
• High Resolution. Fully detailed cars with interiors and wheel details. 
• Medium Resolution. The default for racing. High detailed cars, but 

saloon cars have blacked out windows and wheel detail is textured. 
• Low Resolution. Very basic car models that do not necessarily reflect 

the true shape of the car you are racing. The colour is correct and the 
car name and number is textured onto the side for ease of recognition. 

 

Terrain Size 
 
The size of the terrain that can be sculpted in the Circuit Designer is 
adjustable. If you are building a large circuit and you want to sculpt the area 
around the track, you can switch to the expanded terrain size. The larger 
terrain will affect graphics performance. 
 
• Standard. The size of the sculpting terrain is 5.6 metres (18 feet 5 

inches) square. This is equal to 16 standard straights square. 
Standard size is the default. 

• Expanded. The size of the sculpting terrain is 11.2 metres (36 feet 9 
inches) square. This is equal to 32 standard straights square. 

 

Terrain Resolution 
 
The size of the texture that is created when you paint the terrain is 
adjustable. Higher resolutions will enable you to paint finer detail, but will 
affect graphics performance. Some graphics cards may not support the 
larger texture size. 
 
• Low. The terrain texture is 512 x 512 pixels. Low size is the default. 
• High. The terrain texture is 1024 x 1024 pixels. 
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Colour Depth 
 
Graphics performance can be improved by switching to a lower colour 
depth for the display of textures. 
 
• 32 bit. Textures are displayed at 32 bit (8 bits per colour channel and 

an 8 bit alpha channel). 
• 16 bit. Textures are displayed at 16 bit (4 bits per colour channel and 

a 4 bit alpha channel). 
 

Texture Size 
 
The maximum size for textures used on scenery objects can be set. The 
default is to use the larger size, which gives the best quality. Some 
graphics speed improvements can be made by switching to the lower size 
at the expense of graphic quality. 
 
• High. Scenery objects use a maximum texture size of 512 x 512 

pixels.  
• Low. Scenery objects use a maximum texture size of 256 x 256 pixels.  
 

Texture Quality 
 
Textures are filtered in the graphics card to improve their visual quality. 
Some types of filtering give better results that others and the type does 
depend on the graphics card you are using. You can experiment with this 
setting to get the best results for your card. 
 
• Low. No filtering is applied. Textures may appear coarse. 
• Low Filtered. The default and generally the best, Low Filtered 

textures are smoothed when close to the camera, but are not filtered 
when distant. This ensures that the images look smooth, without 
becoming blurry in the distance. 

• Medium. Medium filtering is applied. 
• High. High filtering is applied. Some textures may become blurry at 

low angles to the camera. 
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3D Renderer 
 
Sport World requires a 3D accelerated graphics card to display the race 
coverage and the Circuit Designer. The 3D world can be rendered (drawn) 
using either DirectX or Open GL. Depending on your graphics card, you 
may find that one you will get faster graphics performance with one 
renderer than the other. You may also find that if you get problems in the 
graphics, such as glitches on screen, or track elements failing to highlight 
properly, then switching to the other renderer will cure the problem. 
 
• DirectX. Use the DirectX 3D renderer. 
• OpenGL. Use the OpenGL 3D renderer. 
 

Diagnostic Mode 
 
Diagnostic mode is used to check whether the Sport World Command Unit 
is picking up the start/finish optical sensor and all the current breaks in your 
circuit.  
 
• Off. Diagnostic Mode is off (default). 
• On. Diagnostic Mode is on. 
 
Switch Diagnostic Mode on and go into the Race area. When you run a 
race, the cars on the screen will jump from sensor to sensor, rather than 
travelling smoothly around the track. Check that the cars jump to every 
sensor to ensure that they are being picked up correctly. 
 
Try to place current breaks in areas of the circuit where you will be applying 
power to the car. Typically that is in acceleration zones as you come onto a 
straight; or in the middle of a sequence of bends when you are likely to be 
applying a constant power. Avoid placing current breaks in the braking 
zone as you approach a bend. If you are using the button brake or dynamic 
braking as you pass over a current break, the current break sensor will be 
ignored by the Command Unit. 
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5.3 Circuit Design 

Click on the Circuit Design button to enter the Sport World Circuit Design 
area. 
 
Circuit Design allows you to create Scalextric Circuits by placing track 
elements from a toolbox into a 3D world. You can then add scenery items 
such as track borders, buildings and trees and then manipulate the terrain 
to create hills and valleys.  
 
You can define the dimensions of your room space and get information 
such as the lane lengths of the circuit and a list of the track elements you 
require. 
 
5.3.1 Menus 

File Menu 
 
Create, load and save your circuit files with the File menu at the top left of 
the screen. 
 
• New: Create a new circuit  
• Load: Load a previously save circuit. 
• Save: Save the current circuit. 
• Exit: Exit Sport World 
 
Edit Menu 
 
Copy and paste sections of track with the Edit Menu 
 
• Undo: You can undo up to the last 20 actions. Undo is not supported 

for sculpting and painting terrain. 
• Copy: Copy the highlighted sections of track to the clipboard 
• Paste: Paste the track on the clipboard after the currently selected 

piece of track. If no track is selected the pasted track will be placed as 
a new section. 

• Delete: Delete the currently selected object. 
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• Flip Track: Used to turn a right hand curve into a left hand curve, or to 
flip other “handed” track elements such as the Sport World Base Unit 
and the Side Swipe straight. Select Flip Track to flip the currently 
selected piece of track. You can also flip a track element by right 
clicking on it or by pressing the f key on your keyboard. 

• Preferences: Opens the Sport World preferences window. 
 

Tip: 
There are keyboard shortcuts for the edit commands: 
Undo: Ctrl-z 
Copy: Ctrl-c 
Paste: Ctrl-v 
Delete: Delete or Backspace 
Flip Track: f or right click on the element 

View Menu 
 
The View menu lets you turn on and off elements to be displayed 
 
• Terrain: By default the terrain is only displayed whilst editing the 

environment. If you want to see it while laying track or placing scenery, 
Select Terrain in the View menu  

• Dynamic Sculpt: When Dynamic Sculpt is on, the shadows on the 
terrain will update in real time. To slightly improve sculpting 
performance, switch this off and the shadows will only update when 
you let go of the mouse. 
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5.3.2 Toolbox 

 

Menu 
 

Elements palette 
 

Tools Palette 
 

The Toolbox is divided into 3 sections; a pull down menu, an elements 
palette and a tools palette. 
 
The menu allows you to select different element palettes. 
 
The elements palettes contain all the objects to place in your circuit; Sport 
Track, Classic Track, Borders & Scenery. The Environment palette allows 
you to sculpt and paint the terrain around your circuit. Click on an icon to 
place an element into the circuit. 
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The Tools palette contains all the tools you need to move objects and 
navigate around your circuit. One tool from this palette will always be 
highlighted as the active tool. 
 

Select/Move: Select an object like a piece of track or a 
building using the Select/Move tool. Click on an object to 
select it, click on the background to deselect it. Selected 
objects will highlight in yellow. To select more than one piece 
of track at one time hold down the shift key as you select the 
extra sections. You can only have one scenery object 
selected at a time. 

 
To move an object, click and hold the mouse on the object, 
then drag it around in the scene. 

 
To rotate a scenery object, click and drag on the object using 
the right mouse button. Use a single right click on an object 
to rotate it 90 degrees anti-clockwise. Track elements cannot 
be rotated. 

 
If you click and drag on the background your view point will 
move left and right, up & down as if using the Pan tool (see 
below). Any object you have selected should stay selected 
provided you click, hold and drag. A single click will deselect 
objects. 

 
If you right click and drag on the background your view point 
will rotate around the centre of the screen as if using the 
Tumble tool (see below) 

 
If you hold the Ctrl (control) key down and then click and 
drag up and down, the view point will zoom in and out as if 
you were using the Zoom tool (see below). 

 

Pan: The Pan tool moves your view point by clicking and 
dragging anywhere in the 3D world. 
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Tumble: This tool is used to rotate your viewpoint. That is, if 
your drag the mouse left to right, the view will rotate 
horizontally around the centre of the screen. If you drag up, 
your view will rotate up to give you an aerial view. Drag down 
and your view will rotate towards the ground. 

 

Zoom: This tool is used to zoom your view in and out. Click 
and drag up to zoom in. Drag down to zoom out. 

 

Look At: This tool will move the viewpoint to frame any 
selected object. Select the object to view and click the Look 
At tool. If no object is selected, the view will show the whole 
circuit. 

 

Lift: The Lift tool selects and lifts objects. Click and drag up 
on an object to lift it, drag down to lower it again. When track 
elements are lifted, surrounding track will also lift to form 
smooth gradients around it. 

 

Detach/Link: This tool is used to split track and to complete 
track loops. Select the track element AFTER where you want 
to make the split, and click Detach/Link. 

By default any track that comes within a C8236 Short 
Straight (78mm) of a powerbase or a crossroads element will 
automatically link to it to form a loop. It is possible to turn off 
this behaviour in the Preferences window and link circuits 
manually. In this case, if the end of your circuit is close to 
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forming a loop you can select the last piece of track and click 
the Detach/Link button to complete the circuit. 

 

New Section/New Lane: This tool creates either a new 
section of track or adds a lane to the powerbase to create 
multilane circuits. If no track is selected, clicking this tool will 
create an empty track section. You will see a pale blue track 
start block and end arrow together. You can now start adding 
track to this empty section. 

 
To add new lanes to a circuit, select the powerbase and click 
on New Section/New Lane. A Multilane extension section will 
be added to the powerbase, ready for you to build a new 
lane. 

 
Extra lanes can be deleted just by selecting the track in the 
lanes you want to delete and pressing Backspace or Delete 
on your keyboard, or by using Delete from the Edit menu 

 

5.3.3 Sport Track Palette 

The Sport Track palette contains all the Sport track elements. Clicking on 
an element will add it into the current circuit. Elements are grouped 
together in menus according to their type. To open a menu, click on the 
small arrow at the bottom right of each icon. 
 

Tip: 
You can open up the palette menus by right clicking on an icon element. 
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pop out arrow        C number       track count              shortfall        stock 
 

The palette menus have additional information about each track element: 
• Description 
• Catalogue C number 
• Track Count (how many elements used in the current circuit) 
• Track Stock (how many elements you own) 
 
If you are using more elements than you own, the track count number will 
be shown in red to indicate the shortfall. To set your track stock, click on 
the expand icon in the circuit information bar at the bottom of the window. 
 

Expand Circuit Information button (See section 5.3.13 for 
more on setting your track stock). 
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5.3.4 Classic Track Palette 

The Classic Track Palette contains all discontinued Scalextric track 
elements so that you can still build circuits using your favourite old track.  
 

Conversion pieces are included in both the Sport and Classic palettes. 
Sport World will often spot when you switch between the two systems and 
automatically place a conversion piece in for you. 
 
Classic track is slightly lighter in colour than Sport track and this is reflected 
in Sport World. You will also see that the connectors on classic track are 
different to Sport connectors. 
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5.3.5 Basic Circuit Building 

Sport World circuits all start with the Sport World Base Unit (or an 
alternative powerbase). Two icons show on the track; a Start Block to 
indicate the start of a section and an Insert Arrow to show where the next 
track element will be placed and to show the direction of building. 
 

Base Unit             Start Block                              Insert Arrow 
 

On the main circuit the track icons are bright blue. You can build a section 
of track outside of the main circuit (for example if you want to play around 
with a complex curve before adding it into the circuit). In this case the track 
icons are pale blue. 

Main Circuit                        Track Section 
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Adding Track 
 
To add track to the circuit, first click on the last element in the circuit. The 
element highlights in yellow and the Insert Arrow shows where the track will 
be added. Click on a track element in the palette, that track is added after 
the Insert Arrow.

Inserting Track 
 
To insert a track element into a circuit; first select the track piece before 
where you wish to insert, and then click on the track element in the palette. 
The example below inserts an R1 in between 2 straights. 
 

Selecting & Deleting Track 
 
To select a track element, make sure the Select tool is chosen in the Tool 
palette and simply click on the track element you want. 
 
To select continuous strips of track hold down the shift key and click on the 
track to add to your selection. You can use shift to select large sections of 
track. Click to select one end of the section and shift-click at the other end 
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of the section to select the strip. The whole section should highlight in 
yellow. 
 
Delete selected track by pressing delete or backspace on your keyboard. 
 

Note: 
You cannot delete the Sport World Base Unit. There must always be a 
power supply at the start of your circuit. 

Replacing a Track Element. 
 
To replace a track element, simply double click it and it will highlight in red. 
Now select the replacement piece from the palette. 

Note: 
You can use this replace method to change the Sport World Base Unit for 
another powerbase. You can also set your default powerbase in the 
Preferences.
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Flipping Curves and Other Track 
 
When you place a curve Sport World does a “best guess” as to which way 
you want it to bend. If you want to flip it the other way, select Flip Track 
from the Edit menu. Alternatively you can press f on your keyboard or click 
on the track with your right mouse button. 
 

Other track elements can be flipped in this way. For example, you may 
wish to flip the Sport World Base Unit so that it sits on the other side of the 
track. You can also flip sections like the C8246 Side Swipe. In that case 
Sport World will automatically flip track connected to it if it needs to. 
 

In this example, flipping the first side swipe causes the hairpin bend and 
the second side swipe to flip to match the new layout. 
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Copying and Pasting Track 
 
Individual track elements or selected track sections can be copied to the 
clipboard by using copy from the edit menu, or Ctrl-c from your keyboard. 
 
Selecting paste from the edit menu will paste the track section into a circuit 
at the Insert Arrow. If no track is selected and there is no Insert Arrow 
visible, then the clipboard is pasted as a new section. 
 
Connecting Sections of Track 
 
Separate sections of track can be connected together using the Start Box 
icon at the beginning of a section of track. 
 

Note: 
You can’t drag the start box of the main circuit. You can only connect 
sections together and connect sections into the main circuit. 

Click and hold on the Start Box. Drag the box over to the track element you 
want to connect to. This can be at the end of a section or in the middle. As 
soon as you begin to drag, the Start Box should highlight white.  
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As the section approaches a join between two track elements, the section 
will snap into the joint and turn to show how it will be connected.  
 

When you are happy with the location release the mouse button and the 
section will be inserted. 
 

Note: 
Sport World can detect circuit joins up to 6 cm above or below it. If you are 
trying to connect a section into an elevated section of track you must lift 
the section to approximately the right height before trying to connect. 
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5.3.6 Lifting Track 

Track can be lifted to form hills and bridges.  
 

Use the Lift tool to select the track you want to lift. Then click 
and drag on the selected track to lift the track. Dragging up 
the screen will lift the track, dragging down will lower it. 

 

Either side of a lifted section the track will rise to form a smooth slope. The 
slope is created so that it is a smooth 4 degree gradient without any sharp 
angles in the track. This means that the height you can lift is limited by the 
amount of track in your circuit. In the example above the height of the lift is 
limited by the amount of track from the lifted element to the end of the 
track. 
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Crossroads (C8210) and Classic Crossroads (C249) tracks cannot be 
lifted. This is because they must always be kept flat; if they are tilted on a 
hill then the track crossing over would become twisted. To place a 
crossroads on a hill, lift the track to the required height BEFORE placing 
the crossroads. 
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5.3.7 Banking Track 

Banked track is created by using the Banked curve elements; C8296 R2 45 
Degree Banked Curve, C8297 R3 45 Degree Banked Curve and C187 
Classic Banked Curve 60 Degrees. 

Track leading into the banked sections is automatically twisted up to the 
angle of the bank. For the 10 degree of banking on the Sport banked 
sections this means that track is twisted up to 1 full straight away. For the 
steeper 35 degree banking on the classic C187 banked curve, up to 2 full 
straights will be twisted. 
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Some track elements cannot be twisted and so banked track cannot be 
connected to them; Powerbase elements, Sport and Classic Crossroads, 
Classic Skid Chicane, Humpback Bridge, Goodwood Chicane, Rough 
Terrain and Pit Lane. 
 

Banked sections cannot be placed close to curves that bend opposite to 
the direction of the banking. For example, a right hand banked curve 
cannot be connected to a left hand curve.  
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5.3.8 Closing Circuits 

We know that in real life circuits don’t always meet up. Sport Track is 
flexible though and that means that if the gap is close enough, you can 
close the circuit.  
 

Automatic Closing 
 
Sport World understands the flexibility of Sport and Classic track and will 
try to close a circuit if the gap is small enough. If the Insert Arrow is within 
78mm of the Start Block (about one C8236 Short Straight length) then the 
circuit will close automatically. 
 
How well it closes the circuit depends on the circuit design. The longer the 
circuit, the more flexibility there is in the track and the better the close. Tight 
twisty circuits are not as flexible as circuits with long straights. 
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Manual Closing 
 
If the gap is larger than 78mm you can still try to close the circuit by using 
the detach/link tool. To close a loop, select the LAST track element on the 
loop and click the detach/link button: 
 

Note: 
If you select any other track element than the last track in a loop and then 
select the detach/link tool, then the track will be detached at that point. 
You must select the last element in order to try and close a loop. 

If the gap you close is very wide you may find unacceptable twists in your 
track (just like in real life). Try putting more track into the circuit to try and 
narrow the gap before attempting to close it. 
 
Opening a Closed Circuit 
 
If you make any changes to the circuit, such as lifting a section of track, 
deleting or replacing a track element, then the circuit will break open again. 
As long as placing new track brings you back within 78mm the circuit will 
close again 
 
On occasions the circuit may stay open even though the ends are close 
together. (for example after lifting a section of track). In this situation the 
solution is to delete the last piece of track and then put it straight back. 
Sport World will now look at the gap and close the circuit again. 
 
Crossroads & Elevated Track 
 
The automatic closing also works with C8210 Crossroads and C8295 
Elevated Track sections. When the Insert Arrow gets within 78mm of a 
crossroads or an elevated track it will automatically close the gap. 
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For elevated track, the close will also detect the change in height and lift 
the circuit to meet the top of the bridge. 
 

If you insert make any changes within a crossroads or elevated track loop, 
then the loop will break. In addition to the loop breaking any track AFTER 
the crossroads will detach and become a separate section. 
 

In the example above the selected curve is deleted from the loop. As a 
result the section after the elevated track breaks off. 
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5.3.9 Current Breaks 

The C8314 Current Break track element is used as section markers for 
Sport World race coverage. This element is used as a reference point to 
help in calculating the position of a car on the track.  
 

When a car passes over the dead sections of track in the Current Break, 
the Command Unit registers the break in electrical current supplied to the 
car as a precise pattern. This pattern enables the Unit to precisely locate 
the car. In between the Current Breaks the Command Unit uses other 
electrical signals from the car to calculate its position.  
 
The more current breaks you place in a circuit, the more accurate the 
position of the car will be in race coverage. As a guide, a current break 
should be placed approximately every 2 to 3 metres (or 6 to 9 feet) of track 
length to get the most accurate location information. 
 
Try to place current breaks in areas of the circuit where you will be applying 
power to the car. Typically that is in acceleration zones as you come onto a 
straight; or in the middle of a sequence of bends when you are likely to be 
applying a constant power. Avoid placing current breaks in the braking 
zone as you approach a bend. If you are using the button brake or dynamic 
braking as you pass over a current break, the current break sensor will be 
ignored by the Command Unit leading to inaccurate location information. 
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Note: 
You must make sure that the circuit you build in real life exactly matches 
the circuit you have built in Sport World. If they are different, then the car 
position calculation cannot be made correctly and the cars in the race 
coverage will jump around the screen erratically. 

Avoid placing Current Breaks too close together. If you place current 
breaks closer than 2 metres (6 feet) apart, this may also cause problems 
for the accuracy of location information. If your circuit is less than 2 metres 
in length, then you do not need to place any current breaks. 
 

Tip: 
You can view the lane lengths of your circuit in the information bar at the 
top of the circuit design area. 
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5.3.10 Borders 

The borders palette lets you place a variety of borders onto your track. 
Borders are placed by first selecting the section of track and then selecting 
a border style from the menu. Clicking a border on the left hand side of the 
menu will place a border on the left hand side of the track (looking in the 
direction of the Insert Arrow.
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Lead out and Lead in borders can be added. Select the track element and 
click on the Lead In icon. 
 

To delete a border from a track section, simply select the section of track 
and select the Delete Border icon from the menu. 
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There are 5 border styles available in Sport World: 
 

• Sport Borders 
• Armco 
• Concrete wall with mesh fence 
• Tyres 
• Straw Bales 
 
Only Armco and Concrete wall borders can be used with banked track. 
 

Tip: 
Borders are always attached to the track. If you want to place borders in 
other places, short sections are available in the Scenery palette. 
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5.3.11 Scenery 

The Scenery menu contains a large collection of 3D scenery items such as 
buildings, trees, and trackside accessories such as trucks, cranes and TV 
cameras 
 

Select a scenery item from the menu to place it in the centre of your current 
view. 
 
Scenery items can be moved with the Select/Move tool. Scenery items can 
also be rotated using the Select/Move tool and the right mouse button. 
Click once with the right mouse button on a scenery object to rotate it 90 
degrees anti clockwise. Click and drag with the right mouse button and the 
scenery object will rotate smoothly as you drag. 
 
Objects can be lifted using the Lift tool.   
 

Note: 
As you move scenery objects they automatically follow any hills sculpted 
in the terrain. If an object has been lifted off the ground it will snap back 
down to ground level as soon as you move it. Make sure that you only lift 
objects after you have placed them where you want them. 
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Cameras 

When cameras are placed in the scene they will be used as camera 
locations during 3D Race Coverage and Test Drive. The cameras will 
automatically follow the cars in the race. 
 

The Basic Camera gives a low trackside view of the racing. 
 

The Gantry Camera has a higher viewpoint. 
 

The Crane Camera gives the highest view and is good for an 
overall view of the circuit. 

 
Up to six cameras can be used so it is worth some thought when you place 
cameras to get the most exciting coverage during the race. You are the TV 
director so place them wisely! 
 
In addition to the trackside cameras there are three additional cameras; 
one that follows the car, an in car camera and a camera on the front 
bumper  
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5.3.12 Environment 

The Environment palette lets you set a location for the circuit, create a 
room to set the size of the space you’re building your circuit in and sculpt 
and paint the terrain around the circuit.  
 

Location Room Definition 
 

Creating Terrain Flood Fill 
 

Brush Size  Colour Palette 
 

Sculpt Type Texture 
 

Sculpt Tool Paint Tool 
 

Location 
 
You have a choice of four locations for the circuit which takes the form of 
the textured ground plane and a half sphere “sky dome” around it. The 
choices are: 
 

No Sky Dome (The default grid ground plane). 
 

Countryside 
 

City 
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Desert 
 
Selecting a location from the menu will replace the current choice. If you 
have already created a terrain surface it will not be replaced when the 
location is changed. 
 
Room Definition 
 
A room element is used to define the space you have to build your circuit 
in. It could represent the size of your room or the size of a table you want to 
build the circuit on. The room element is only visible in Circuit Designer, it is 
not shown in Race Coverage or Test Drive.  
 
The room is defined using a wizard, launched by selecting from one of five 
basic room shapes.  
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The wizard will ask you to fill in labelled dimensions according to the basic 
shape chosen.  
 

When you have filled in the dimensions, the wizard will create a box to 
represent the room and place it in the 3D world.  
 

This room element then can be moved and rotated around the space as 
you would any other scenery item.  
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Note: 
You can only select the room element from the inside surface. This is so 
that you can easily select track elements through the room wall without 
selecting the room by mistake. 

Creating Terrain  
 
You can create, sculpt and paint terrain to form hills and valleys around 
your circuit with a series of tools in the environment palette.  
 

Sculpted Terrain will create a terrain that automatically lifts 
and sculpts to fit underneath your current circuit design. If 
you have already created a terrain this tool will reset any 
changes. 

 

Flat Terrain will create a simple flat ground underneath the 
circuit. Flat terrain cannot be sculpted, but it can be painted. 

 

Delete Terrain will delete the current terrain and revert to the 
default grid. 
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Sculpting Terrain 
 
Hills and valleys are created by sculpting the terrain using the Sculpt Tool . 
 

For example, you may wish to create hills as a backdrop to your circuit, or 
you may want to have grassy banks for spectators to stand on. 
 

To sculpt terrain first select a Brush Size 
 

then a Sculpt Type; either raise, lower or plateau.

Finally to sculpt, select the Sculpt Tool from the bottom left of 
the tool palette. As you move the mouse over the terrain the 
cursor will change to a series of rings on the ground to show 
where you will be sculpting. Click and drag over the surface 
of your terrain and the hills will rise underneath the cursor. 
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The size of the hills that are created are controlled by the Brush Size. You 
can choose from big, medium or small.  
 

You can sculpt by raising up terrain, lowering it down or by creating 
plateaus.  
 

The terrain will always remain underneath any track section. This means 
that as you paint around a section of track, the terrain will form a cutting 
around it.  
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Painting Terrain  
 
The paint tool lets you colour your terrain as you like.  
 

For example you may want to paint snow on the top of mountains or paint 
streets on your city circuit.  
 

To paint terrain, first select a Brush Size 
 

then a colour from the Colour Palette. As you drag your 
mouse over the colour palette the colour chip in the menu 
will show the colour you are about to choose. 

 

You can choose an optional texture from the Texture menu. 
 

Finally to paint, select the Paint Tool from the bottom right of 
the tool palette. As you click and drag the mouse over the 
terrain you will paint the terrain to the new colour and 
texture. 
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The colour palette has six predefined colours; 2 for grass, 2 for desert, and 
two for Classic and Sport track colours. The spectrum has a range of 31 
hues arranged in columns. Each hue has a range of 31 colour saturation 
values from bottom to top and 6 lightness values for each saturation. There 
is also a gray scale bar at the right of the spectrum. This gives a total of 
5800 colours to choose from.  
 
At the far right end of the colour palette, three colour swatches update to 
show the most recent colours used so that you can easily switch between 
your latest colours. 
 
The Flood Fill tool will flood the whole terrain with the current colour and 
texture. 
 

Note: 
There is no undo facility with sculpting and painting terrain. 
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5.3.13 Circuit Information 

The Circuit Designer gives feedback on your circuit as you build it. At the 
top of the window, the lane lengths of the circuit are displayed. 
 

At the bottom of the window, information on the number of lanes, the scale 
length of the circuit and the approximate space requirements are displayed. 
 

For more circuit information, click on the expand button on the right of the 
circuit information to see the circuit plan and stock list area. 
 

The tabs in the Circuit Information Area let you see: 
 
• Track List. A list showing all the track elements used and their 

quantities. For multi lane circuits a pull down allows you to view the list 
for each lane pair or for all the lanes. A circuit plan shows you the 
layout of the circuit, with any track elements not in your stock 
highlighted in red.   
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• Track Recipe. This tab shows all the track elements as a recipe for 
building the circuit. The list starts from the power base and shows 
each element to place in turn. Curves are indicated to show whether 
they are left or right hand bends. 

 
• Track Shortfall. A list of the track elements used in the circuit that are 

not in your stock. This shows you what extra track is needed to build 
your circuit. 

 
• Track Stock. The Track Stock tab allows you to enter which track 

elements you own. The numbers entered here will show in the menus 
on the track palettes so that you can keep track of what track you have 
left as you build a circuit. The track stock is also used to highlight 
shortfalls on the circuit plan in the Circuit Information area. 

 

To add to your track stock, click on the track element you wish to add to, 
then click on the arrows that appear next to the stock number.  
 

Click on the up arrow to increase the number of elements you own or click 
the down arrow to decrease the number. 
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Use the scroll bars to see all the track available. 
 

Tip: 
There are two columns for Sport Track and for Classic Track. Make sure 
that you set your stock for the correct track type. 

To close the information area and return to Circuit Design, press the Close 
button at the top right of the Circuit Information title bar 
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5.4 Pit Garage 

The Pit Garage is your location for getting all the information you need 
about your Scalextric cars. Pit Garage is divided into 4 areas each selected 
by clicking on a tab under the Pit Garage title bar. 
 

• Cars. The Cars section lets you browse the Scalextric car collection 
and create custom collections of your own. You can make virtual 
adjustments to your cars and try out the new performance 
characteristics in the virtual Test Drive. 

 
• Technical Manuals. A comprehensive guide to maintaining and 

improving the performance of your car  
 
• Race Telemetry. View your recorded race data to see how you can 

improve your performance. 
 
• Controller Profiles. View your options for Controller Profiles. Decide 

on a suitable profile combination for your next race 
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5.4.1 Cars 

When you first enter Pit Garage you will see the Car Collections Browser.

The Car Collections browser allows you to browse through the latest 
collections of Scalextric cars, and to create and manage collections of your 
own. Each collection is represented as a box into which you can add cars, 
or you can create sub collections by adding boxes within boxes. 
 
Collections 
 
There are two main collections in the Pit Garage. 
 
• My Collection. This Box is ready for you to catalogue your own 

collection of Scalextric cars. You can drag a copy of any car from the 
Scalextric Collection into a box here, or you can add other cars by 
importing a photograph and typing in the required data. 

 
• Scalextric Collection. This Box contains the cars in the current 

Scalextric Range. Some of these cars have 3D models associated 
with them. The Scalextric Collection contains boxes for different 
categories of cars, such as Formula 1, Rally and Endurance. You 
cannot add your own collections or cars to the Scalextric Collection 
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and the add and delete buttons are disabled while this area is 
selected. 

 
When you click on a box, the box highlights and opens. If the box contains 
cars they are shown in the Car List on the right of the screen. If the box 
contains further boxes, they are listed; nested below the selected box. 
 

If you click an open box, that box closes and the contents are no longer 
listed. The box remains highlighted. 
 

Add Collection. A new collection can be added into a 
selected collection by clicking the Add Collection button. You 
will be prompted to type a name followed by enter to create 
the collection. You cannot add collections to the Scalextric 
Collection. 

 

Delete a Collection. A collection can be deleted using the 
delete collection button. Only collections that are empty (with 
no cars or boxes in them) can be deleted. 

 
Renaming a collection A collection can be renamed by 
clicking on the name with the right mouse button, typing a 
new name and pressing the enter key. 
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Car List 
 
The cars in the currently selected collection are displayed on the right of 
the area. Each car is listed with an icon, its C number and a description. 
 

The icon indicates both the colour of the car and whether a 3D model of the 
car is available. The example below shows a black GT40 MkII that has a 
3D model available. 
 

The example below shows a red TVR Tuscan 400 that doesn’t have a 3D 
model and will be represented in racing with a proxy car. 
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The car list can be sorted in ascending or descending order alphabetically 
by clicking on the description bar at the top of the column. It can also be 
sorted by C number by clicking at the top of that column. 
 

Clicking on a car in the list brings up the details of that car in the centre 
panel: 
 

Below the car data a movie of the car lets you view it on a turntable. Click 
on the play buttons to spin the car either forward or reverse. Click and drag 
on the slider to spin the car under your control. 
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Adding Cars to My Collection 
 
The My Collection box contains two more boxes ready for you to start 
creating your own collection. The Race box can be used to place those 
cars that you frequently race with. The Collectors box can be used to keep 
valuable cars that you don’t race very often. 
 

Tip: 
Remember that you can create boxes within boxes, so you may want to 
add categories inside the race box such as Formula 1 or GT cars. 

Cars from the Scalextric Collection can be added to your own collection by 
clicking and holding on the selected car and then dragging a copy from the 
Car List into the desired collection.  
 

Note: 
Dragging a car from the Scalextric Collection does not move the car out of 
that collection; it simply adds a copy of it into your collection. Once a car is 
copied into your own collection you will be free to edit and modify the car. 

Dragging a car from one box to another within My Collection will create a 
copy of that car in the second box. Any modifications to the original car 
made by you will be kept in the new copy. 
 
In My Collection you can add, delete and edit any of the cars.   
 

Add a Car. If you want to add a car that is not in the 
Scalextric Collection click the Add Car button. This will bring 
up the Add/Edit Car wizard. New cars can only be added to 
boxes in the My Collections area, if a Scalextric Collection is 
selected the Add Car button is greyed out. 
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The Add Car wizard lets you put in details about your new car as well as 
adding a movie or a photograph and even choosing a sound to be used 
during racing. 
 

• Type a name for your car and a brief description in the top two fields of 
the wizard. 
 

• Select the Type that best describes your car from the pull down list.  
 

• Enter the C Number for your car. If you don’t know the C number Sport 
World will assign an unused number for you. 

 

Tip: 
All Scalextric Cars have a C number allocated when they are 
manufactured. The C number is written on the box the car came in as 
well as in the catalogue. If you can’t find the C number there you can 
consult an online reference source such as www.slotcarportal.com 

• The Car Number is any number printed on the car as a racing number. 
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• Enter the length, weight and wheelbase for the car in the appropriate 
fields. Scalextric Cars always use the metric system for the 
measurements and weights, so they must be entered in millimetres 
and grams. 

 

Tip: 
1 inch = 25.4 millimetres 
1 ounce = 28.35 grams 

• A Car Sound can be chosen from the pull down menu. There are 
several sounds to choose from for different car types and from 
different eras of motor racing. To hear a sound, press the play button. 
 

• Proxy Colour. When you enter a car it will not have a 3D model to be 
used in racing. Instead a Proxy Car is used to represent your car. The 
car will be chosen based on the car type (F1, Endurance etc). The 
name of the car and its race number will be displayed on the side of 
the car. The colour of the car can be set here in the wizard using the 
colour picker. 

 

• You can also import a picture or a movie sequence of your car. Click 
on the still camera to import a photo or click on the video camera to 
import a movie 

 

Photos can be in jpeg, gif and bmp formats. The import tool lets you 
zoom in to part of the image by using the slider and pan the image by 
clicking and dragging inside the photo. 
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Movies must be in avi, mov (quicktime) or mpg (mpeg1) format and at 
a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels. 

 

Deleting a Car. Selecting a car in the list and pressing the 
Delete Car button will delete that car from the collection. You 
cannot delete cars from the Scalextric Collection.

Edit a Car. You can edit the details of a car by selecting the 
car and clicking the Edit Car button. This brings up the 
Add/Edit Car wizard for the currently selected car. You 
cannot edit cars in the Scalextric Collection.

5.4.2 Car Viewer 

The Car Viewer allows you to view and tweak the performance 
characteristics of your car. You can also view a larger movie of the car and 
get a detailed look at the car using the 3D model. 
 
To access the 3D viewer, select a car from the car list and click on the 3D 
viewer button 
 

The car viewer has three areas: 
• 3D Viewer 
• 2D Viewer 
• Performance Modifications 
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3D Viewer 
 
The 3D viewer tab will be displayed by default if the selected car has a 3D 
model. If the car doesn’t have a 3D model, you will only be able to see the 
2D movie or a picture of the car. 
 

The 3D viewer is controlled by a set of 4 controls: 
 

Pan. Select this tool then click and drag to move the car up 
and down 

 

Zoom. Select this tool then click and drag to zoom in and out 
and get a close up view of the car. 

 

Tumble. Select this tool then clicking and dragging left and 
right will spin the camera around the car. Dragging up and 
down will tumble the camera over and under the car. 

Reset. Select this tool to reset the car position. 
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There is also a set of video controls to spin the car on the spot whilst 
viewing the 3D model. The pan, zoom and tumble commands will still 
operate even while the car is spinning. 
 

Play 
 

Pause 

Play Backwards 
 
2D Viewer 
 
The 2D viewer tab will be displayed if no 3D model is available for the car. 
The viewer displays a movie or picture of the car if available. 
 

The 2D viewer uses the standard video controls of play, pause and play 
backwards. There is also a slider that enables you to “scrub” through the 
movie so you can view the car from any angle. 
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Car Performance 
 
The car performance section contains a list of elements of a car that may 
be modified to improve the performance of cars in My Collection. Each 
element has a pull down menu listing the available options. 
 

When a performance attribute has been changed from the default, it will be 
highlighted in blue to show the change. 
 

Tip: 
For more details on how to make performance enhancements to your 
cars, check out the Technical Manual section in Pit Garage (see Section 
5.4.5) 

In order to appreciate the effects of changing the gear ratios or switching to 
performance Sport components, changes to the performance attributes of a 
car will be reflected in the performance of the car in the virtual Test Drive.
Note though that this is just a guide to the performance improvement and 
may not necessarily be reflected in the physical car due to the many factors 
involved. 
 
Below the performance attributes a small Notes section will allow you to 
add comments about your car. Just click in that area and type your 
comment. 
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5.4.3 Test Drive 

Any selected car in the car viewer can be taken for a virtual Test Drive by 
clicking on the button in the centre information panel of the car viewer.  
 

If you have the Sport World Command Unit connected to the PC you will be 
able to drive your car using a Digital Controller plugged into the Lane 1 
socket.  
 

If the Command Unit is not connected you can drive the car using the 
keyboard: 
 

Up Arrow = Accelerate 
 

Down Arrow = Decelerate 
 

S = Stop 
 
The Test Drive allows you to: 
 
• Test out a circuit design before it is built. 
• Practice on circuits that you can’t build yourself. 
• Test out performance enhancements on a virtual car before you apply 

them to your real car. 
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• Test out the performance characteristics of different cars. 
 
Test Drive uses the circuit currently selected in the briefing area. 
 

The Test Drive area consists of the 3D circuit along with a series of controls 
to the left hand side.  
 

Return to the car collection area. 
 

Return to the car viewer. 
 

The Switch Camera button is used to cycle through the 
available camera views of the circuit. You can also use the 
number keys 1-9 to select a camera. 

 
A pull down menu allows you to select which lane you wish 
to drive in. 
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Note: 
No matter which lane you drive in, Test Drive is always controlled from the 
controller plugged into the Lane 1 socket. 

Your best lap time and your current (last) lap time are displayed at the 
bottom left of the window. If you drive too fast the car will come off the 
track, just like in real life. 
 
Information on your last and your best lap time in the test drive are 
displayed on screen for the duration of the session. If you leave the test 
drive area, then the information is lost. 
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5.4.4 Advanced Telemetry Calibration 

The Sport World Command Unit uses sophisticated electronics to calculate 
the location of cars. This location information is used in creating the 3D 
race coverage and the race telemetry data used in the Pit Garage.  
 
Each individual car generates a unique “calibration profile” for any given 
lane on any given circuit. This calibration profile is generated automatically 
by Sport World the first time a car runs on a new circuit. You may notice 
that on the first lap of a new circuit, the car will not move smoothly, but will 
jump between each current break sensor track on the circuit. After that first 
lap the calibration profile will be generated and the more you run the car on 
that lane the better the calibration will become. 
 
This automatic calibration is accurate for most purposes. If however you 
wish to closely examine the performance of your car and view the most 
accurate telemetry, you can perform a manual Advanced Telemetry 
Calibration in the Pit Garage.  
 
You can only perform this calibration on cars in My Collection. Make sure 
that the Command Unit and the circuit are connected to the PC; select the 
car from the car list and click on the Advanced Telemetry Calibration 
button. 
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The Advanced Telemetry Calibration window is similar to the Test Drive 
window. 
 

Three buttons control the calibration process: 
 

Lane. A pull down menu allows you to select which lane you 
wish to calibrate. 

Slow Calibration. Click this button first to perform a slow 
calibration. 

 

Fast Calibration. After successfully completing a Slow 
Calibration you can then click this button to perform the Fast 
Calibration Phase 
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Slow Calibration 
 
Make sure that your car is on the grid and in the lane set for calibration. 
When you press the Slow Calibration button, the Command Unit will beep 
as for a normal race start. 
 
When you get the green light for go, you must drive around the circuit as 
slowly as you can without the car stopping. Calibration will register only 
laps where it receives good calibration data. If the car crashes or a current 
break sensor track is missed the lap will be ignored. The number of 
completed good laps are shown in the bottom left of the window. 
 
During a slow calibration the on screen car will jump from current break to 
current break during the first lap and then start to run more smoothly. 
 

Tip: 
Try to drive at a constant slow speed; don’t be tempted to accelerate on 
long straights and do not use the button brake. 

When you have completed 3 good laps the Command Unit will beep 3 
times and flash the red LED to indicate that the calibration is over. You are 
now ready to go onto the Fast Calibration laps. 
 
Fast Calibration 
 
Make sure that your car is back on the grid and press the Fast Calibration 
button. The Command Unit will beep as for a normal race start. 
 
This time, when you get the green light for go, you must drive around the 
circuit as fast as you can without the car de-slotting and crashing. 
Calibration will register only laps where it receives good data. 
 

Tip: 
Try to drive at a consistent speed but as fast as possible. You may have 
to decelerate for some corners, but try and be smooth on the controller 
rather than the rapid accelerating and braking you may use in a race 
situation. Do not use the button brake. 
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When you have completed 3 good laps the Command Unit will beep 3 
times and flash the red LED to indicate that the calibration is complete. 
 
Calibration Drift 
 
Calibration for a car can drift over time. This can be caused by wear and 
tear in the mechanics of the car, dirt on the track or a host of other reasons. 
The calibration can change if a circuit is taken apart and then reassembled 
as the electrical connections between each track piece can vary causing a 
marked change in the way signals are received by the Command Unit. 
 
Automatic calibration takes account of these changes and constantly tries 
to find the best solution for the car. If the calibration drifts too far it may 
completely reset itself. In that case you may see a lap where the car jumps 
from current break to current break. 
 
Advanced Calibration does not constantly update itself, so for the most 
accurate data you must regularly perform the calibration to get the best 
results. 
 
Deleting Calibration Data 
 

If the calibration data for a car is giving unsatisfactory results (for example 
3D coverage may be very jerky or telemetry graphs inaccurate), it is 
possible that the telemetry data is corrupted. This can happen if you run a 
different car on the track to the car that has been selected in Sport World. 
 
To delete the calibration data for a car select the car in the car collection 
browser and click the Delete Calibration button. 
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5.4.5 Technical Manuals 

The technical manuals are an interactive manual that gives tips on 
maintaining your Scalextric cars and track. It also gives you the tips and 
tricks that the experts use to improve the performance and get the best out 
of your Scalextric car in race conditions. There is also a trouble shooting 
section that will give you answers to technical problems. 
 
Access the technical manuals by selecting the tab in the Pit Garage area. 
 

The technical manuals are divided into 3 categories: 
 
• Preparation & Maintenance. Learn how to look after your Scalextric 

cars and track to get the best performance. 
 

• Performance Upgrades. Find out how to improve the performance of 
your car by learning some tricks and tips from the experts at 
Scalextric. This section also shows you how high performance Sport 
components can improve your car. 

• Troubleshooting. The Troubleshooting section details potential 
problems with both cars and track. Although it cannot answer every 
possible problem, it provides a range of potential solutions for common 
issues. 
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To browse the different topics simply click on a heading. The heading will 
highlight white and the sub headings will be revealed.  
 

Click on a sub heading and it will highlight white, showing the manual 
pages for that topic: 
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When you click on a manual page text and illustrations will give you the 
details. 
 

Note: 
If you click on a heading or a page that is open, it will close but will remain 
highlighted white. 
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5.4.6 Race Telemetry 

The Race Telemetry area gives you access to detailed information about 
your cars performance and your driving skills. Every lap from saved race 
data can be plotted as a graph showing controller input and car speed. A 
bar graph indicator shows the profile of the circuit. Two sets of race data 
can be viewed at one time so that you can compare your performance 
against a rival, compare your best lap against your worst, or compare two 
different cars on the same circuit. 
 

Opening and Viewing Race Telemetry Data.   
 
Clicking on the red Open Race Data button opens a file browser showing 
any previously saved race data.  
 

Race data can be saved for any driver by clicking a button on the results 
screen at the end of any race.  
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Once the race data set is loaded, the information box will display basic 
information about that data set: 
 
• Circuit Name 
• Date recorded 
• Driver name 
• C number & name of the car 
• Lane number 
 
The graph displays one lap of a race at a time. To alter the lap to view, click 
the arrows either side of the lap number.  
 

As you click through the laps your best lap time will be indicated in the 
check box below the lap counter. To quickly view your best lap, click the 
Best Lap Only check box. 
 

A second set of race data can be loaded into the graph by clicking the 
green Open Race Data button. 
 

The first data set is shown in the left hand (red) box and is shown as red 
curves on the graph. The second is shown in the right hand (green) box 
and is shown as green curves on the graph. 
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Interpreting the Telemetry Graphs  
 
The telemetry graphs can look confusing, but they present very useful 
information. 
 
The Throttle is represented by the solid red or green line. 
 

The car speed is represented by the dashed red or green line. 
 

The horizontal axis of the graph represents the distance travelled along the 
circuit. The vertical axis represents both the position of the throttle on your 
controller and also the speed of the car. 
 
The blue blocks show the direction and radius of the curves in the circuit. In 
this way we can view the profile of the blue blocks as a linear 
representation of the circuit. 
 
The base blue line is a straight track. The higher the block rises above the 
centre line tighter the radius of the curve. 
 

R4      R3      R2      R1 
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Blocks that sit above the centre (straight) line indicate Left Hand curves. 
Blocks that sit below the centre line indicate Right Hand curves. 
 

R4      R3      R3      R4 
 
In this way you can make out the pattern of your circuit along the graph, 
following it as curves switch from left to right hand, or viewing a long 
straight as a long section of a straight line on the graph. 
 
Cars will most likely be going slowest where the circuit blocks are highest 
(R1 curves) and fastest where the blocks are lowest (straights). 
 
For the throttle, the bottom of the graph is zero (throttle trigger off); the top 
of the graph is full power (throttle trigger fully pressed down).  
 
For the car speed, the top of the graph is the maximum speed reached by 
the car in that race. If two sets of data are loaded into the graph, then the 
top of the graph is set by the fastest car.   
 
Example Telemetry 
 
The following telemetry example is recorded from a race on this oval circuit 
(running clockwise). 
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Two sets of telemetry data, one for the racer Green, and the other for the 
racer Red. The data shows the best lap for each driver. 
 

In this example the two lanes have very similar graphs, but Green’s lap 
time was 5.640 seconds and Red was 5.914. Why was Green quicker? 
 
If we look at the speed curves (dashed lines), Green is always slightly 
above Red, showing that he was going faster for the first half of the circuit. 
But the main reason Green is quicker over the lap, is in the approach to the 
curve at the end of the long straight. Red braked very heavily going into the 
curves. We can see this because the throttle curve (red solid line) drops to 
zero. Green however only backs off slightly and keeps his speed through 
the combination of curves at the end of the lap. 
 
It may take some time to learn to read the telemetry graphs correctly, but 
they are a great source of information to help you improve your 
performance. You can also compare your telemetry against your rivals to 
see where they are getting those crucial extra thousandths of a second. 
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5.4.7 Controller Profiles 

This section shows you the different Controller profiles you can choose 
from, and gives you information on where you might use them. 
 

Controller Profiles let you change the way your car responds to your throttle 
control. In a standard controller, the more you press the trigger, the more 
power is sent to your car. With Controller Profiles you can change the 
response so that, for example, your car accelerates more quickly. A fast 
accelerating car would be good on a fast straight circuit. If you’re on a 
circuit with lots of corners, or have a car that is tricky to drive, you may 
want to have more control at low speeds. 
 

Note: 
The Controller Profiles area is for information only. Use the Drivers Race 
Strategy area to select controller profiles for racing. 
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Browsing Profiles 
 
To browse the controller profiles, click on the headings from the left hand 
side of the screen to view the list of profiles 
 

Click on a profile name to see the graph and an explanation of its effect. 
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Interpreting the Profiles 
 
The profile graphs show the controller trigger (throttle) position on the 
horizontal axis and power output on the vertical axis. 
 
• Linear. A standard (linear) profile shows a line drawn from the origin 

at the bottom left to the top right corner.  
 

In this case, when the throttle is pressed halfway, 50% of the available 
power is applied to the car. 
 

• Short Travel. Short Travel profiles only use the first portion of the 
trigger movement to get to full power. They give sensitive control of 
the car. 
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• Long Travel. Long Travel profiles ignore the first part of the trigger 
movement. These profiles are useful for those who like a heavy feel to 
the trigger. 
 

• Fast Start. Fast Start profiles supply immediate power to the car at the 
first movement of the trigger. They are useful for high speed circuits 
and drag racing. 
 

• High Speed Control. High Speed Control profiles quickly accelerate 
the car and provide more throttle control at high speeds. 
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• Low Speed Control. Low Speed Control profiles provide more control 
at low speeds and take longer to get to full power. They are useful on 
twisty, low speed circuits. 
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5.5 Drivers 

The Drivers area is where you will find the list of all the drivers available for 
racing. You can add new drivers, select their default car and view statistics 
on driver and car performance. In the Race Strategy area drivers can 
decide on race set up by choosing their controller profiles and braking 
method. Drivers can also decide on a pit stop strategy to get the most 
speed out of their car by balancing fuel load against the number of times 
they have to stop. 
 

The Drivers area is split into a Driver Detail panel at the top of the window 
and three tabbed information areas below:  
 
• Driver Information. Shows the drivers default car, nationality, team 

and best lap for the current circuit. 
• Driver List. Lists all the drivers available for racing. 
• Statistics. Shows race statistics for each car the driver has raced on a 

selected circuit. 
• Race Strategy. Set up area for drivers to set up their car and plan out 

their pit stop strategy 
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5.5.1 Driver Information 

When a driver is selected in the Driver List, the driver’s information is 
shown at the top of the window: 
 
• Driver name & photograph 
• Default car name & image 
• Nationality & flag 
• Race Team 
 
There is also a drop down menu to select a circuit; the fastest lap time for 
that driver on that circuit is displayed next to the circuit chosen. 
 
Changing Driver Details. 
 
The drivers default car, nationality and team can all be changed from drop 
down menus. The full list of all cars in the Pit Garage is available, 
organised into pop out sub menus according to your Collections.  
 

The driver nationality can be selected from an extensive list of countries.  
 

If you have created teams, drivers can join a team by selecting it from the 
drop down list.  
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Drivers in a team will score points for their team as well as themselves 
when they are racing in a tournament. New teams can be added using the 
buttons in the Driver List (see Section 5.5.2 below).  
 
Driver Photograph 
 
Drivers can change their photograph by clicking on the icon in the top 
corner of the driver image.  
 

You can choose one of the range of drivers available by clicking on the 
arrows to scroll through the images.  
 

To import a photograph of your own, click on the camera icon and select an 
image from the file browser. 
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You can zoom into any area of the picture by sliding the zoom bar under 
the photograph; then frame the picture by clicking and dragging on the 
image. When you are happy with the picture, click the check box to save it 
into the library. 
 
Fastest Lap 
 
You can view the fastest lap for that driver and car on any circuit. Select the 
circuit you wish to see from the pull down and the fastest lap will be shown. 
 

Note: 
Selecting a circuit in this drop down will NOT affect the circuit chosen in 
Briefing and will not affect the circuit used in Race and Test Drive..

5.5.2 Driver List 

The Driver List is a scrollable list of all the drivers currently available to 
race. As well as the driver name the list shows the drivers default car and 
the name of any team they belong to. Drivers can be added or deleted from 
the list and the list can be sorted by name, car or team.  
 

Click on a driver in the list to select it and it will highlight white. When 
selected the Driver Information area will display more details of the driver.  
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The driver list can be sorted by clicking on the bar at the top of each 
column. The first click will sort in ascending order, click again and the list 
will be sorted in descending order. You can sort by driver number (the 
order in which drivers were entered), alphabetically by driver name, C 
number, car name or by team name. 
 
Adding and Deleting Drivers 
 

Adding a Driver. Drivers can be added by clicking the Add 
Driver Button. This brings up a dialogue box where you can 
enter a new driver name.  

 

The Password option relates to registering for Race World 
entry. See Editing a Driver below and Section 5.10 Race 
World. 

 

Deleting a Driver. If you want to delete a driver, simply 
select the name from the list and click the “delete driver” 
button. You will be asked to confirm you want to delete. Note 
that deleting a driver means you will lose all race statistics 
relating to that driver. 

 

Editing a Driver. The driver name can be edited by clicking 
the Edit Driver button. You can also use this dialogue to 
enter your password after registering for Race World.
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To enter the Race World area of Sport World at least one 
driver must be registered at scalextricsportworld.com. Enter 
the password in the Add Driver dialogue to allow you access 
all the content at www.scalextricsportworld.com and to enter 
online races in Race World.

Adding and Deleting Teams 
 

Adding a team. Click the “add team” button to add a team to 
the available list. Type in the new team name and click the 
check box. The team can then be assigned to a driver by 
selecting it from the drop down menu in the driver 
information area. 

 

Deleting a team. If you want to delete a team, simple select 
any driver that belongs to that team from the list and click the 
Delete Team button. You will be asked to confirm you want 
to delete. All drivers that belonged to the deleted team will 
now read No team selected... 

 

Editing a Team Name. You can change the name of a team 
by selecting the “edit team” button. Simply enter the new 
name and clicking the check box. 
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5.5.3 Driver Statistics 

The Driver Statistics area is a database of the fastest lap driven in any car 
on any circuit. To view the statistics for a driver on a circuit, first select the 
driver and the circuit in the main driver list. Then select the Statistics tab. 
 

The list shows all code numbers and names of cars driven on the circuit 
and the fastest lap driven with that car. 
 
The list can be sorted by either car name, C number or by lap time. Click 
on the column title to sort. The small arrow in the column title indicates 
which column is sorted and whether it is in ascending or descending order. 
 
Any time on the list can be deleted if needed. To delete a time simply select 
it in the list and click the Delete Time button.  
 

Note: 
You cannot change the circuit or the driver information while in the 
statistics area. 
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5.5.4 Race Strategy Area 

The Race Strategy area allows drivers to decide on their race set up.  
 

You can choose controller profiles and braking method to affect the way 
you control your car. You can also decide on your pit stop strategy. Making 
more pit stops than everyone else means you car can go faster because it 
will be carrying less fuel. But stopping more often means you spend more 
time in the pits and lose time on the track. Making the right choices can be 
the difference between glory and ignominious defeat. 
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Braking Modes 
 
There are 4 different braking modes selectable from the braking pull down 
menu: 
 

• None – no braking effect is applied to the car. When you take your 
finger off the trigger the car will coast to a stop. The Brake button on 
the Digital Controller (the large oval button) has no effect. (This is the 
default setting). 

 

• Button Braking – When the brake on the Digital Controller is pressed, 
an electronic power brake is applied to the car to stop it very quickly. If 
you take your finger off the trigger the car will simply coast to a stop. 
Using button braking means you can brake going into a corner, but 
have your finger ready to accelerate out of the corner as soon as you 
let go of the button. 
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• Dynamic Braking – When you take your finger off the trigger on the 
Digital Controller the power brake is applied. The Brake button has no 
effect. 

 

• Both – The power brake effect will be applied either when you press 
the Brake button OR when you take your finger off the trigger. 
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Controller Profiles 
 
You can select two controller profiles for use in the race. You switch 
between them by pressing the small button on your digital controller. 
 

Controller profiles let you change the way your car responds to your throttle 
control. In a standard controller, the more you press the throttle, the more 
power is sent to your car. With controller profiles you can change that so 
that, for example, your car accelerates more quickly which would be good 
on a fast straight circuit. If you’re on a circuit with lots of corners, or have a 
car that is tricky to drive, you may want to have more control at low speeds. 
 

Tip: 
For a detailed explanation of controller profiles, see Section 5.4.7 in the 
Pit Garage.

The controller profiles are selected from two pull down menus,  
 

The left pull down sets your primary profile, the right pull down for you 
secondary profile. You always start the race with the primary profile. 
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5.5.5 Pit Stop Strategy 

In motor racing the more fuel a car has loaded, the heavier the car is and 
the slower it will go. In order to go quicker, cars will run with only half the 
fuel they need to complete the race. They will then make a pit stop to refuel 
halfway through the race. The time lost in the pits is gained by going faster 
on the track. 
 
You can switch on the Fuel Load simulation in Briefing to simulate the 
effects of fuel loading in Sport World (see Section 5.6.3). Each driver can 
then set a Pit Stop Strategy in the Drivers area to try and get an advantage 
over their rivals. 
 
A pit stop strategy is set by the following steps: 
 
• Check the minimum number of pit stops.  
• Decide on your strategy by choosing how many pit stops you want to 

make. 
• Schedule your pit stops by moving the pit stop markers to the lap on 

which you want to stop. 
 

Minimum Pit Stops 
 
The minimum number of pit stops that must be taken in a race is set in 
Briefing. This is the same number for everyone and effectively determines 
the size of your fuel tank. For example, if the minimum number of stops is 
zero, then a tank full of fuel will last for the whole race. If the minimum 
number of stops is 1 then a tank of fuel will only last for half the race. The 
minimum number of stops cannot be changed by the driver; it is shown in 
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the Strategy area as a reminder. The Race Duration is also shown as a 
reminder. 
 
Pit Stop Strategy 
 
Use the arrow buttons to set the number of stops you want to make. As you 
add Pit Stops you will see new markers added to the Pit Stop Schedule 
display. 
 
You can make up to 5 pit stops in a race, but no session out on the track 
can be less than 3 laps. 
 
Pit Stop Schedule 
 
The interactive Pit Stop Schedule display is used to set which laps you stop 
for fuel.  
 

Stop Number   Lap Number        Fuel Bar            Pit Stop Marker      Finish 
 
The Schedule shows lap numbers along the top and pit stops down the 
side. Red Markers at the top show which lap you will be stopping on. In the 
centre of the display Fuel Bars show how much fuel you load to race 
between each pit stop (a “session”). The fuel bars show both the fuel 
loaded and the capacity of your fuel tank so that you can see how full your 
car is. 
 
To set your schedule, click and drag on the Markers to move them to the 
laps you want to stop at. Remember, every time you stop you will lose 
between 8 and 14 seconds in the pits, but if you race on a full fuel tank you 
will be up to 80% slower on the race track. It’s up to you to work out how 
much faster you will go and how much time you can gain by travelling on a 
lighter fuel load. 
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Example Pit Stop Schedule 
 
Let’s say we have a 60 lap race and the Minimum Pit Stops are set to zero.
The Schedule would look like this: 
 

Your lap record for the circuit is 10 seconds.  
 
If you make the race on one tank of fuel without stopping, you will start on a 
full tank of fuel and so you will only be able to go at 80% of your best 
speed. Your lap times at the start will be 12 seconds at best.  
 
By the end of the race you will be nearly empty of fuel so you will be up to 
10 second laps.  
 
Your average lap time would then be 11 seconds, so your time for the race 
would be about 660 seconds (60 laps multiplied by 11 seconds average lap 
time). 
 
If you decide to make one pit stop at lap 30 you would start the race on a 
half tank of fuel and your schedule would look like this: 
 

From the first lap you would be able to race at 90% of your maximum 
speed, so your lap time would be about 11 seconds at the start. By lap 30 
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you are almost empty, so your time will fall to 10 seconds. Your average 
lap time for that first session would be 10.5 seconds.  
 
For the second session you start once again with half a tank of fuel and run 
30 laps, so the average lap time will be the same as the first session; 10.5 
seconds. So your total time for the race would be about 630 seconds (60 
laps multiplied by 10.5 seconds average lap time).  
 
Add in one pit stop to load half a tank of fuel, lets say that’s around 10 
seconds, and your total race time would be 640 seconds. 
 
With no pit stops your time would be 660 seconds, so for this example, it 
looks like you will gain 20 seconds over the course of the race by making 
one pit stop. That should put you almost 2 laps ahead of your rivals! 
 

Note: 
Pit Stop strategy is only important if Fuel Loading is switched on in 
Briefing. Without fuel loading the car speed will not be affected by how 
much fuel it has on board, so strategy will not give you any advantage. 

Endurance Racing 
 
If you are setting up an Endurance race, the pit stops are taken after fixed 
time periods. This means that the scale along the top of the Schedule is 
measured in time (seconds, minutes or hours depending on the duration of 
the race). 
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5.6 Briefing 

The Briefing area is where you set up your race before you go to the Race 
area and the starting grid. Here you decide what circuit to use, what type of 
racing your doing and set up all the advanced race features of Sport World 
such as pit stops and “easy drive”. 
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Choose the circuit to race from the Circuit pull down menu. As well as the 
standard set of Scalextric circuits, any circuit that you have built in Circuit 
Design will be available from this list. 
 

Select a Race Mode from the Race Mode pull down menu. There are 8 
race modes available which are explained in Section 5.6.1 below. 
 

For each Race Mode there are different race attributes that can be set. For 
Grand Prix and NASCAR modes you set the number of laps.  
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For Endurance mode you set the duration of the race in hours and minutes. 
 

For Arcade mode you set the number of laps in a checkpoint and the target 
time for the first checkpoint. 
 

For Rally Stage, Drag & Pursuit there are no attributes to be set. 
 
5.6.1 Race Modes 

 
• Grand Prix. The most common form of racing, drivers compete over a 

number of laps. Laps are set either in Briefing or on the Race grid from 
just one lap up to 999. 
 
In Preferences, you can set whether all racers have to finish all their 
laps at the end of a race (Last Lap) or whether the race finishes when 
all racers cross the line after the winner no matter what lap they are on 
(Same Lap). 

 
• Endurance. Drivers compete against each other to record the most 

laps in a fixed time period. The time is set either in Briefing or on the 
Race grid anything from 1 minute up to a full Le Mans style 24 hour 
race. 
 

• Rally. In Rally mode only one racer is allowed on the circuit at one 
time. A number of laps is set and the total time to complete the race is 
shown at the end of the race. Drivers choose their preferred lane and 
race one at a time to race a number of laps in the fastest possible 
time. 
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• Rally Stage. Unlike most other forms of racing, Rally Stage is run on 
an open circuit (i.e. one that doesn’t join up to make a loop) with the 
Sport World Command Unit used as the FINISH line. Just place your 
car on the track at the start.  
 

Tip:  
For an added challenge, rally circuits can be built so that they have 
an odd number of crossover tracks and effectively become “single 
slot”. This way the driver can race both the inside and the outside 
lane in the same race. 

If you start in Lane 1, laps are only recorded when you cross the line 
again in Lane 1. In other words you have to complete 2 laps of the 
circuit to complete 1 “lap” in the rally. 
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The Rally Stage is similar to Rally mode, in that only one driver 
competes at a time. Record each time and see who completes the 
course the fastest. You can also set up a Rally Tournament so that 
Sport World keeps track of the competitors times. See Section 5.9 for 
more details. 
 

• Pursuit. This is all about getting ahead and staying ahead. If you get 
lapped in Pursuit mode you’re out of the race. All the racers start 
together, but as soon as the leader crosses the line after lapping you, 
your power is cut and you’re out of the race. There’s no limit to the 
number of laps or the time of the race, just get on the grid and go! 
 

• Drag. Typically run on a very long straight open circuit with the Sport 
World unit used as a finish line and the cars placed on the track at the 
start. Drag racing is all about having the fastest car and the fastest 
reactions as you compete against each other to be first to the line. 
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• Arcade. In fast and furious Arcade mode you race against the clock 
and against your opponent. Arcade mode gives racers a fixed number 
of laps to race in a fixed period of time. For example you could set 
Arcade to complete 2 laps in 10 seconds. When that 10 second 
“checkpoint” time is up you get a shorter period of time to complete the 
next 2 laps. If you fail to make the laps before the checkpoint, your 
power is cut and you’re out of the race. The racer who completes the 
most laps when everyone has been knocked out is the winner.  
 

• NASCAR. Typically run on fast oval circuits, NASCAR drivers 
compete over a number of laps. Laps are set either in Briefing or on 
the Race grid from just one lap up to 999. 
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5.6.2 Circuit Information 

The circuit information area gives details about the circuit. Buttons on the 
right hand side give access to plan view, 3D tour and track listings, which 
can be printed out for easy reference. 
 

Basic circuit information is provided: 
• The average scale lap distance. 
• The number of lanes. 
• The individual lane lengths. 
• The circuit size. 
• The lap record and the lap record holder. 
 
By default, you will see a plan of the circuit which gives a bird’s eye view of 
the circuit layout as a guide to building. More information can be viewed by 
clicking one of the four buttons on the right of the window: 
 

To see a 3D “drivers eye” tour of the circuit, select the Circuit 
Tour button. To exit the tour, just click on either the 
Information or Plan buttons. 

 

If you want to see a list of the track elements required to 
build your chosen circuit, select the Circuit Information 
button. 
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If you have a printer connected, the circuit plan and track 
information listing can be printed out by selecting the Print 
Circuit button. 

 

To return to the circuit plan, click the Circuit Plan button. 
 
5.6.3 Race Settings 

There are a number of settings that can be changed to add to your racing 
experience. Pit Stops add the real thrills of motor racing, while Easy Drive 
mode makes it easier for inexperienced racers to get the most out of 
Scalextric.  
 

Race Direction 
 
You can switch the direction that you race a circuit at any time using the 
Direction button in Briefing: 
 

The direction is always taken as you are looking at the display of the Sport 
World unit. Set as above the cars will pass right to left in front of the unit.  
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Click the button and the cars will pass left to right: 
 

Pit Stops 
 

You can set the minimum number of pit stops in a race. Drivers must then 
stop for fuel at least that many times in order to complete a race. Of course 
you can decide to stop more times if you think you can go faster by racing 
with less fuel in your tank, and you can set your fuel strategy by selecting 
the Race Strategy tab in the Drivers area (see Section 5.5.5). 
 
If you don’t set your own pit stop strategy, the pit stops will be made at the 
default settings. So a one pit stop race will put the stop at half race distance 
(e.g. lap 30 of a 60 lap race). A two stop 60 lap race will put the stops at lap 
20 and lap 40 (one third and two thirds race distance respectively). 
 
For more details on the pit stop procedure during a race, see Section 5.8 
Race.

Tip:  
Note that the direction the cars drive will not change until you next start a 
race. 
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Fuel Load 
 

Fuel loading brings authentic racing to Scalextric. When your car is full of 
fuel it is “heavy” and will run slower. As the race goes on the car gets 
lighter and you can go faster. Plan your pit stop strategy correctly and you 
can gain an advantage over your competitors. 
 
With a full tank of fuel you will have only 80% of maximum power available 
at the beginning of a race. This will gradually increase so that by the time 
the tank is empty power will rise up to 100%. 
 

Easy Drive 
 

Easy Drive is designed younger drivers and for those racers who find it 
hard to control their car and keep it on the track.  
 
Easy Drive limits the power delivered to all the cars and can be set to one 
of 6 levels: 
• Level 0 switches Easy Drive off and is the default. 
• Levels 1 to 5 give increasing levels of control, with level 1 cutting 10% 

of the maximum power up to level 5 which will run the car at around 
half power. 

 

Tip:  
As you get better at racing, slowly reduce the amount of easy drive 
assistance until you become a true Scalextric champion! 
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Weather 
 

The weather setting lets you simulate different weather conditions.  
 

Sunny mode gives you normal control over your car and it is 
the default. 

 

Changeable mode it means that there is danger of rain 
during the race. 

 
When the weather is Changeable the race starts sunny and your car 
behaves normally on its dry weather tyres. At a random point during the 
race the weather will change and it will start to rain. The commentator will 
let you know it’s raining and your car will become hard to control. To return 
the car to normal, you have to change to wet weather tyres.  
 
To change your tyres first force a pit stop by pressing both buttons on your 
controller at the same time. On the next lap you must make a pit stop and 
your tyres will be changed. Once you have wet weather tyres on control of 
your car will return to normal. 
 

Note:  
Because Easy Drive limits the speed of the cars, on the high settings it is 
advisable not to turn on the Yellow Flag setting. Yellow Flag causes the 
cars to slow down even more and it is likely that the cars will stop on the 
circuit. 
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Minimum Lap 
 

The minimum lap control is used to set a minimum time for a lap of a race. 
If a car goes quicker than the minimum time, that lap will not be counted. 
Your pit board will show the minimum lap signal and the commentator will 
tell you that a minimum lap was recorded. 
 

Minimum lap control is designed to catch problems in lap recording and 
catch cheating. Sometimes a car can jump from one slot to another and 
cross the line in someone else’s lane recording an extra lap. Minimum lap 
can catch this and discount the wrong car. Sometimes people are tempted 
to cheat after a crash by putting their car back on the circuit at the wrong 
place so that they can do a quick lap. Minimum lap can catch this too. 
 
By default minimum lap is switched off (set to zero). To turn it on set the 
value to a number of seconds just less than the current lap record. It is up 
you to decide what a good value is – it has to be small enough that nobody 

Tip:  
Changeable weather is great to add some random chance into your racing. 
Unexpected rain can seriously affect your Pit Stop strategy. If you have to 
make an early stop because of rain, some of your advantage of running on 
light fuel load will be lost. Your crew will try to put in enough fuel to get you 
to your next scheduled stop (or the end of the race) and keep your strategy 
on track. If they can’t put enough fuel in, then your carefully planned 
strategy will have to change and you will have to make an extra pit stop. 
After that you will have to listen and watch for your next fuel stop as it could 
come at any time. 
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goes faster than it in normal racing, but big enough that it catches wrongly 
recorded laps. 
 

False Start Penalty 

False Start Penalty is used to stop racers trying to jump the green lights at 
the start and anyone who leaves the pits before the Go signal at a pit stop.  
 
The penalty is set as number of seconds to cut the power to any lane that 
false started. 
 

A false start is announced by the commentator and the false start signal is 
shown on the pit board of any offenders. 
 

If you exit a pit stop before the Go signal a “Pit Lane Speeding” penalty will 
be announced by the commentator. 
 
After any false start power is cut to the offending cars for the penalty time 
period, after which they can race normally. All the other racers will be able 
to race normally. The race will not be restarted after a false start.  
 

Note:  
False Start Penalty will spot even the slightest touch on the controller 
trigger. To avoid getting a penalty, keep your finger well off the trigger 
before the green lights. 
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Power Cut 
 

Power Cut can cut the power to any lane at the start and after a car has 
finished the race. 
 

Power Cut Off. Power is never cut to the track and so cars 
can move before the start and will continue running at the 
end of the race.   

 

Power Cut On. There is no power to the track before the 
green light at the start and power is cut to each lane as soon 
as each car finishes the race. 

 

Power Cut at Finish. Power is on at the start but is cut to 
each car as it finishes the race. 

 

Note:  
Even if there is power to the track, the False Start detection system will 
automatically cut the power to a lane as soon as someone touches the 
controller trigger before the green light.  

I.E. False Start Penalties will override the Power Cut setting. 
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Yellow Flag 
 

Yellow Flag slows the race down when any car comes off the track. Just 
like in real racing, drivers have to drive slower when there has been an 
accident and can’t gain any advantage.  
 
When any car de-slots and crashes the commentator will announce that the 
yellow flags are out. Power is reduced to 50% on all cars while the crashed 
driver gets back on the track. While the yellow flag is out all pit boards will 
have a yellow border. 
 

When the crashed car is returned to the track and is running again, the 
commentator will announce that the race is back on and the cars will return 
to full power. The power is fed back in over half a second to prevent a 
sudden power surge causing more unwanted crashes! 
 
Crash and Burn 
 

When Crash and Burn is turned on, any car that crashes during the race is 
out of the race. Once a car has come off the track the power to its slot is 
cut and it cannot rejoin. 
 
Crash and Burn is just like real motor racing; drive recklessly and you could 
pay the ultimate price! 
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Tip: 
Crash and Burn racing is good if you don’t have anyone to marshal the 
circuit for you to replace cars that come off. 

If all cars crash in a Crash and Burn race, then the race will end 
immediately.  
 
If you are the last person left in the race, you will not necessarily be the 
winner of the race until you have completed more laps than everyone who 
has already crashed. The race will end normally when you have completed 
all your laps or time has run out (depending on the race mode). If you 
would like to finish a race early, you can always select pause then finish or 
alternatively, just remove the last car from the track to fake a crash.  
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5.7 Qualifying 

In the Qualifying area drivers compete to set the fastest lap. Each driver 
races on his/her own against the clock with Sport World keeping track of all 
the best times. The resulting order of drivers is then be used to prioritise 
racers for lane selection on the Race Grid and as seeding for knockout 
tournaments. 
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5.7.1 The Leader Board 

When you first enter the Qualifying area you will see an empty Leader 
Board.

The qualifying session is run from the Leader Board with each driver taking 
it in turns to go to the grid and race. Once a driver has completed their 
qualifying laps, their best time will be displayed on the leader board. 
 
There are 3 buttons on the leader board: 
 

New Session. Clear any current qualifying results and start 
a new session. 

 

Load Session. Load a previously saved qualifying session. 
 

Save Session. Save the current qualifying session. 
 
When drivers have completed qualifying races, the Leader board lists the 
following: 
 
• Qualifying position 
• Driver Name 
• Car Name 
• Team Name 
• Qualifying Time 
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The list can be sorted by clicking on the column names. If the list of drivers 
is longer than the screen, there is a scroll bar on the right of the list. 
 

5.7.2 The Qualifying Grid 

When a driver is ready to race, click the Next Driver button. 
 

Clicking Next Driver takes you to the empty Qualifying Grid. 
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The Start Gantry on the grid shows the circuit that you are qualifying on 
(the circuit currently selected in Briefing) and the number of laps in a 
qualifying race. Each driver has this many laps to record their fastest lap. 
 
Choose a driver to qualify from the list of drivers in the pull down menu at 
the bottom of the window. Drivers that have already posted a qualifying 
time will be greyed out on this list and will not be able to race again until a 
new qualifying session is started. 
 

Once a driver is selected their car will appear on the grid in Lane 1. 
 

To choose a different lane, click on the arrows either side of the lane 
number and the car will move across. Drivers can choose to qualify in any 
lane they favour. 
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Note: 
The grid viewpoint always faces the cars. Remembering that Lane 1 is 
always closest to the Command Unit, if the car is driving right to left past 
the Command Unit, then the lanes will appear “back to front” on the grid 
with Lane 1 on the right and Lane 2 on the left.  

If you’re racing left to right past the Command Unit, the lanes will appear 
as Lane 1 on the left and Lane 2 on the right. 

The car chosen is the drivers default car as selected in the Drivers area. 
You can change your car on the grid by selecting a new one from the car 
pull down menu. 
 
Once the driver is happy with their car and lane choice, they can start their 
race by hitting the Start button at the top of the screen.  
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5.7.3 Qualifying Coverage 

After clicking Start the red light start sequence will begin both in Sport 
World and on the Command Unit. As soon as you get the green light its go 
and the screen changes to the high visibility text display. 
 

The qualifying coverage uses a single large driver bar; colour coded to the 
lane the driver is racing on. It contains the following information: 
 
• Laps remaining in this race. 

 
• Current (last recorded) lap time at the top of the bar. 

 
• Fastest lap time in the centre of the bar, coloured black. This is the 

current driver’s fastest lap  
 

• Pole Position lap time at the bottom of the bar. This is the time of the 
current fastest driver and is the time to beat. . 
 

• Driver name & photo. 
 

• Car name & photo. 
 

You can pause a qualifying race by clicking the button at the top of the 
screen. Pausing a qualifying race will bring up a continue/finish/abandon 
dialogue.  
 
• Click Continue and the lap on which the pause was clicked will 

continue. It is probable that the paused lap time will be poor and you 
will not get to re-run that lap. Drivers cannot abandon poor laps by 
clicking pause in the hope of a second chance!  
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• Clicking Finish will allow you to end your race without completing all 
your laps. Your best lap will count and will be recorded on the leader 
board. 
 

• Clicking Abandon will abandon your qualifying race, you will post no 
time on the leader board and you will qualify last.  

 

When all the laps are completed the Command Unit will beep to indicate 
the end of the race and your result will be posted on the leader board. The 
most recent driver to post a time is always highlighted in white. 
 

5.7.4 Using the Qualifying Results 

A qualifying session is open ended. You can return to the Qualifying area at 
any time for other drivers to post a qualifying time. The current qualifying 
results remain until you exit Sport World.  
 
If you wish to save a leader board for another day, you must save them 
using the Save Session button: 
 

If you wish to start a leader board during a session, you must use the New 
Session button: 
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If you wish to load in a previously saved leader board, use the Load 
Session button: 
 

The results of qualifying will be used in 2 ways: 
 
• Lane selection. On the Race Grid, drivers higher in the qualifying 

order can always swap lanes with a driver lower in the order. Lower 
drivers cannot swap with those above them, so that the fastest 
qualifiers can always choose their own lanes. 
 

• Tournament Seeding. The qualifying order can be used to ensure top 
drivers do not meet each other in the early rounds of a knockout 
tournament. High qualifying drivers will always meet those at the 
bottom of the order in the early rounds. Drivers that don’t post a 
qualifying time, but enter a tournament will always be seeded at the 
bottom of the order. 
 

• Just for Fun! Qualifying is great racing in its own right. There is a real 
art in finding just one hot lap when the pressure is on! 
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5.8 Race 

Note: 
You will not be able to enter the Race area if you don’t have the 
Command Unit connected to your PC via the USB cable. Check that the 
Command Unit icon is lit at the bottom left of the Sport World window. 

Sport World Races are made up of three phases: 
 
• The Grid. Choose your drivers and cars and get ready to race 
• The Start. Follow the gantry lights and watch for the green light 
• Race Coverage. Follow all the action on screen and keep an eye on 

your pit boards to follow your race position 
• Finish. Check out the results and stats, watch a replay or save your 

telemetry for later viewing. 
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5.8.1 The Grid 

When you first enter the Race area you will be taken to the Grid. 
 

The Grid line up shows the cars as they line up on the track. A menu bar 
shows the driver name and car name along with the lane numbers. At the 
top of the screen is the “start gantry” which shows the current circuit, the 
current race mode and depending on the current race mode, the race 
duration.  
 

Race Mode 
 
The Race Mode and the Race Duration can be set while on the grid. See 
Section 5.6.1 Race Modes for more details. 
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Line Up 
 
While on the grid the cars are shown in their current line up, each in their 
correct lane. Lane 1 is always the lane closest to the Command Unit or the 
powerbase unit. 
 
The grid viewpoint always faces the cars. Remembering that Lane 1 is 
always closest to the Command Unit, if the cars are driving right to left past 
the Command Unit, then they will appear “back to front” on the grid with 
Lane 1 on the right and Lane 2 on the left.  
 

If you’re racing left to right past the Command Unit, the lanes will appear as 
Lane 1 on the left and Lane 2 on the right. 
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Driver and Car 
 
Beneath the car line up are the details of the driver and car combinations. 
 
When you move your cursor over the driver or car menus, the car will 
highlight with an outline with the lane colour.  
 

Use the drop down menus to change the driver and the car. 
 

If you change a driver, the new driver will use their own default car. 
 
If the driver is changed for another one that is already on the grid, then 
those drivers will swap positions on the grid. 
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Note: 
If qualifying data is available, then drivers swapping lanes on the grid will 
be restricted. A driver will only be able to swap with another if he/she 
finished higher in the qualifying leader board (see Section 5.7 Qualifying). 
If you try to swap with a driver who qualified higher than you an alert will 
indicate that you may not swap. 

To change a driver’s car, simply select from the drop down menu. 
 

Tip: 
The Scalextric Collection has over 200 cars in the menus so it can be 
difficult to find the car you want. 

Use the Pit Garage area to place the cars you own in the My Collection 
boxes. In that way you can pick the car you want out of the menus on the 
grid with ease. 

Changing the car for any given driver will update the car on the grid and 
update the car assigned to that driver in the Drivers area. 
 
In Rally and Rally Stage modes only one car is on the grid at a time. In this 
case you can switch the lane you are driving by using the arrows next to 
the lane number. 
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5.8.2 Virtual Drivers 

Virtual Drivers provide opposition for you to race against to test your skill. If 
you have saved Race Data from a previous race, it will be available as a 
“virtual driver” from the driver pull down list.  
 

To find out how to save Race Data at the end of a race, see Section 5.8.10. 
 

Note: 
Virtual drivers will only be available from data saved where the circuit, 
lane, race mode and race duration are the same. 

There are three ways you can use a Virtual Driver: 
 
• Pacer. With a Virtual Driver selected on the grid AND a car on the 

track, fastest lap Pacer Data will be downloaded into the Command 
Unit to control the car. In this way you can save and race against a 
real car. See Section 4.6.3 Pacer Record/Playback for more 
information about using Pacer Data in the Command Unit. 
 

• PC Remote. Similarly, if the Sport World Command Unit is to be used 
in PC Remote mode, then selecting a Virtual Driver on the grid will 
cause pacer data will be downloaded in to the hardware ready to 
control a car on the track. 
 

• Virtual Opponent. With a Virtual Driver selected on the grid and NO 
CAR on the track, the virtual driver will be run on screen only in the 3D 
coverage. In this case the whole race data will be used, so any 
crashes, pit stops etc. will be replayed for the virtual driver. 
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5.8.3 The Start 

Once you are happy with the set up on the Grid, and your cars are ready 
on the track, you can start the race.  
 
How the race is started depends upon whether you are going to be racing 
with the Command Unit connected to the circuit, or whether you are going 
to be racing in PC Remote mode. 
 

PC Connected 
 
In PC Connected the PC, Command Unit and Circuit are all connected and 
indicated at the bottom right of the Sport World window. 
 

The blue button at the top of the screen is labelled “Start” and the race can 
be started by clicking this button.  
 

You can also start a race by pressing the start button on the Sport World 
hardware. 
 

When the start is signalled the driver/car boxes will disappear and the start 
sequence will begin. One by one the red lights will come on. When all 5 
lights are lit there will be a short hold. When all the lights go out and the 
green lights come on its go! 
 

PC Remote Mode 
 
If the Command Unit is connected to the PC, but the Command Unit is not 
connected to the track via the Base Unit, Sport World assumes you are 
racing in PC Remote mode.  
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Pressing the Start button will send the current race settings into the 
Command Unit. On completion an alert will tell you that it is safe to 
disconnect the USB cable and take the Command Unit to the circuit ready 
for racing.  
 
After the race is over, if you want to retrieve the results into Sport World 
simply return the Command Unit to the PC and plug the USB cable back in. 
You will be asked if you want to retreive the results. 
 
For more information on racing in PC Remote mode see Section 5.8.11 
 

5.8.4 Race Coverage 

During the race there will be full 3D coverage of the race from onboard and 
trackside cameras. Race positions will be shown via on screen Pit Boards. 
Additional race stats will be shown on a scrolling “ticker” at the bottom of 
the screen. Depending on the race mode, a race timer may also be shown 
at the bottom of the screen. 
 

Pit Boards 
 
The Pit Boards show the name of the driver, the driver’s race position, the 
number of laps completed and a fuel gauge.  

Position      Fuel Gauge         Lap Count          Driver Name 
 

The Pit Boards are shown in race order, with the leader at the left hand 
side of the screen. As the lead changes, the order of the Pit Boards will 
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shuffle on the screen. Look for your colour to see where you are in the 
race.  
 
The example below is from a 4 lane race with Driver 1 in lane 1, driver 2 in 
lane 2 etc. Lane 3 (blue) is in the lead (P1); Lane 1 is last (P4). 
 

As an alternative to the pit boards shuffling as the lead changes, the 
Preferences in the Edit menu allow you to set the Pit Boards to remain in 
lane order.  
 
The example below shows exactly the same moment in the same race as 
the shuffled example above. This time the pit boards stay in lane order. As 
before lane 3 (blue) is in the lead (P1); Lane 1 is last (P4). 
 

In this case the boards are always in the same place so that you know 
exactly where to look on screen to see your race data. You will have to look 
more closely to see the position information in the top left of the Pit Board. 
 

Note: 
The Pit Boards are not displayed in Rally Stage and Drag race modes.. 
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The Pit Boards also display important in-race information: 
 

Pit In. On the lap a pit stop is due the racer is signalled to 
stop to refuel. 

 

Stop. Once a driver has stopped, the Stop board is shown 
while the fuel goes in and the tyres are changed.. 

 

Go. At the end of the pit stop, when the car is ready, the Go 
board is shown. 

 

False Start. the pit board displays “false start” for any driver 
that jumps the lights at the beginning of the race, or leaves 
the pits before getting the Go board. 

 

Minimum Lap. If the recorded lap time is below the 
minimum set for the circuit in Briefing, the Pit Board signals 
“minimum lap” and that lap is discounted. 

 

Yellow Flag. If a car crashes and Yellow Flag is on in 
briefing, all Pit Boards will be bordered in yellow while the 
flag is in force. 
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Race Ticker  
 
The Race Ticker provides additional stats and information on individual 
racers during the race. Each racer’s information is displayed for 5 seconds, 
before the ticker scrolls vertically to display the next racer (in lane order). 
 

Reading left to right, the information displayed in the ticker is:  
 
• Lane Number 
• Driver name 
• P : Race position 
• kph/mph : Speed (in scale MPH or KPH) 
• C : Current (last) lap time 
• B :- Best lap time 
• S- : Split time to the next driver in front. 
• S+ : Split time to the next driver behind. 
 
If the driver is lapped, the split time will show laps behind rather than time 
behind. 
 

Race Timer  
 
The Race Timer appears at the bottom of the screen in a number of the 
race modes 
 

The race timer will display counting down in Endurance and Arcade race 
modes 
 
The race timer will display counting up in Rally, Rally Stage and Drag race 
modes. 
 
In Arcade mode, the race timer will also display the target number of laps in 
the current checkpoint. 
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Camera Coverage 
 
The race is covered in real time 3D by trackside and in car cameras, 
controlled automatically by Sport World. If you like you can switch to 
manual coverage and choose which car to follow and which camera to 
follow it from.  
 
To switch from Automatic coverage to Manual coverage, click the camera 
icon at the top right of the Race window: 
 

Automatic Coverage 
 

Manual Coverage 
 
The trackside cameras used in the race coverage can be placed in the 
Circuit Designer (see Section 5.3.11). Up to 6 trackside cameras will be 
used. In addition to the trackside cameras, there is a fixed camera that 
gives a view of the whole circuit from above, and three cameras attached to 
each car: 
 
• Follow camera – This camera follows the car. 
• In car camera – This camera gives the drivers eye view. 
• Bumper camera – This camera sits low to the ground on the front of 

the car. 
 
To select a camera in manual coverage press one of the number keys on 
your keyboard: 
 
• 0 : Fixed Camera 
• 1 : Follow Car 
• 2 : In Car 
• 3 : Bumper Camera 
• 4 to 9 : Trackside Cameras 
 
The cameras always follow one car. The current car can be changed by 
holding down the Ctrl key on your keyboard and pressing the key 
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corresponding to the lane number of that car. For example to follow the car 
in lane 2, press Ctrl 2. 

The currently selected car is indicated in the Pit Board with a line 
underneath the position number. 
 

Driver/Car Selected 
 

Note: 
The Currently selected Driver/Car is also used to correct lap counts 
(adding and deducting laps manually). See Section 5.8.7 below. 

If you don’t want your cameras to follow any of the cars, then select Ctrl 0.
The camera will then point at the centre “origin” of the world. Select Ctrl 0 
again to return to following the current car. 

Tip: 
The origin of the world is indicated in the Circuit Designer where the dark 
lines of the grid cross. If you want the cameras to point to the centre of 
your circuit, move the track in the circuit designer so that its centre is at 
the origin. 
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5.8.5 Crashing/De-Slotting  

Sport World automatically detects when a car comes off the track (or de-
slots). When a car crashes on the real life track it will also crash in Sport 
World. 
 
A de-slotted car will remain “crashed” until Sport World detects it has been 
replaced on the track. As soon as Sport World detects the car on the track 
it will replace it at the point it came off the track. Don’t worry if you don’t get 
it quite right, Sport World will recalculate the cars position exactly the next 
time it crosses a Current Break or the Start/Finish line. 
 
Yellow Flag Mode 
 
If the Yellow Flag mode is set in Briefing, as soon as a car crashes all slots 
will be restricted to half power on the track. The Pit Boards will have a 
yellow border to indicate the yellow flags are out. 
 

When the crashed car is returned to the track and is running again, the 
commentator will announce that the race is back on and the cars will return 
to full power. The power is fed back in over half a second to prevent a 
sudden power surge causing more unwanted crashes! 
 
Crash and Burn 
 
If Crash and Burn mode is set in Briefing, as soon as a car crashes it is out 
of the race. The car will be removed from the track and cannot take any 
further part in the race. If you replace the car on the track, the power to that 
lane will have been cut so that you cannot drive on. 
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5.8.6 Pit Stops 

Pit Stops are called automatically by Sport World, according to the settings 
in Briefing and the drivers’ strategies set in the Drivers area. Drivers are 
called in to pit by a signal in their race chip and by a commentary 
announcement. Pit Stops are made by stopping your car on the track within 
60 cm (2 feet) AFTER crossing the start/finish line. 
 

Keep an eye on your fuel gauge at the bottom of you pit board. When you 
are due to stop the commentator will announce “Pit Stop; Lane One” and 
your pit board will give you the “pit in” signal. 
 

When you next cross the line you must stop by pressing the brake button 
on your controller.  
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Hold the brake button down until the Stop sign shows on your pit board. 
 

When you successfully stop for fuel, you can watch your pit crew in action 
as they change the tyres and refuel your car. The pit crews’ fire proof suits 
are coloured according to your lane number. 
 
As the fuel goes in the fuel gauge will rise. The length of your fuel stop 
depends on how much fuel you have to put into your car and varies 
between 8 and 14 seconds. 
 
You must not restart until the commentator gives you the all clear to go 
AND you get the Go sign on your pit board. 
 

Note:  
If you continue to race after you were due to stop your car will slow to half 
speed until you refuel. 

Note:  
If another car is in the pits when you arrive, the pit stop coverage for that 
driver will continue and you won’t see your car on screen. Keep an eye on 
your pit board for the Stop and Go signals. 
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If you want to make an early pit stop ahead of your scheduled stop set in 
Race Strategy, you can initiate one yourself during the race. You may want 
to do this if, for example, it starts to rain (see Section 5.6.3 Weather) or in 
response to a yellow flag, making your stop while all the drivers are slowed 
down. To initiate a stop, press both buttons together on your controller. 
 

Pressing both buttons together will bring up the Pit In Pit Board, after which 
the pit stop progresses as normal. 
 

5.8.7 Correcting Lap Counts  

Sometimes you may want to alter the lap count for a driver. This may be, 
for example if the optical sensor in the Start line fails to record a car or you 
may want to penalise a driver for infringing club racing rules. 
 
You can add and subtract laps from any driver by using the PC keyboard. 
 

Note:  
If you initiate a pit stop and then fail to stop, you car will run at half power 
until you do stop, just as in a regular pit stop. 
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First make sure that the Pit Board of the driver/car you want to change is 
selected. A Pit Board is selected if it has a small bar underneath the 
position text. 
 

Driver/Car Selected 
 
The current driver/car selection can be changed by holding down the Ctrl 
key on your keyboard and pressing the key corresponding to the lane 
number of that car. For example to select the car in lane 2, press Ctrl 2. 

To add laps to the selected driver/car select the ctrl key and the up arrow.  
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To deduct a lap, select the ctrl key and the down arrow. 
 

5.8.8 Pausing and Abandoning a Race 

At any time you can pause a race by pressing the blue button at the top of 
the screen. 
 

When the race is paused, an option box is displayed and, if Power Cut 
mode is set to On, the power to all the slots will be cut. 
 

From the option box you can choose to either: 
 
• Continue. Choosing continue will return you to the race. 
• Abandon. Choosing abandon will return you to the grid, ready to start 

the race again. 

Note:  
When you press the ctrl and arrow keys, the lap in the Pit Board will not 
change immediately. Sport World sends a signal to the Command Unit to 
alter the lap count the next time the car crosses the Start/Finish line. 

This is because in order to keep lap timing and counting 100% accurate, 
the Command Unit handles all lap counting. Just like in real life motor 
sport, position and timing information is only updated when a car crosses 
the line. 
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• Finish. Choosing finish will end the race immediately, with the current 
positions posted as the final result. 

 

5.8.9 The Finish 

As each car finishes the race a chequered flag will wave. The way the race 
itself will finish depending on the race mode. 
 
• Grand Prix and NASCAR. The finish in Grand Prix and NASCAR 

depends on the Finish setting in the Sport World Preferences menu.  
 
If the finish preference is set to Last Lap, the race finishes when all the 
cars have completed all their laps. 
 
If the finish preference is set to Same Lap, the race finishes when all 
cars next cross the line after the leader has completed all his/her laps. 
This option is the same as a finish in most real life motor sport, 
including Formula One. 
 

• Endurance. In Endurance, the race finishes after all the cars have 
crossed the Start/finish line AFTER the clock has counted down to 
zero. 
 

• Rally and Rally Stage. As only one driver competes at a time in both 
rally modes, the race finishes when the car crosses the line. 
 

• Pursuit. A pursuit race finishes when the leader crosses the line after 
lapping the second placed driver. 
 

• Drag. A drag race finishes when all drivers have crossed the line 
 

• Arcade. An arcade race finishes as soon as the last driver fails to 
complete the checkpoint laps before the clock runs out. 

 
If a car has crashed and cannot complete the race, or one driver is so 
many laps behind, they don’t want to complete the race; you may want to 
go quickly to the results screen. If for any reason you want to finish a race 
before all the cars have officially finished the race, just click on Pause and 
select the Finish option to end the race with the current positions as the 
result.  
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5.8.10 Race Results 

Once all the cars have finished the race the results will be displayed. 
 

For Grand Prix, Rally. Rally Stage, Drag and NASCAR race modes each 
driver will be listed in race order, with the following information: 
 

• Race Position 
• Driver name 
• Car name 
• National flag 
• Best lap time 
• Split time to the driver in front 
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• Reaction time at the start of the race 
 
In Endurance Pursuit and Arcade modes, the total number of laps 
completed for each driver will be displayed. 
 

• Race Position 
• Driver name 
• Car name 
• National flag 
• Laps completed 
• Best lap time 
 
In the event that two drivers have completed the same number of laps in an 
endurance race, the driver that completed those laps in the shortest time 
will be the winner. 
 
Saving Race Data 
 
Each driver has a Save Race button at the right hand end of their results 
information.  
 

Saved race data can be used as a Virtual Driver to provide competition in 
racing (see Section 5.8.2) or can be viewed in the Race Telemetry area of 
Pit Garage to analyse your race performance (see Section 5.4.6). 
 
To save your race data, click on the button and enter a filename in the 
windows browser. 
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Race Replay. 
 
The Race Replay button will replay the last race run in its entirety. 
 

When you click the Replay button you will be taken back to the grid. Click 
the Start button to start the replay. You will see the whole race, including 
the start sequence, pit stops and crashes as well as hearing the audio 
commentary.  
 
During the replay you can either use the automatic race coverage or control 
the cameras yourself by switching to manual (see Section 5.8.4)  
 
You can use the Pause button to pause or abandon the replay at any time. 
 

Next Race 
 
From the results you can go to back to the grid to race again by pressing 
the blue button art the top of the window. 
 

Tip:  
When saving race data, try to choose a name that helps you remember 
the race you’re saving. 

Details of the date, driver, car, circuit and lane are saved with the file for 
viewing in telemetry but the filename should be something meaningful to 
you. 

Note:  
If you are running a tournament, the top button will take you back to the 
tournament schedule and leader board before going to the next heat. 
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5.8.11 PC Remote Racing 

You don’t have to have your PC directly connected to the track in order to 
enjoy Sport World races. PC Remote mode allows you to send race set up 
information into the Command Unit, take the Unit to your circuit for racing, 
and then return it to the PC to retrieve the race results. 
 
• Races can be set up in Sport World Briefing area. 
 
• The Command Unit is connected to the PC via the USB cable.  
 

Note:  
When connected to the PC, the Command Unit will still need the 
power supply plugged in. 

It doesn’t matter if you plug the USB in before plugging in the power 
or vice versa. Your PC should recognise the Command Unit when 
both the power and the USB are connected. 
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• In the Race area you can assign drivers and cars to their lanes as 
normal. 

 
• When the Start button is selected in the Race area you will be 

prompted to send the race set up into the Command Unit. 
 

• When the set up is sent, disconnect the Command Unit from the USB 
and take it to the circuit.  
 

• Once you have disconnected the Command Unit, Sport World will wait 
while you run your race. If you don’t want to display the results in Sport 
World, click the Abandon button to return to the race grid. 
 

• With the race set up loaded, plug the Command Unit into the Base 
Unit.  
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• Press the Start button to run the race. 
 

• At the end of a race the Command Unit is removed from the base unit 
by pressing the release lever. 

 

• Plug the USB cable back in to reconnect to the PC. 
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• When Sport World connects to the Command Unit you will be asked if 
you want to retrieve the race results. 

 

• Once the results are retrieved you will see the results on screen. The 
Command Unit doesn’t retain lap times and split times so those areas 
of the results screen will remain blank. 

 

Retrieving results after Sport World has been shut down. 
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If you need to exit Sport World or your computer is switched off between 
loading the set up into the Command Unit and returning with the race 
results, you can retrieve the results by the following steps. 
 
• Connect the Command Unit to the PC as normal, and start Sport 

World. 
 
• Enter the Race area and make sure that the drivers on the grid 

matches those whose results you wish to retrieve. 
 
• Press the Start button as if you are about to start the race.  
 
• The button that prompts you to send the race set up into the 

Command Unit also has an option to retrieve the race results. 
 

• Click on the retrieve button and Sport World will display the results of 
the race stored in the Command Unit. 
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5.8.12 Pit Board Coverage 

As an alternative to the real time 3D race coverage, Sport World Pit Board 
race coverage is available. In Pit Board coverage the drivers Pit Boards are 
displayed as large as possible to give a clear view of current positions for 
racers. 
 

Pit Board coverage is selected via the Preferences in the Edit menu. The 
Coverage option can be set to Real Time 3D (the default) or Pit Board.  

Pit Board coverage is useful when: 
 
• Drivers want to see their race positions and race information as large 

as possible during racing. 
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• You are running Sport World on a low power computer that cannot 
display the full 3D coverage. For example, you may wish to install an 
older computer next to your Scalextric circuit for exclusive use with 
Sport World. 
 

• Sport World will default to Pit Board coverage if you are using a C8143 
Race Management System unit to perform lap timing and switch the 
system to RMS mode (see Section Error! Reference source not 
found. below). 

 
Pit Board Display 
 
Each Pit Board displays information as large as possible. 
 

• Race Position 
• Laps completed 
• Driver name and photograph 
• Car name and photograph 
• Current (last) lap time 
• Best lap time 
• Split time to the driver in front 
• Fuel gauge 
 
Signals such as Pit In and False Start are shown in the centre of the Pit 
Board. 
 

For races with 5 or more lanes, the Pit Board display will reduce in size and 
display slightly less information. 
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Pit Board Grid 
 
When in Pit Board coverage the grid will be displayed with photographs of 
the cars on a white background.  
 

In all other functions the grid functions in the same way as the real time 3D 
grid. 
 

Note:  
By default the Pit Boards will shuffle to show current race order. As with 
real time 3D coverage, the pit boards can be fixed in lane order using the 
Sport World preferences. 
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5.9 Championship 

If you have more racers than lanes on your circuit, the Championship area 
will let you set up race tournaments. Heats are set up to make sure 
everyone gets a race and scores points to try and become the tournament 
winner.  
 

A series of tournaments can be put together to form a league. This means, 
over the course of a year, you could run a grand prix season, racing over 
different circuits to find the ultimate champion. Points scored in each 
tournament count towards an overall League total. 
 
Tournaments and Leagues can be saved at any time for recall at a later 
date. The saved files can even be transferred to another computer to run 
events at different locations 
 
The two main sections of the area, Tournament and League, are accessed 
using the tabs at the top of the window. 
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5.9.1 Tournament 

 
A Tournament can be a “round robin” standard tournament, a “sudden 
death” knockout event or a rally competition where participants take it in 
turns to post the fastest race time. 
 
Tournaments are created using a wizard, which guides you through the 
process of setting up the races and entering drivers. 
 
The title bar contains the tournament name and icons to let you create, 
edit, save, load and print tournaments. 
 

Below the title bar are two tabs. The first tab, Heat Schedule and Results 
shows the schedule of races in the tournament, and the results of heats 
that have been completed. 
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The second tab, Tournament Standings, shows the current standings of the 
drivers and their teams. 
 

The title bar contains 5 buttons: 
 

New Tournament. This button launches the tournament 
wizard to create a new tournament. 

 

Open Template. The Open Template button creates a new 
tournament, based on a previously saved tournament 
template. After a template is selected in the file browser, the 
tournament wizard is launched with menus filled in according 
to the template settings. 

 

Open Tournament. Opens an existing tournament, bringing 
it back at whatever stage it was at when the event was 
saved, ready to carry on.  

 

Tip:  
A tournament can be saved before any heats have been 
run and after completion. 
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Save Tournament. Save an existing tournament. 
Tournaments are saved with details of all the participating 
drivers. This means you can transfer a tournament to a 
different computer and a different copy of Sport World. Once 
drivers are added to a tournament the tournament will run on 
any copy of Sport World even if those drivers are not listed in 
the Drivers area. 

 

Note:  
Tournaments are saved automatically if you leave the 
Championship area or if you exit Sport World. You only 
need to save a league if you want to take it to another 
computer. 

Save Template. Save a tournament as a template. The 
tournament is saved with all its settings but without the 
drivers. Templates can be used to quickly set up your 
favourite tournaments just by opening the template and then 
adding the drivers. 

 

Print tournament. The tournament is printed out with a list 
of races to be run, race results and tournament standings. 
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5.9.2 Tournament Wizard 

 
Click on the New Tournament button to launch the Tournament Wizard.

The wizard is a 3 step process for setting up a race: 
 
• Set the basic Tournament details. 
• Decide on the points allocation.  
• Name the drivers that will be taking part. 
 

After completing each step you must click the Next button to 
go to the next step. 

 

To return to a previous page, click the Back button.  
 

After you’ve named the drivers at step 3, click the Finish 
button to create the tournament. 

 

If you want to leave the wizard without creating a 
tournament, click the Quit button. 
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Tournament Name. 
 
Enter a name for your Tournament.  
 

Note:  
If you choose the same name as an existing tournament, then the 
original tournament will be replaced. 

Tournament Type  
 
There are 3 tournament types: 
 
• Standard. Drivers race against each other in a “round robin” style. In 

each race drivers score points that count towards the tournament total. 
The driver with the most points at the end of the tournament is the 
winner. 
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• Knockout. A sudden death tournament. Drivers compete in one off 
races where you must win to stay in the tournament and go on to the 
next round. 
 

• Rally. In Rally and Rally Stage race modes drivers race on their own 
against the clock. A Rally tournament keeps track of the times as all 
the drivers race one by one. The tournament standings maintain a 
leader board of race times. 

 
Circuit  
 
Choose the circuit to be used in the tournament from the drop down menu 
of your available circuits. 
 
Lanes used  
 
If you are using a multi lane circuit (4, 6 or 8 lanes) you do not need to use 
all the lanes you have available.  
 
Use the buttons to indicate the lanes you wish to use. For example, you 
may wish to use only the middle four lanes on a six lane circuit. 
 

Number of heats  
 
When running a Standard tournament, there are three different ways you 
can run the heats: 
 
• Race All Drivers Once. Each driver will race against every other 

driver once. This method of running heats is only available on two lane 
circuits.  
 
The number of heats is equal to 1 + 2 + 3 + 4…+ (N-1) where N is the 
number of drivers in the tournament. For 6 drivers this would be: 
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 15 heats.  
If you have 20 drivers there would be 190 heats. 
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• Race in Each Lane Once (Random). Each driver races in each lane 
once. The drivers will be rotated randomly so that drivers race against 
random opposition and at random times during the tournament.  
 
Racing in each lane once ensures that the number of heats in the 
tournament is equal to the number of drivers. For example, 10 drivers 
on a 2 lane circuit would result in a 10 heat tournament. 10 drivers on 
a 4 lane circuit would also be 10 heats. 
 

• Race in Each Lane Once (Block). As above, but each driver makes 
their races in one block. For example on a 4 lane circuit, a driver will 
run 4 consecutive races across the four lanes. 

 
If the tournament type is set to Rally or Knockout, then this option is not 
applicable. 
 
Race Mode  
 
If the tournament type is set to Standard or Knockout then the user can 
only select the following race modes: 
 
• Grand Prix 
• NASCAR 
• Endurance 
• Arcade 
• Drag 
• Pursuit 
 
If the tournament type is set to Rally then the user can only select the 
following race modes: 
 
• Rally 
• Rally Stage 
 
Race Duration 
 
Set the race duration as you would for a normal race. The duration type 
changes according to the Race Mode you choose. 
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Add To League 
 
If you have a league open, you can add the new tournament to it. Select 
Add to League from this menu and it will be added to the end of the list of 
tournaments to be included in a league. 
 
Even if you have started an existing league, you can add any number of 
tournaments to it at a later date.  
 
Qualifying Options  
 
If you have run a qualifying session, the data can be used to seed a 
knockout tournament. Drivers finishing top of the qualifying leader board 
will be drawn against drivers from the bottom. There are three options on 
this menu: 
 
• No Qualifying. Leader Board data is not used and knockout seeding 

is random. 
 

• Use Qualifying Data. The Leader Board is used to seed the knockout. 
This choice is greyed out if no qualifying data exists. 
 

• League Standings. This option is available if the tournament is being 
set up as part of a league. Provided the knockout tournament is not 
the first round, then the current league standings are used are used to 
seed the tournament. 
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Points Table 
 
The second page of the wizard sets out the points to be won in each heat 
of the tournament. Bonus points can be awarded for the fastest lap, the 
fastest reaction time to the green lights and bonus points for each lap a 
driver crosses the line in the lead. 
 

To increase or decrease the points, click on the arrows next to the 
numbers. 
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You can set the points to any value you choose, but the different race 
modes have default values: 
 

Grand Prix 
Endurance 

Arcade 
Pursuit 

NASCAR Drag 

First 10 175 100 
Second 8 170 80 

Third 6 165 60 
Fourth 5 160 50 

Fifth 4 155 40 
Sixth 3 150 30 

Seventh 2 146 20 
Eight 1 142 10 

Fastest Lap 0 0 0
Reaction Time 0 0 10 

Laps Lead 0 5 0

Rally and Rally Stage races list drivers by their lap/stage time; therefore if 
rally is selected as a tournament type, then the Points page will not be 
displayed. 
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Drivers 
 
The third page of the wizard is where you name the drivers that will be in 
the tournament.  
 

On the left of the page is a scrolling list of all the drivers currently in the 
Sport World Drivers area. On the right is a scrolling list of Tournament 
Drivers.

Drivers can be added to the list of tournament drivers by clicking on the 
name of the driver on the left (it will highlight white) and then clicking the 
Add Driver button.  
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Similarly, drivers can be removed from the tournament by clicking on the 
driver on the right and clicking the Remove Driver button. 
 

Tip:  
You can also add and remove drivers by double clicking on the driver 
name. 

If you want to add whole teams of drivers at once, click on the Team tab at 
the top of the driver list. If you now click on a team name and then the Add 
Driver button, you will add all the drivers in that team to the list of 
tournament drivers. 
 

When you are happy with all the settings in the Race Wizard, click the 
Finish button on the last page to create the tournament. You are now ready 
to start. 
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5.9.3 Tournament Schedule and Results  

The schedule and results of race heats are laid out in a simple table. 
 

Each heat in a race can be selected by clicking on the heat number box at 
the top of a column. The selected heat is highlighted and the box is drawn 
around all the driver names. For heats that are yet to be run, the lanes are 
identified next to the driver name in colour coded boxes.  
 

For heats that have been completed the drivers are listed in position order, 
with the driver names colour coded according to the lane they were racing 
in. 
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Scroll bars at the bottom of the screen allow you to scroll the display of 
heats to the left or right. 
 
Selecting a Heat to Race 
 
Select a heat by clicking on the box with heat number in it. 
 

The heat will be highlighted in the list with the white box drawn round all the 
lanes and drivers. 
 

The selected heat will be the next heat to be run. To go to the grid, click the 
Start button. 
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Altering Results 
 
The results of races may be changed manually after completion in the 
event of any protests or disqualifications. Two arrows after each driver 
name allow the racer to be promoted or demoted. Click on an arrow to 
move the driver up or down the race order If a driver has been demoted the 
down arrow will turn red. If the driver has been promoted the up arrow will 
turn green 
 

The example above shows the driver in P1 being demoted. The points total 
for the drivers in the tournament will be adjusted accordingly. 
 

Note:  
Selecting a heat that has already been run, will let you re-run that race. 
You may wish to re-run a heat if the result is in dispute, or there have 
been technical difficulties during the original heat. 
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5.9.4 Tournament Standings 

Tournament Standings are displayed by clicking the tab in the Tournament 
area. There are three lists; the Driver Standings, Team Standings and 
Race results. 
 

Driver Standings 
 
The driver standings are a scrollable list, starting from P1 and going down 
to the total number of drivers in the tournament.  
 
In a Standard style tournament drivers are awarded points according to the 
table of points decided in the Tournament Wizard.

In a Knockout tournament the standings list the drivers in the reverse order 
of them being knocked out of the tournament. Those knocked out in the 
first round will be at the bottom of the standings, and the points column lists 
which round they were knocked out in. 
 
In a Rally Tournament the standings will list the drivers in order of their race 
time (fastest at the top). The points column lists their race time in 
thousandths of a second. Drivers who have not yet posted a time will be at 
the bottom of the list. 
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Team Standings 
 
The Team Standings will only be shown for Standard tournaments.  
 
Each driver in a team contributes to that teams total in the standings. If 
there are drivers that don’t belong to a team, their points are shown as No 
Team Selected. 

Teams are created and drivers assigned to teams in the Drivers area, see 
Section 5.5.1. 
 
Adjusting Tournament Points 
 
In a Standard tournament the overall points are adjustable by arrows next 
to the total. If points need to be added or deducted from a driver, (for 
example, points may be deducted from a driver who is discovered to have 
an illegal feature on their car). Then click the left arrow to deduct points, the 
right arrow to add points. Points that have been adjusted up will be 
coloured green; points adjusted down will be coloured red. 
 

The team points total can also be adjusted, but that adjustment is 
independent of any alterations made to an individual. If a team is deducted 
a point, none of the teams individual drivers will have points deducted. 
However, if a driver has a point deducted, that point deduction will be 
carried over into the team total. 
 

Note:  
This adjustment is independent of the adjustments in individual races. Use 
the race adjustments to make race specific changes (such as an individual 
disqualification) and use the standings adjustments for tournament wide 
changes (such as a penalty for an illegal car). 
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Race Results 
 
The results for any of the completed heats can be viewed by selecting the 
heat number from the pull down menu at the top right of the menu. 
 

5.9.5 Running a Tournament 

Once a tournament has been created in the wizard or loaded from a saved 
file, each heat of the tournament is run according to the following nine 
steps:  
 
• Step 1. From the Schedule and Results tab, make sure the next heat 

is selected. 
 

• Step 2. Press the Blue button at the top of the screen to go to the 
Grid. Do NOT select the “Race” button from the bottom menu. 
 

• Step 3. Once the circuit has loaded, drivers can change their cars if 
they wish. 
 

• Step 4. Press the blue button to start the race. 
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• Step 5. A race may be paused, abandoned or finished as normal. 
Abandoning a race returns you to the grid. Finishing a race will return 
you to the tournament schedule. 
 

• Step 6. At the finish of the heat, the results page will be displayed and 
you can save race data or replay the race coverage as normal. 
 

• Step 7. Selecting the Next Heat button at the top of the screen returns 
you to the tournament schedule, with the results from that heat posted, 
standings updated and the next heat selected.  
 

• Step 8. If you wish to make any changes to the race order, or add and 
deduct points in the standings you can do that now. 
 

• Step 9. Return to step 1 to run the next heat. 
 

5.9.6 League 

A League allows you to put together a series of tournaments. Each 
tournament in the league series can be raced on a different circuit, with a 
different race mode. Points are awarded for final standings in each 
tournament which then count towards a League total. 
 
For example, you could run a standard style NASCAR tournament in round 
one, a Rally Stage in round 2 and finish off with an Endurance tournament 
in round 3. 
 
Another example would be to run a Grand Prix standard tournament in 
round 1 where all drivers race each other once. Round 2 could then be a 
knockout Grand Prix where the results of round 1 are used to seed the 
tournament. 
 
The League tab opens up the league area with the Schedule and Results 
window. 
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The title bar contains 5 icons: 
 

New League. This button launches the league wizard to 
create a new league. 

 

Open League. Opens an existing league, bringing it back at 
whatever stage it was at when the event was saved, ready to 
carry on.  

Save League. Save an existing league. Leagues are saved 
with details of all the participating drivers. This means you 
can transfer a league to a different computer and a different 
copy of Sport World.  

Print league. Prints the current status of the league. 
 
If you exit the Championship area or exit Sport World, the current league 
status will be saved automatically, ready for you to open again when you 
return. 
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5.9.7 League Wizard 

Click on the New League button to launch the League Wizard.

Setting up a league is a three stage process: 
 
• First a league is defined,  
• Set the points awarded for tournament victories. 
• Set up each tournament in the league. 
 

After completing each step you must click the Next button to 
go to the next step. 

 

To return to a previous page, click the Back button.  
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When you have finished setting up the tournaments in the 
league, click the Finish button. 

 

If you want to leave the wizard without creating a league, 
click the Quit button. 

 

League Name 
 
The first field of the wizard asks you to enter a name for the league. 
 
Number of Tournaments 
 
Set the number of tournaments in a league 
 
Calculation – Discard the Worst Results 
 
You can choose to discard a number of your worst tournament results. This 
function means a driver can rule out their worst performances over the 
course of a league series. This is also useful if a not all drivers can make it 
to every tournament event. If they don’t score any points in a couple of 
tournaments it will not necessarily affect their overall showing in the league. 
 
The number of discarded events must be less than the total number of 
tournaments in the league. 
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League Points 
 
The second window in the wizard lets you set up the league points 
awarded for winning a tournament.  
 

The default points for tournament victories in a league are:: 
 

League 
First 10 

Second 8
Third 6

Fourth 5
Fifth 4
Sixth 3

Seventh 2
Eight 1
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Tournament Definition 
 
The final stage of the league wizard is to launch a tournament wizard in 
order that the user can define the first tournament. 
 
The tournament wizard for a league is the standard wizard (see Section 
5.9.2), apart from the fact that at the top of the wizard it will display which 
tournament in the league you are setting up. 
 

After defining the first tournament, you can go on to define the next 
tournament or finish the wizard.  
 
On the last page of a tournament wizard you can select an option to create 
all the remaining tournaments to be identical to the current wizard set up. 
 
You don’t have to set up all the tournaments in a league at the start. You 
can create a league with just one tournament, and then add new 
tournaments to it at a later date. Tournaments can be defined after the 
league has started. 
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5.9.8 League Schedule and Results 

The League Schedule and Results shows the schedule of tournaments to 
be run in the current league. 
 

Tournaments are listed left to right in columns, with the tournament number 
and name at the head of each column.  
 

There is also a Trophy button at the top of the column next to the 
tournament number. 
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For tournaments that have been completed, the final positions from that 
tournament will be listed in a scrollable list. 
 

Clicking on the Trophy button will take you to the tournament area in order 
to view the detailed results for that tournament. Where a tournament is yet 
to be run, they will be listed with just their name and “Not Completed” in the 
results column. If you click on the tournament Trophy button you will go to 
the tournament area, ready to run that tournament. 
 

If an upcoming tournament is not yet defined, there will be no name for that 
tournament. Clicking on the tournament button will launch the tournament 
wizard for you to define the new tournament. 
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5.9.9 League Standings  

The standings show three lists; the Driver Standings, Team Standings and 
Tournament results. 
 

Driver and Team Standings 
 
Drivers & teams are listed in league order. League points are listed in the 
right hand column.  
 
The point totals are editable by clicking the up and down arrows. If points 
are adjusted up they will be coloured green, if adjusted down they will be 
highlighted red. Unadjusted (normal) point totals will be white. 
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Tournament Results 
 
The results summary for any tournament in the league can be displayed by 
selecting the tournament name from the menu at the top right of the league 
standings window. 
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5.9.10 Running a League 

Once you have defined a league and the tournaments that make up that 
league using the league wizard. You can run the league using the following 
steps: 
 
• Step 1. If you haven’t already done so, open the league using the 

Open button on the title bar. 
 
• Step 2. Click on the tournament name of the next round in the League 

Schedule to start the next tournament. 
 

• Step 3. Run the first tournament following the steps in Section 5.9.5. 
The league name will be shown in the tournaments title bar. 
 

• Step 4. At any time during the tournament you can access the League 
tab to see the current standings and the tournament schedule.  
 

• Step 5. When a tournament is completed return to the League 
Schedule ready to start the next tournament and go to Step 2. 
 

Leagues can take place over a long time, often on different circuits and 
perhaps in different venues. The league you create in Sport World is 
always saved in its current state when you leave the Championship area. 
When you want to resume, just open the league file and you are ready to 
continue.  
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5.10 Race World 

The Race World area connects Sport World to a world of racers ready for 
competition. Once you have registered for Race World you have access to 
the latest Sport World developments and news, views and discussions from 
the international community of Scalextric racers. Race World is made up of 
3 areas selected from tabs underneath the title bar; 
 
• Online Racing 
• Worlds Biggest Race 
• Sport World Community 
 
When you enter the Race World area, you will be asked to log in as a 
registered driver in order to connect to the Race World server. If you have 
already registered, select the driver from the menu and click OK.  
 

If Sport World cannot connect to the server (for example, if you have no 
active internet connection, or your selected driver has an invalid password), 
then an error message will be displayed. 
 
5.10.1 Registration 

If you have not already registered, you will be given the opportunity to 
register a driver as you enter the Race World area. 
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When you click OK a web browser window will open at the Scalextric Sport 
World website where you will be able to register. Click on the word 
“register” on the left hand menu, and then follow the on screen steps. An 
email will be sent to you confirming your driver name and your password. 
 
Your can use any driver name you wish, but it must not have been used by 
anyone else at scalextricsportworld.com. Once you have registered you 
must add the registered driver name to the list in the Drivers area. If you 
have used a name that is already in the Drivers list you must add the 
registration password to that driver’s details. 
 
Adding a Registered Driver to the Drivers Area 
 
If the driver name you have registered at scalextricsportworld.com is not 
listed in the Drivers area, you must add it to the list. 
 
Go to Drivers 
 

Click the Add Driver button.  
 

This brings up a dialogue box where you can enter the registered driver 
name.  
 

In the Password field, enter the password as sent to you in your registration 
email. 
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Adding a Password to an Existing Driver 
 
If you have registered a driver and he/she is already in the Drivers list, you 
can add the Race World password by going to the Drivers area, selecting 
the driver in the list and clicking the Edit Driver button.  
 

In the Password field, enter the password as sent to you in your registration 
email. 
 

5.10.2 Online Racing 

Sport World Online Racing lets you pit your skills against up to seven other 
Scalextric racers from anywhere in the world. Select a circuit, a race mode 
and a race class and sign up for a race. If you like you can set up and host 
your own race, either open to all, or password protected for just you and 
your friends. 
 
In an online race, you drive on your circuit in your location; the other 
competitors drive on an identical circuit wherever they are in the world.  
Sport World links all the drivers together and provides real time 3D 
coverage of the race on your PC. You can see all the cars racing, crashing 
and overtaking as you race for the finish. 
 
Race stats are continuously available during the race. At the end of the 
race you will see the full race results and have the opportunity to download 
the best lap telemetry of every competitor. 
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Online Racing is a three step process: 
 
• View the available races 
• Join a race 
• Get racing! 
 

Viewing Available Online Races 
 
When you first click on the Online Racing tab you will see the Online Race 
Manager window.  
 

On the left of the window is the Race List which shows all the Online Races 
that are available to join now.  
 

Click on the name of a race and the Driver List on the right of the window 
will show all drivers currently entered in this race.  

Note:  
Invitational races have an asterix ( * ) in front of the name. You will need 
to know the password to enter an invitational race. 
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Above the driver list are details about the selected race: the race name, the 
circuit, race mode and race class. 
 

For each online race the person who set up the race (the “race host”) will 
have set up options similar to the Briefing options in Sport World. These 
options cannot be changed by anyone else joining the race, but they are 
shown underneath the slot selection area for your information. A limited 
number of the race settings from Briefing are available for online racing: 
 
• Minimum Pit Stops 
• Fuel Loading 
• Race Direction 
• Minimum Lap 
• False Start Penalty 
• Crash and Burn 
 
As well as the briefing information you can also see: 
 
• Host Speed. The speed of the internet connection provided by the 

race host.  
• Entries Close. When entries close for a race. (The race will start 1 

minute after the entries close).  
• Duration. The race duration in laps for a Grand Prix or NASCAR race; 

in hours and minutes for an Endurance race. 
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Take a note of the race settings and make sure you understand the rules 
as laid out by the race host before you join the race. 
 

Filtering the Online Races List 
 
At the top of the online racing window are 3 “filter” menus, which allow you 
to narrow down your search for a race.  
 

The first filter lets you choose a circuit to race on. Select the circuit you 
have built from this list and the race list will only show the online races 
available on that circuit. The example below filters to show the races 
running only on Circuit 4. 

The second menu filters the Race Mode. Online racing only supports 
Grand Prix, Endurance and NASCAR race modes. The example below 
filters to view just the Grand Prix races. 
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The third filter is for Race Class. The race class is most often used to grade 
races into different skill levels to provide the best competition for rookies, 
experts or masters. From time to time there may be other race classes 
introduced, for example there may be classes intended only for Formula 1 
cars.  
 
Use Race Class as a final filter to find the perfect race for you. 
 

The list of available races is downloaded when you first enter Online 
Racing. If new races have become available the Refresh List button will 
become active. 
 

Click on the button to update the race list. 
 

Note:  
The more you filter your choices, the fewer races will be available for you 
to join in. At first just try filtering for the circuit that you have built and then 
gradually narrow down your search if you have to. 
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Joining an Online Race 
 
When you have decided on a race, selected it by clicking on the name in 
the race list and checked the briefing information, you can go on to join the 
race. 
 
The Driver List shows those drivers who have already joined the race. 
 

Each driver will show which lane they have chosen to race in and what car 
they are driving. 
 
Online racing doesn’t restrict the number of cars in a slot because in reality 
the cars are in different locations. This means that you will see a total of 6 
“slots” available for the race even if the race is on a 2 lane circuit. On a 
circuit with four or more lanes, up to eight drivers can race together and 
you will see 8 slots for the race. 
 

Note:  
The colour of your pit board in online racing is determined by your “slot” 
number, NOT the lane you are racing in. Be sure to make a note of the 
colour next to your name before the race begins. 
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If there is a slot free you can enter a race by clicking on the blue bar in the 
driver list. A dialogue box is displayed for you to choose the driver to enter.  
 

Select your driver from the drop down menu (only registered drivers will 
appear in the menu). The current car for that driver will be entered into the 
race, but if you wish to change it just select a new one from the car pull 
down menu. 
 
When you enter a race in online racing you will be automatically placed in 
lane 1. If you wish to race in a different lane just click on the lane number 
you want. Remember you can race in any lane, even if one of your online 
opponents is already in it. If two people at the same location want to join 
the same online race that is no problem, but of course in that situation you 
will need to select different lanes. 
 
When you’re happy with your driver, car and lane selection, click on the 
check mark to request entry to the race.  
 

Note:  
It is possible that while you were filling in the driver information, someone 
else may have taken the last available slot for racing. In this case your 
request for entry will be rejected and you must find another race. 
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Withdrawing from an Online Race 
 
If after you have joined a race you want to withdraw, click the Withdraw 
Driver button. 
 

A dialogue box allows you to select the driver to withdraw from a pull down 
menu. 
 
Race Countdown 
 
In an online race it is important to know exactly when the race will start. 
The Online Race Manager shows a countdown for when entries to the race 
will close. The race will start one minute after the entries close. 
 
When the countdown for entries reaches zero, the race host computer will 
attempt to make connections to all the competitors. As each connection is 
made a green light will appear next to the driver’s name. If a connection 
cannot be made, the light will remain red. 
 

After the 15 second connection time is up unconnected drivers will be 
eliminated from the race and all successfully connected drivers will go to 
the grid.  
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Remember that your pit board colour is determined by your “slot” number. 
Make a note of the colour next to your name before the connections are 
made and you go to the grid. 
 

Note:  
In order to make a successful connection for online racing the network IP 
address of your computer must be available to the Race Host computer 
across the internet.  

If you have a single computer connected to the internet by a broadband or 
dial up modem then it is very likely that your IP address will be available. 

If however your computer connects to the internet through a router it is 
very likely that your computer will be “hidden” from the internet. Routers 
use Network Address Translation (NAT) to allow more than one computer 
to share a single internet connection. NAT effectively “hides” your 
computer behind the router, and you will then need to take additional 
steps to enable Sport World Online Racing. See Section 5.10.6 
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With 30 seconds to go before the race all the red lights on the gantry will 
come on.  
 

One light will then go out every five seconds to count down to the start.  
 

The start sequence will begin 5 seconds after the last red light goes out 
 

For the start sequence all the red lights will come on, the Command Unit 
will beep and on the green light its GO! 
 

Quitting a race 
 
If you wish to quit a race once the race has started, click the Pause button 
at the top of the screen. You will be prompted if you want to continue or 
abandon. If you continue you will be returned to the race, if you abandon 
you will be returned to the Online Race Manager. 
 

Note:  
Clicking Pause during a race will NOT pause all the other racers. They will 
continue racing and you will lose time. If you abandon the race you will 
appear on the results screen as a DNF (Did Not Finish). 
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Race Results 
 
In online racing the accuracy of the results is independent of any latency 
(delays) in internet communications. The Sport World Command Unit 
maintains millisecond accurate race timing and it is this timing that is used 
to verify the race results. 
 

At the end of the race there is a slight delay as the timings of each driver 
are checked against all the others. When the results screen is posted, you 
will see millisecond accurate information on race positions, split times and 
the fastest laps. For each driver in the race their fastest lap has been 
recorded as standard race data. You can save this race data for any other 
racer by clicking the Save Race button. 
 

Saved race data can be used as a Virtual Driver to provide competition in 
racing (see Section 5.8.2) or can be viewed in the Race Telemetry area of 
Pit Garage.  If you don’t win you can analyse your competitors’ race data to 
find out how they were able to go faster than you (see Section 5.4.6). 
 
To save the race data, click on the button and enter a filename in the 
windows browser. 
 

Note:  
Real time 3D coverage during the race is susceptible to latency of the 
internet communications. Every possible attempt is made to make sure 
that the coverage on screen accurately reflects the positions in the race, 
but races often come down to the finest margins. For this reason the final 
results from the Command Unit may not reflect exactly what you saw on 
screen. 
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To return to the Online Race Manager, click on the Next Race button at the 
top of the screen. 
 
Pit Stop Strategy 
 
Pit stops, if required are taken in the normal way during an online race. If 
Fuel Loading is turned on, it may be useful to set a pit stop strategy.  
 

To set a pit stop strategy for an online race: 
 
• In Race World check the Race Mode and Duration of the online race 

you wish to join. 
• Go to the Briefing area and set the Race Mode and Duration to match 

the online race. 
• Go to Drivers and set your pit stop strategy (see Section 5.5.5) 
• Return to Race World and join the online race. 

Tip:  
When saving race data, try to choose a name that helps you remember 
the race you’re saving. 

Details of the date, driver, car, circuit and lane are saved with the file for 
viewing in telemetry but the filename should be something meaningful to 
you. 

Warning:  
A pit stop strategy set in the Drivers area will only be used in an online 
race if the current settings in Briefing for Race Mode and Duration match 
the settings used in the online race. 
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5.10.3 Hosting an Online Race 

Anyone can host an online race. You can create an open online race to be 
included on the list for anyone to join, or if a group of friends organise a 
race between them, you can set up a private race which needs a password 
to enter. 
 
To begin the set up process to host an online race, click the “Host a Race” 
button in the online racing area.  
 

A wizard will be launched to guide you through the set up process. The first 
page defines the race settings. Each field of the wizard will need to be 
completed before you can proceed. 
 

When all fields have been filled in you can click the Next button and go to 
the next page of the wizard. 
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If you want to go back to the previous page, click the Back button. 
 

If, at any time, you want to quit the wizard and cancel the set up of your 
race, just hit the Quit button. 
 

Name 
 
Enter a name for your race. This is the name that will be posted on the 
Race List. 
 

Circuit 
 
Select the circuit you want to race from the pull down list. The list has all 
the standard Scalextric circuits that are included with Sport World as well 
as any circuits you have saved yourself. If you choose one of your own 
circuits, other users will have to have the identical circuit, with the identical 
name in order to race.  
 

Tip:  
Make sure your race name is something meaningful. 
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Race Mode 
 
Select the race mode. Remember in online racing you can only race Grand 
Prix, Endurance or NASCAR modes. 
 
Race Class 
 
Choose the race class from the drop down list. The race class list will vary 
as new classes are added and removed. Race Class is a guide for drivers 
when they are looking for a race. The class helps to find people of a similar 
level to race against to make the racing fun.  
 
After competing in a number of online races you should have a good idea 
of your own level so that you can choose a Race Class here to suit. 
 
Race Duration 
 
The race duration will either be in laps for a Grand Prix or NASCAR race, 
or in hours & minutes for an Endurance race. 
 
Race Settings 
 
When you host an online race you must set up some basic Briefing rules. 
Not all the options from the standard briefing are available as they do not 
apply in online racing. 

 
• Pit Stops. Define the minimum number of pit stops that drivers must 

take during the race. 
 

• Fuel Loading. Turn on fuel loading for the race. Cars will run slower 
when they have a full load of fuel, getting faster as they use up fuel 
during the race. Turning this option on makes for more realistic racing 

Tip:  
If you are racing with friends you can email your circuit file. Circuits are 
stored in the C:\Program Files\Scalextric\Sport World\Circuits folder. Just 
attach the file to an email. When you receive a circuit via email, place the 
circuit file into the circuits folder and restart Sport World 
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and adds the opportunity for pit stop strategy. See Section 5.10.2 for 
notes on setting a strategy in an online race. 
 

• Direction. Sets the direction that the cars run around the track. 
 
• Minimum Lap. Sets a minimum lap time. If a driver goes faster than 

the minimum lap, then that lap is ignored. This is designed to prevent 
false counting of laps due to cars jumping slots or cheating. For online 
races it is very useful to use the minimum lap to help set a skill level. 
For rookie drivers the minimum lap can be set quite high so that it 
discourages expert drivers entering and easily winning races. 
 

• False Start Penalty. If a driver jumps the lights, the false start penalty 
cuts power to their car for the set number of seconds.  
 

• Crash and Burn. With Crash and Burn turned on, the first time a car 
comes off the track, power is cut to their lane and they are out of the 
race. 
 

When all fields are complete click Next to go to the next page of the wizard. 
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Modem Speed 
 
It is useful for people joining your race to know what speed internet 
connection you have. Select your connection speed from the pull down list. 
 

Entry Conditions 
 
There are two types of online race; Open and Invitation. 
 
• Open Races. Open races are open to anyone at all to join.  

 
• Invitation Races. Invitation races are password protected so that only 

people who know the password can join the race. Invitation races are 
designed so that a group of friends or club members in different 
locations can set up a race together. Obviously all those taking part 
must know the password in advance, so you must notify everyone of 
the password via email or by sms text message. 

 
Start Conditions 
 
Online races can start either at a fixed time or when all available slots have 
been filled.  
 
• Fixed Time. Races that start at a fixed time mean predictable timing. 

The countdown to entries closing shows everyone when to be ready to 
go. The disadvantage is everyone may be waiting around for a race to 
start once all the slots have been filled. 

 

Note:  
It is recommended that you have a broadband connection if you are 
hosting a race. All the other racers rely on your connection to get timely 
coverage of the race. If you only expect 2 or 3 connections (for example if 
it is an invitational race between yourself and one other friend) then a 56k 
dial up connection will be sufficient. 
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• All Slots Filled. In this case, the race will start before the allotted time 
if all of the available slots are filled. In this case, drivers must keep an 
eye on the driver list, as soon as the last slot is filled the cars will go to 
the grid. If not all the slots are filled when the countdown for entries 
closing reaches zero, the race will start anyway. 

 
Password 
 
If you are setting up an invitational race, then you will be asked for a 
password which can be up to 8 characters long. Be careful to type the 
password correctly. Obviously you will need to tell your friends what the 
password is so that they can enter the race. Send the password to them by 
email, by sms text message or just ‘phone them! 
 
Time of Start 
 
Select a time for the race to begin. You can select up to 60 minutes from 
the time you click OK to set up the race. Entries will close one minute 
before the start of the race. 
 
Driver, Car and Lane 
 
At least one driver must take part from the race host. Select your driver, the 
car that he/she will be racing and the lane that he/she will be racing on. 
 

When all fields of the wizard are completed, click on the check mark to set 
up the race. The race should now appear in the race list. 
 

When you are hosting a race, you cannot select any other race to view. 
You must now wait for other drivers to join and for the race to start. 
 

Note:  
If your race doesn’t appear in the race list, make sure that you have 
clicked the Refresh List button and that you don’t have any filters on that 
may exclude your new race. 
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If you want to cancel a race, click the Cancel Race button. 
 

All drivers currently entered will be notified that you have cancelled the 
race. 
 

Note:  
At least one driver must race from the host computer. If you withdraw all 
local drivers, the race will be cancelled and the other drivers notified. 
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5.10.4 World’s Biggest Race 

The World’s Biggest Race is an ongoing competition that anyone can take 
part in. Unlike Online Racing, the World’s Biggest Race is not run in real 
time; you can take part whenever it suits you best.  
 
Enter a race and if your time is good enough, it will be posted on the 
World’s Biggest Race leader board. Compare your times against entries 
from right around the world, and try to get to the top before the race closes. 
You can download your leader board rivals race data so you can compete 
against the leaders as virtual drivers. 
 

Viewing World’s Biggest Races 
 
The races are displayed when you click on the World’s Biggest Race tab in 
Race World. Click on one of the races in the list and the leader board for 
that race will be displayed. 
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The leader board shows the current top eight drivers. For each driver you 
can see: 
 
• Race time. That is the time taken by the driver to complete a Grand 

Prix or NASCAR race. 
or  

• Laps Completed. That is the total number of completed laps in an 
Endurance race. If two drivers complete the same number of laps, 
whoever crossed the line first in their last lap of the endurance race 
will be the winner. 

• Driver name 
• Car used 
• Download. A button to download the fastest lap Race Data of the 

leader board driver. 
 
Above the leader board race information is displayed: the race name, the 
circuit, race mode and race class. 
 

For each World’s Biggest Race options are set, similar to the Briefing 
settings in Sport World. These options cannot be changed, but they are 
shown underneath the leader board for your information. 
 
• Minimum Pit Stops 
• Fuel Loading 
• Race Direction 
• Minimum Lap 
• False Start Penalty 
• Crash and Burn 
 
As well as the briefing information you can also see: 
 
• Race Ends. You must enter the race before the date and time entered 

here. At this time the race is over and the winner is declared.  
• Duration. The race duration in laps for a Grand Prix or NASCAR race; 

in hours and minutes for an Endurance race. 
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Take a note of the race settings before you join the race. 
 
When a World’s Biggest Race finishes, the leader board will be cleared and 
the results will be posted on the Sport World web site.  
 

Filtering the World’s Biggest Race List 
 
At the top of the World’s Biggest Race window are 3 “filter” menus, which 
allow you to narrow down your search for a race.  
 

The first filter lets you choose a circuit to race on. Select the circuit you 
have built from this list and the race list will only show the World’s Biggest 
Race available on that circuit. The example below filters to show the races 
running only on Circuit 4. 

The second menu filters the Race Mode. World’s Biggest Race only 
supports Grand Prix, Endurance and NASCAR race modes. The example 
below filters to view just the Endurance races. 
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The third filter is for Race Class. The race class is most often used to grade 
races into different skill levels to provide the best competition for rookies, 
experts or masters. From time to time there may be other race classes 
introduced, for example there may be classes intended only for Formula 1 
cars.  
 
Use Race Class as a final filter to find the perfect race for you. 
 

The list of available races is downloaded when you first enter World’s 
Biggest Race. If new races have become available the Refresh List button 
will become active. 
 

Click on the button to update the race list. 
 

Note:  
The more you filter your choices, the fewer races will be available for you 
to join in. At first just try filtering for the circuit that you have built and then 
gradually narrow down your search if you have to. 
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Entering a World’s Biggest Race 
 
Once you have selected a race to enter by clicking on the race name in the 
race list, make sure that you have built the circuit correctly and understood 
the race settings. To enter the Worlds Biggest Race, click on the Ready to 
Race button.  
 

A dialogue box will open for you to select the driver, car and lane you are 
going to race. 
 

When you have made your selections click the check box to go to the grid. 
 
As soon as the circuit is loaded the lights sequence will begin and race will 
start. 
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World’s Biggest Race Results. 
 
At the end of the race the results screen you will show your race time/laps. 
If you are on the leader board you’ll see your position in the top 8. 
 
Select the Next Race button to return to the World’s Biggest Race leader 
board. 
 
You can enter a World’s Biggest Race as many times as you like. There is 
no limit to how many attempts you can make to get on the leader board. 
Although you can enter as many times as you like, you can only post one 
score. This means that if you post a time that puts you in fourth place on 
the leader board, if you make another attempt that time will be deleted and 
you could easily lose places as gain places. 
 

Downloading World’s Biggest Race Data 
 
You can download the race data for anyone on the leader board by clicking 
the download data icon next to their name.  
 

The race data is kept as a virtual driver, so if you set up a race on the same 
circuit with the same mode and the same race duration you can race 
against the leader board driver. You can race either as pacer data which 
controls a car on the track using the fastest lap from the data or as a virtual 
driver on screen.  
 
You can view the race data in the Pit Garage Telemetry area to see how 
your opponent achieved their time. Which parts of the circuit were they 
quickest? How did they use their controller to get the best speed without 
coming off at the corners? 
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5.10.5 Scalextric Community 

Once you have registered at Scalextric Sport World you will have access to 
the Scalextric Community area. The community provides links to forums, 
information, news, events and downloads at Scalextric.com 
 
Scalextric Forum 
 

Click this area to link to the online Sport World Forum 
 

News and Events 
 

Click this area to find the latest news from Scalextric and to hear about 
exclusive Sport World events. 
 

Download 
 

Click this area to find new cars and software updates to download into your 
Sport World software.  
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5.10.6 Online Racing and Network Address Translation 

In order to make a successful connection for online racing the network IP 
address of your computer must be available to the Race Host computer 
across the internet.  
 
If you have a single computer connected to the internet by a broadband or 
dial up modem then it is very likely that your IP address will be available. 
 
If however your computer connects to the internet through a router it is very 
likely that your computer will be “hidden” from the internet. Routers use 
Network Address Translation (NAT) to allow more than one computer to 
share a single internet connection. NAT effectively “hides” your computer 
behind the router, and you will then need to take additional steps to enable 
Sport World Online Racing. 
 
The Problem 
 
Broadband routers are used to make a direct connection to the internet. All 
communications from the internet to your computer (or computers if you 
have more than one PC on a network) go through the router. As far as the 
internet is concerned your IP address is the public IP address of the router. 
But each computer on your network that is connected to the router also has 
its own private IP address. Any information you request from the internet is 
sent to the router which then makes sure that it goes to the correct address 
in the local network; hence Network Address Translation. 
 
The problem is that in multi player online games individual computers need 
to communicate with each other directly. The router needs to know that 
Sport World online racing communications need to pass through directly to 
a specific computer in the local network. To do this we must open a port in 
the router that allows Sport World communications through. 
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Do I have NAT?  
 
To find out if your internet connection uses NAT you must see if your public 
and private IP addresses are different: 
 
Find out your public IP address by opening up a web browser and visiting 
whatismyip.com. IP addresses are made up of four numbers separated by 
dots (e.g. 255.128.0.64) Make a note of the IP address given at the web 
site. 
 
Find out your private IP address on your computer by following these steps: 
 
For Windows 98/ME: 
• Click Start, and then click Run.
• Type winipcfg in the box and then click OK.
• Click your network adapter in the combo box under Ethernet Adapter 

Information.  
• Note the IP address in the IP Address box, this is your private IP 

address. 
• Click OK to exit. 

 
For Windows 2000/XP 
• Click Start, then click Programs, Accessories and then Command 

Prompt.
• At the command prompt, type ipconfig.
• Examine the information under Ethernet Adapter.  
• Note the IP address, this is your private IP address,  
• Close the Command Prompt window.  
 
If your public and private IP addresses are the same, then your internet 
connection does not use NAT.  
 
If your public and private IP addresses are different, then your internet 
connection uses NAT and you must set up Port Forwarding on your router 
in order to race online with Sport World. 
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Port Forwarding 
 
Computers connected for Sport World online racing all use the same Port 
to communicate with each others. You can think of ports as communication 
channels that are dedicated to particular messages. For example, web 
browsers use port 80 for their communications with web servers. 
 
Sport World uses port 1626 

To allow Sport World communications your router/modem must be set up 
with Port Forwarding on port 1626.

Warning: 
Opening ports can compromise your network security if done incorrectly. If 
in doubt consult the router/modem manufacturer’s customer care 
department for further advice. 
 
There are very many routers and modems on the market and it is 
impossible to provide guidance for every instance. Please refer to the user 
manual for your modem in order to set up Port Forwarding. 
 
Typically routers and modems are set up using a web browser interface or 
by a utility supplied with the device.  
 
Within the set up utility you will need to specify the port to be opened 
(1626) and the IP address of the computer to send all communication on 
that port. This address would be the private IP address of the computer you 
are using for Sport World. 
 

DMZ 
 
Another way of bypassing NAT is to specify one computer on your network 
as a De-Militarised Zone (DMZ). The IP address of the DMZ computer is 
defined in the router/modem set up. 
 
Warning: 
The security of a DMZ computer is extremely vulnerable. It has no firewall 
protection and all ports to it are open. Avoid this solution if at all possible 
unless you really know what you are doing.  
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6 Troubleshooting 

6.1 Command Unit 

The cars will not move when I press the controller. 
 
Is the Command Unit plugged in and switched on? The display should be lit 
up blue. 
 
Is the Digital Controller plugged in correctly? Check that the plugs are 
pushed fully into the socket. Check that you are plugged into the socket 
that corresponds to the lane your car is using (the controller for lane 1 is 
the right hand socket as you look at the Command Unit and on the track 
lane 1 is the nearest to the Command Unit). 
 
Is the Command Unit in edit mode? When in edit mode all power to the 
track is off. Press the set/stop button 3 times to make sure you return to 
practice mode and restore power to the track. 
 
Is the car properly placed and in the correct slot? Press the trigger on the 
controller, place the car in each slot while holding the back wheels off the 
track and see if the motor runs in any of the slots. 
 
Is the car faulty? Try a different car in the slot to see if that runs OK. If it 
does, then check the first car for faults such as problems with the guide 
blade or the braids. 
 
There is power to the car in Practice mode, but as soon as I start a 
race the power is cut. 
 
Is the slot turned on for the race? All slots have power in practice mode, but 
not necessarily in the race. For a slot to take part in a race the slot used 
option must be set to Yes. See section 4.4.3 for details on editing slot 
options. 
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The Command Unit indicates an overload error. 
 

An overload on the slot can be caused by a piece of metal on the track 
causing a short circuit between the two rails. It can also be caused by 
frayed braids on a car also making electrical contact between the rails. 
 
The error message gives the slot number with the problem. Try to find the 
cause of the overload and remove it. The error can be cleared by pressing 
the set/stop button. 
 
If the overload occurs again after you have pressed set/stop, switch off the 
power and remove the problem before continuing. 
 

The Command Unit indicates a hand controller error 
 

This usually occurs when the Start button is pressed if there is no Digital 
Controller plugged in to a slot that is used in the race. Check the controller 
is plugged in properly. If the slot is not going to be used during the race, 
turn off the slot in Edit Mode, Slot Options, Slot Used. See Section 4.6.1 
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The display only shows the words “PC Online” 
 

If your PC is connected to the Command Unit and the Sport World software 
is running on the PC, then the Command Unit is in PC connected mode. 
The buttons are disabled and the display reads “PC Online”. 
 
To get the Command Unit back into practice mode, either exit Sport World 
on your PC or unplug the USB cable from the unit. 
 
Every time I start a race I get a false start penalty. 
 
The slightest touch on the controller trigger before the lights go green will 
cause a false start. Make sure you keep your finger well clear of the trigger.  
 
Sometimes the trigger sticks slightly so that the Command Unit reads that it 
is slightly pressed. If this occurs, make sure that you pull the trigger out 
before the start of a race.  
 
If you do not want to have false start penalties, then you can turn them off. 
See Section 4.5.6. 
 

My button brake doesn’t work. 
 
The button brake on the Digital Controller will only work if it has been 
switched on for that slot. To find out about button braking see Section 
4.6.2. For step by step instructions on how to turn button braking on, see 
Section 4.4.3. 
 

My recorded pacer car is always crashing. 
 
The pacer record facility in the Command Unit will always record the fastest 
lap you make in a race. If your best lap is at the edge of your cars 
performance then the car may have trouble staying on the track in 
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playback. This is due to the combination of luck and precise skill that is 
required to hook up that perfect lap! Try backing off slightly when recording 
your pacer so that the fastest lap is more achievable in playback. You will 
still find racing your pacer car a tough challenge as you have to beat your 
best lap in every lap of the playback race to be a winner. 
 

My car slows down halfway through a race. 
 
A missed pit stop will cause a car to slow to 50% speed. Pit stops can only 
occur when racing standalone if the settings have been downloaded into 
the Command Unit from a PC. If you do not want to have the pit stops, then 
you can turn them off. For information about pit stops in PC Remote mode, 
see Section 4.7.3 
 

Half my laps aren’t counted in Rally mode. 
 
When running with a single slot circuit in Rally mode laps are only counted 
when you cross the line in the lane you choose as the Start Slot (see 
Section 4.5.9). This means that to complete 1 “lap” of the circuit, you must 
complete 2 actual laps of the track. 
 

I have installed a multi lane module, but it doesn’t work. 
 
Have you installed the module in the correct slot of the module bay? You 
should fill the slots from the bottom up. 
 
Have you plugged the cable from the extra lanes into the correct socket of 
the Base Unit? The lanes 3 & 4 pair should be connected to the centre 
socket as you look at the base unit from the underside. 
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The lane pair 5 & 6 should be plugged in the right hand socket, and lanes 7 
& 8 should be plugged into the left most socket. 
 
Is the cable under the track correctly plugged in to the track sensor? Check 
that the cable connection is firm. 
 
Are the new lanes switched on in the Slot Options? If the lane works in 
practice mode, but not in a race; then check that the slots are turned on in 
the Command Unit. See Section 4.6.1. 
 

I’ve installed extra modules but get a power error every time I switch 
on. 
 
Do you have a power supply connected to each new module and the main 
Command Unit? You must have a separate supply for each module. 
 
Did you connect/switch on the power in the right order? You must turn on 
the power for each module BEFORE you turn on the power for the main 
Command Unit. 
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6.2 Sport World Software 

An alert box has popped up saying “Script Error” or “Director Player 
Error” followed by a message. 
 
Occasionally problems may occur in the Sport World software. The 
problems are not always critical and can be cleared by clicking the yes 
button on the alert. 
 
If the alert will not go away after clicking yes, then you must click no and 
Sport World will exit. 
 
Sometimes after clicking yes, you may find that Sport World will not 
respond correctly. In this case you must exit Sport World and restart the 
software. 
 
An unexpected alert box has popped up and I cannot clear it. 
 
Sometimes an error may occur in Sport World that will “hang” the software. 
You may not be able to exit using the close box or the file menu. In this 
case you must use the Windows Task Manager to exit the Sport World 
software. 
 
To launch the task manager, either right click on the Windows Taskbar and 
select Task Manager from the menu or simultaneously press the Ctrl, Alt 
and Delete keys.  
 
Select the Applications tab from the top of the Task Manager and click on 
the name Sport World in the list of applications that are running. The Sport 
World name should highlight. Now click on the button End Task to close 
Sport World. The Sport World software should exit and you can now close 
the task manager. 
 
I am getting no response from the Sport World software when I click 
any of the buttons. 
 
Are you starting or finishing a race? When race data is being sent into the 
Command Unit or results are being retrieved you may find there are delays. 
These delays will increase if you have multi lane expansion modules 
installed. Please be patient. 
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Are you waiting for the results of an online race? At the end of an online 
race all the participants exchange telemetry information on their best lap. 
This is so that you can examine your opponents’ data to see how they 
managed to beat you and to see if they have tried anything to give them an 
unfair advantage. The speed with which this information is exchanged is 
dependent upon the person with the slowest internet connection. There is a 
time out period so that if someone fails to transmit for any reason the 
results will be posted. Please be patient. 
 
Are you loading a circuit? Depending on the complexity and whether this is 
the first time a circuit has been loaded, it may take some time to load a 
circuit into the Race, Test Drive, and Briefing tour areas. Please be patient. 
 
I’m not waiting for data transfer or circuit loading. If you are not waiting for a 
circuit to load, or for race set up & results to be sent or retrieved from the 
command unit, then it is possible that Sport World has “hung”. In this case 
you must use the Windows Task Manager to exit the Sport World software. 
 
To launch the task manager, either right click on the Windows Taskbar and 
select Task Manager from the menu or simultaneously press the Ctrl, Alt 
and Delete keys.  
 
Select the Applications tab from the top of the Task Manager and click on 
the name Sport World in the list of applications that are running. The Sport 
World name should highlight. Now click on the button End Task to close 
Sport World. The Sport World software should exit and you can now close 
the task manager. 
 
The graphics do not display correctly. 
 
Do you have a 3D accelerated graphics card? Sport World requires a 3D 
accelerated graphics card. The recommended specification is shown in 
Section 5.1.1. 
 
Is your graphics card DirectX or Open GL? Some graphics cards have a 
preference over which 3D renderer performs best. Try switching the 
renderer in the preferences. See Section 5.2.2 
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I cannot access the Circuit Designer 
 
The Sport World Circuit Designer requires a 3D accelerated graphics card. 
If you do not have the required card you will not be able to access the 
Circuit Designer. Please see Section 5.1.1 for more details on system 
requirements. 
 

I cannot get into the Race or Qualifying areas. 
 
Do you have the Command Unit connected to your PC? In order to run a 
race or to run a PC Remote race, you must have the Command Unit 
connected to your PC via a USB cable. You will not be able to enter either 
the Race area or the Qualifying area without the Command Unit connected 
to your PC. 
 

I cannot get into the Race World area. 
 
To enter the Race World area you must have a live internet connection 
AND a registered driver name on the Scalextric Sport World website. 
Register your driver name at www.scalextricsportworld.com. 
 
If the connection icons at the bottom right of the Sport World window do not 
show an active connection between the PC and the globe icons, then you 
must open an internet connection before you try to access Race World. 
 

I cannot connect the Command Unit to my PC 
 
Is the Command Unit connection icon lit? If the connection icon is lit 
between your PC and the Command Unit, then the connection is OK. 
 

Is the USB cable connected properly? The Command Unit is connected to 
the PC by a USB cable. Make sure that both ends of the cable are firmly 
connected. 
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Is the Command Unit switched on? The Command Unit must have its 
power supply connected and switched on for the PC to detect it. It doesn’t 
matter if you connect the USB first or turn on the power first, the Command 
Unit should be detected by your PC. 
 
Are the USB Drivers installed? The USB drivers are installed alongside 
Sport World. To check that they are there, open the Add/Remove Programs 
window from the Windows Start->Settings->Control Panel menu. In the list 
of programs look for “FTDI FTD2XX USB Drivers”. If it is not there, then 
you must reinstall Sport World. 
 
The Command Unit is connected but I cannot get a connection to the 
track. 
 
Is the Track connection icon lit? If the connection icons are lit between your 
PC, the Command Unit and the track, then the connection is OK. 
 

Is the Command Unit firmly plugged into the Base Unit? To detect the track 
the Command Unit must be firmly plugged into the Base Unit. Check that 
the hook on the face of the Base Unit is engaged with the slot on the back 
of the Command Unit. Check also that the Command Unit is firmly pushed 
home to make the connection. 
 
Are there any cars near the start line sensors? If the guide blade of any car 
blocks the optical sensors on the start line of the track, then the Base Unit 
detection will fail and Sport World will think that the Command Unit has 
been disconnected. Move your cars so that the front of the car sits behind 
the start line.  
 

The Base Unit connection occasionally disappears, even though I 
have not removed the Command Unit. 
 
The Base Unit detection relies on light being able to travel between the 
optical sensors in the slots at the start line. If the optical sensor is blocked 
by a car guide blade, then the Base Unit detection will fail and Sport World 
will think that the Command Unit has been disconnected. Move your cars 
so that the front of the car sits behind the start line.  
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The cars jump around the track when racing with real time 3D 
coverage. 
 
When you race a new car on a slot it has never raced before, the car is 
automatically “calibrated” for that slot and that circuit. For the first one or 
two laps the car will simply jump from the start line optical sensor to each of 
the C8314 Current Breaks you have placed in the circuit. After this the car 
will begin to drive properly around the circuit and eventually the calibration 
will get more and more accurate. 
 
If the car still jumps around the circuit it is possible that the Current Breaks 
are not being detected properly. This is usually due to not placing the 
current breaks where they are specified in the circuit design, or placing 
them in braking zones. If you are applying the brakes on your car, or 
coasting over a Current Break, then they can be missed by the Command 
Unit. For more information on the correct placement of Current Breaks see 
Section 5.3.9. 
 

The brake button doesn’t work. 
 
Are the brakes set in the Drivers area? When racing with the Sport World 
software, the brake settings for the car are controlled by the settings in the 
Strategy tab of the Drivers area. For more information on setting the brake 
modes see Section 5.5.4. 
 

My car is very hard to control. 
 
Do you have controller profiles set? The response of the throttle on your 
digital controller can be altered by controller profile settings in the Strategy 
tab of the Drivers area. You can switch between two different profiles using 
the small button on your controller. Try pressing the small button to switch 
to a different profile. 
 
If switching profiles with the button doesn’t help the control, then go to the 
Strategy tab of the Drivers area and select a new profile. The default profile 
should be linear. To find out more about controller profiles, view the 
information the Pit Garage area or see Section 5.4.7 
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The motion of the cars appears jerky. 
 
Have you optimised your graphics performance? The speed with which the 
real-time 3D coverage is played depends very heavily on your computers 
graphics card. See Section 6.3 for more information about getting the most 
out of your graphics performance. 
 
Is the car calibration working correctly? The motion of the cars on screen 
depends upon the calibration of the cars. The accuracy of the calibration 
relies on the current breaks being picked up correctly. See Section 5.3.9 for 
more information on current breaks. 
 
Does your real car match your on screen car? Calibration is saved for each 
car on any given slot and circuit. If you mix up the on screen car and the 
real car, you may get poor results for the car location and jerky movement. 
For example, you have already raced a Formula 1 Renault so it has 
calibration information. You select the Renault as your on screen car, but 
then place a TVR on the track to race in the Renaults place. The 
information that comes back from the track will be completely different to 
the Renault, so the resulting location information may be very poor. 
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6.3 Optimising Graphics Performance 

The performance of the 3D graphics in Sport World is dependent upon the 
specification of your computer. If you have a fast computer and a powerful 
graphics card you will be able to view all the features of Sport World with 
no problems. Sport World does recognise that not everyone has the latest 
or the fastest computers, so there are a number of features which enable 
you to optimise the graphics to perform as fast as possible for your 
machine. 
 
Many of the optimisations are made in the Sport World preferences which 
are accessed from the edit menu at the top of the Sport World window (see 
Section 5.2.2). Some optimisations can be made by careful design of 
circuits in the Circuit Designer. 
 
Choose the best 3D renderer. 
 
Is your graphics card DirectX or Open GL? Some graphics cards have a 
preference over which 3D renderer performs best. Try switching the 
renderer in the preferences. 
 
Change the car resolution. 
 
By default, the cars used in racing are medium resolution cars. If your 
graphics card can handle it, you could switch to the high resolution cars. If 
you want to get better performance, switch to the low resolution cars. Low 
resolution cars are based on 6 “proxy” cars, one for each category of car. 
They are coloured according to the original cars colour (or to a colour of 
your choice if it is in the My Collection folders in Pit Garage). The proxy 
cars also have the name and number on the side of the car. 
 
You can set different car resolutions to be used for racing, the car viewer 
and for Test Drive in the Sport World preferences.

Optimise terrain, scenery & borders. 
 
Lots of scenery items will reduce the graphics performance. If you are 
racing on a circuit with lots of track (particularly large multi lane circuits) you 
may want to reduce the number of buildings, trees and other scenery items.  
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Sculpted terrain is less efficient than flat terrain. You can still paint flat 
terrain and add a sky dome to create atmosphere for your circuit. If you are 
using sculpted terrain, use the standard size and the low terrain texture 
resolution. 
 
Track borders will also reduce performance and can be removed to speed 
up display. 
 
The ultimate “fast” circuit is one with no environment, scenery, borders or 
terrain, but it doesn’t make for exciting viewing. If you need to race with 
minimum scenery, try placing “landmark” items at significant places on the 
circuit to help you get your bearings and don’t forget to place your TV 
cameras carefully to get the best coverage. 
 
You can choose buildings that are “light”, like the basic grandstands, some 
of the city buildings, the marquee and the trucks. Avoid “heavy” items like 
the casino, the pit wall, and the classic buildings. 
 
If you are racing over the internet it is important that all racers have the 
same circuit. It is not important however, to have identical scenery, borders 
and terrain, so you may remove them in order to optimise performance. 
You must NOT however, change the layout of the circuit itself. 
 
Make textures more efficient. 
 
The default size for textures used in scenery is set to High. Change this 
value to low to use less texture memory on your graphics card. Make this 
change in the Preferences. 

Changing the bit dept of your textures will also save on texture memory on 
your graphics card. Switch from 32 bit to 16 bit. Make this change in the 
preferences.

Switch to full screen mode. 
 
If you switch to full screen mode (800 x 600 display resolution) your 
graphics card will make more texture memory available for Sport World 
which may speed up performance. Make this change in the Preferences. 
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Pit Board Coverage mode. 
 
For machines with no accelerated 3D graphics, or if you want to see the pit 
boards at their largest size, switch Sport World into Pit Board Coverage 
mode. In this mode the real-time 3D coverage is switched off so that 
graphics performance is no longer an issue. Make this change in the 
preferences.

This mode is particularly useful if you have an old computer that you wish 
to use next to your Scalextric Circuit as a dedicated Sport World machine. 
 
Note though that you cannot participate in any online racing in Pit Board 
Coverage mode. 
 
6.4 Further Help 

You will find the solution to many problems in the Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQ) section of the Sport World website at: 
 
www.scalextricsportworld.com 
 
If you cannot resolve the problem, then please email 
help@scalextricsportworld.com 
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